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LOT 456 
JAKe gYllenHAAl BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN Worn 
sHirT AnD An originAl proDUcTion polAroiD
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LOT 457 
HeATH leDger BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN Worn sHirT 

AnD An originAl proDUcTion polAroiD



235
JACQUeLine KenneDY GiFteD SiLVeR tiFFAnY BoX
a tiffany & Co. sterling silver box gifted to author Joyce Haber from Jacqueline Kennedy. Engraved on the top of the box is “JOyCE, tHis is a NO-NO 
JaCKiE.” Box has hinged top with two-compartment wood interior. tiffany & Co. stamp on bottom of box. Haber, a gossip columnist, also wrote a book titled 
Caroline’s Doll Book in 1962 with caricatures of the first family. Accompanied by a paperback copy of The Users by Joyce Haber.

8 3/4 by 3 1/2 by 1 3/8 inches

$400-600

236
PRinCe WiLLiAM AnD KAte MiDDLeton WeDDinG CAKe
a slice of royal wedding cake from the marriage of prince William and Kate Middleton. the slice 
of fruitcake, made by Fiona Cairns, is contained within a presentation tin. the lid of the tin reads 
“William & Catherine 29 april 2011.” accompanied by an enclosure card that reads “With best 
wishes from trH the prince of Wales and the duchess of Cornwall in celebration of the wed-
ding of trH the duke and duchess of Cambridge.” the card is numbered 200134 and signed 
by Cairns on verso. additionally accompanied by a card with a color photograph of the cake. a 
handwritten message in the card reads “the royal Wedding Cake made by our team at Fiona 
Cairns in april 2011.”

tin, 5 1/2 by 4 1/2 by 2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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237 
PRinCe WiLLiAM AnD KAte MiDDLeton WeDDinG CAKe
a piece of cake from the 2011 wedding of prince William and Kate Mid-
dleton. the brandy-infused fruit cake topped with marzipan and soft icing 
cake was made by Fiona Cairns and is housed in a red presentation box 
with silver metallic accents. the box is printed with a “CW” under a crown, 
representing the first initials of the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge. The 
cake was given to the consignor, who was a drum major in the Queen’s 
Guard on the day of the wedding. No longer suitable for consumption.

Box, 2 3/4 by 5 by 5 inches

$600-800

238 
HRH PRinCeSS DiAnA SiGneD AUCtion CAtALoG
a hardcover elephant folio volume of the Christie’s New york auction catalog featuring 80 illustrated dresses from the collection of princess diana, sold by the 
New york auction house on June 27, 1997. the catalog is signed in black marker pen “diana” and numbered 202/250. accompanied by Christie’s bidding card 
numbered 202.

17 by 12 inches

$2,000-4,000
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239  
HRH DUKe oF WinDSoR RotHeSAY HUntinG tARtAn SUit  
oRiGinALLY tAiLoReD FoR HiS FAtHeR, KinG GeoRGe V 
a two-piece rothesay Hunting tartan lounge suit in forest green, deep red, and pale yel-
low, from the wardrobe of the duke Of Windsor and originally made for King George V. 
the wool suit consists of a single-breasted jacket with shawl collar, fabric-covered buttons, 
and a pair of flat-front trousers with zipper fly. As noted by Sotheby’s in its 1997 catalog, 
alterations that coincide with the duke of Windsor’s comments relating to the rothesay 
Hunting tartan suit in A Family Album are present and include the collar that originally 
buttoned higher to a late Victorian style, the jacket has been relined with deep green 
satin rayon, and a zipper fly has replaced the original button fly in the trousers. No labels 
or tailor’s markings present. together with a white cotton shirt bearing a piqué bib mono-
grammed with a W and crown, three silk Hawes & Curtis bow ties, and a Hawes & Curtis 
deep green silk cummerbund. 

the 1997 sotheby’s catalog and the Metropolitan Museum of art, Costume institute, refer-
enced autobiographies from both the duke and duchess of Windsor when discussing this 
suit. in The Heart Has Its Reasons, the duchess of Windsor wrote:  
For some time after our marriage I was puzzled by the fact that while he was the acknowl-
edged leader of men’s fashion, he rarely bought a new suit. … Take, for instance, that 
tartan dinner suit His Royal Highness wore last night at dinner. According to the tailor’s 
marks on the inside pocket, it was made for his father in 1897. Now, I am happy to see the 
suit still looking so well, after being refitted to His Royal Highness. (simpson, 307) 

in A Family Album, the duke of Windsor wrote:  
Few of my father’s clothes were any use to me after his death. … I did, however, take one 
of his Inverness capes, and a Rothesay Hunting Tartan suit, which he used to wear for tea 
after shooting. I had it altered to fit me, substituting zip flies, which would have horrified 
my father for the buttons. It still contains in the pocket a tab bearing my father’s name-
H.R.H. The Duke of York, and the date 1897. (sotheby’s, 404)

in the exhibit cataloging for “Blithe spirit: the Windsor set,” the Metropolitan Museum of 
art further quotes A Family Album while describing how the suit inspired a 1950s craze for 
tartan:  
I happened to wear it one evening for a dinner at La Croë near Antibes, where the Duch-
ess and I lived for a while after the last war. One of our guests mentioned the fact to a 
friend in the men’s fashion trade, who immediately cabled the news to America. Within 
a few months tartan had become a popular material for every sort of masculine garment, 
from dinner jackets and cummerbunds to swimming trunks and beach shorts. Later the 
craze extended to luggage. (Metropolitan Museum of art, 19)

LiteRAtURe  
A Family Album, by duke of Windsor (london: Cassell & Company, 1960)

Blithe Spirit: The Windsor Set, by the Metropolitan Museum of art, Costume institute 
(New york, 2002)

Artist Rebel Dandy: Men of Fashion, by Kate irvin and laurie anne Brewer (yale university 
and rhode island school of design, 2013), p.3

The Heart has its reasons: the Memoirs of the Duchess of Windsor, by Wallis simpson 
(New york: Van rees press, 1956), p.307

sotheby’s, The Duke and Duchess of Windsor: The Private Collections, (sotheby’s, 1997), 
p. 404

eXHiBiteD 
“Blithe spirit: the Windsor set” at the Metropolitan Museum of art, New york, New york, 
2002–2003

“artist, rebel, dandy: Men of Fashion” at the rhode island school of design, providence, 
rhode island, april 26 –august 18, 2013

PRoVenAnCe lot 2913, “the duke & duchess of Windsor: the private Collections,” 
sotheby’s, New york, sale number 7000, september 11-19, 1997

$10,000-20,000



240 
DoRiS RoBeRtS PAUL HUnteR PAintinG 
a gold leaf landscape painting on panel by New york 
artist paul Hunter (american, b. 1954), signed on the 
verso and marked “May 20, 1992/ study for Cliff #9.”

10 by 13 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$600-800

241 
DoRiS RoBeRtS AntiQUe ARtWoRKS 
a small watercolor and ink portrait on paper. together with a small oil on can-
vas river scene and a 38 by 10-inch oil on canvas beach scene signed illegibly 
to the lower right and dated “1913.”

largest, 43 3/4 by 15 1/2 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600

242 
DoRiS RoBeRtS oCeAn PAintinGS 
a small oil on panel painting signed and dated to the lower right “J.H. potts – 1929.” 
together with an oil on panel shoreline village scene signed and dated to the lower 
right “Bean, 71” and a 20 by 16-inch oil on masonite painting titled “Village by the sea” 
signed to the lower left “thomas Kerry.”

largest, 31 1/2 by 27 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400
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243 
DoRiS RoBeRtS  

FRAnCiS MoCKeL etCHinGS 
two etchings by the artist Francis 

Mockel, the first “Suite Fenetre I,” 
numbered 5/75 and signed and dated 

“ ‘77” lower right, and the second 
titled “l’inquiet,” numbered 7/50 and 

signed and dated “ ‘75” lower right.

larger, 26 by 19 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of 
doris roberts

$200-400

244 
DoRiS RoBeRtS  

ePHRAiM RUBenStein PAintinG 
a landscape, “two trees,” by artist Ephraim 
rubenstein (american, b. 1956), oil on linen, 

signed lower right and dated “ ‘85.”

9 1/2 by 14 3/4 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600

245 
DoRiS RoBeRtS GioVAnni BAttiStA PiRAneSi PRintS 
two prints by Giovanni Battista piranesi (italian, 1720-1778), one of the Villa adriana in tivoli and one of the interior of the temple of Neptune 
at pesto. (Both in fair to poor condition.)

larger, 26 3/4 by 33 3/4 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$800-1,200
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246 
DoRiS RoBeRtS nAtiVe AMeRiCAn PAintinGS 
a 36 by 24-inch oil on panel painting by douglas ricks (american, 1945) titled “Meeting place Near the snake river,” signed lower right and titled and 
dated “1979” on verso, with original rustic wood frame. together with a 17 3/4 by 12-inch watercolor on paper painting of Native americans with a 
horse, signed and dated lower left “Frank rogers, ‘75.”

largest, 46 1/2 by 34 1/2 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$1,000-2,000

247 
DoRiS RoBeRtS CRAiG ConWeLL ARt 
two works of art by Craig Conwell: a pencil on paper illustration, titled “pre-
lude #5,” signed and dated “1975” in pencil lower right, and an acrylic on 
foam board abstract portrait, signed and dated “1975” in pencil upper right.

largest, 31 1/4 by 42 3/4 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600
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248 
DoRiS RoBeRtS FRAnCiS MoCKeL etCHinGS 
A pair of aquatints executed by Francis Mockel. The first, titled “La Solitude,” is signed and dated “74” in pencil lower right and numbered 16/50 in pencil lower 
left. the second, titled “la Mare,” is signed and dated “79” in pencil lower right and numbered 34/60 in pencil lower left.

Each, 26 1/2 by 19 1/2 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400

249 
DoRiS RoBeRtS nUDe PAintinGS 
a mixed media on paper painting of nudes embracing, signed illegibly to the lower left 
and dated “93.” together with a black Conté crayon illustration of a reclining nude signed 
illegibly to the lower right and dated “64.”

largest, 27 1/2 by 39 1/2 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500
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250 
DoRiS RoBeRtS BARton LiDiCe BeneS CoLLAGeS 
Two mixed media shadowbox collages mounted on paper executed by Barton Lidice Benes (American, 1942-2012). The first collage depicts a 
Mickey Mouse ice cream cone composed of fake currency and sparkles, titled “smorgasbord (disneyland),” signed and dated “2002” in pencil 
across the lower edge, with original lennon, Weinberg, New york, gallery tag on verso. the second collage consists of a tea bag printed with a 
portrait of Queen Elizabeth, inscribed and dated in pencil across the lower edge “For doris/ Barton lidice Benes/ 1995.”

10 3/4 by 12 3/4 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$500-700

251 
DoRiS RoBeRtS MiLton KAtSeLAS PAintinG 
an acrylic painting over reclaimed metal advertisement executed in 2001 by Milton Katselas 
(american, 1933-2008). signed and dated in black marker on verso. Housed in a custom steel 
and glass floating frame. Together with a small framed woodcut print depicting a pair of lips, 
numbered 2/10 in pencil and signed illegibly.

largest, 16 3/4 by 9 7/8 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500
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252 
DoRiS RoBeRtS ADAM KURtZMAn SCULPtURe 
an 18 1/2-inch-tall bronze sculpture of a hand created by adam 
Kurtzman (american, b. 1957) signed, numbered [blank]/50, and 
dated “04” to the lower edge.

18 1/2 by 11 1/2 by 7 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500

253 
DoRiS RoBeRtS PiCASSo ASHtRAY 
a ceramic ashtray produced by pablo picasso (spanish, 
1881-1973) titled “Oiseau sur la Branch.” Marked to the 
underside “Edition picasso” and blindstamped “Madoura 
plein Feu.”

6 1/4 by 6 1/4 by 1 3/4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$1,000-2,000
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254 
DoRiS RoBeRtS GinA GiLMoUR StUDY 
a study for “Waterfall series #6,” crayon and pastel 
on paper, 1982, by Gina Gilmour (american, b. 
1948).

9 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches, sight; 16 3/4 by 16 3/4 inches, 
framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts; 
Vanderwoude tannenbaum Gallery, New york

$300-500

255 
DoRiS RoBeRtS  
SiGneD LiZA MinneLLi iMAGe 
a reproduction andy Warhol image of liza Minnelli, 
signed “love liza.”

22 1/2 by 20 3/4 inches, matted

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600
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256 
DoRiS RoBeRtS MiLton KAtSeLAS ARtWoRKS 
a framed collage, mixed media on newsprint, signed lower left, and a mixed media screenprint on paper, signed lower right 
and dated “2007,” both by artist and acting coach Milton Katselas (american, 1933-2008).

First, 31 by 19 inches, framed; second, 33 1/2 by 25 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$600-800

257 
DoRiS RoBeRtS  

MARC CHAGALL LitHoGRAPH 
a color lithograph by Marc Chagall 

(French, 1887-1985) titled “Vision of 
paris,” 1952, from an unnumbered 

edition of 6000, unsigned. according 
to the andrew Weiss Gallery, this is 
one of eight lithographs created by 

Chagall for the Revue, Verve, volume 
Vii, paris, 1953.

28 by 35 1/2 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of 
doris roberts; andrew Weiss Gallery, 

Beverly Hills

$800-1,200
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258 
DoRiS RoBeRtS CAnDLe HoLDeRS 
a collection of candle holders, including a brass seven-light 
floral form candelabra with porcelain flower decorations. 
together with a solid brass seahorse-form doorstop.

largest, 22 by 15 by 6 1/2 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$100-200

259 
DoRiS RoBeRtS SiLVeR DReSSeR iteMS 
a John Grinsell & sons brand perfume bottle made 
in London circa 1901, with sterling silver filigree 
over emerald glass. together with an antique mono-
grammed vessel, a Christofle brand silver-plated 
hand palmistry guide, and a tiffany & Co. brand 
sterling silver tulip decorated vase.

largest, diameter, 6 1/4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500
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260 
DoRiS RoBeRtS SiLVeR KitCHenWARe 
a collection of silver kitchen utensils, most bearing sterling 
marks, including flatware and serving bowls.

Various sizes

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400

261 
DoRiS RoBeRtS CRYStAL DeCoR 
a collection of crystal decorative items, including a tiffany & Co. brand Heinz Ketchup bottle with a sterling silver cap together with a 
small tiffany & Co. sterling silver Heinz pickle pin), votive holder, candy dish, lidded box, and Elsa peretti signed heart paperweight; a 
Baccarat brand crystal horseshoe paperweight; a Lalique brand vase, perfume bottle, flower, and swan figurine; and a signed limited 
edition perfume bottle signed illegibly.

largest, diameter, 8 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500
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262 
DoRiS RoBeRtS GRoUP oF DeCoRAtiVe ASiAn iteMS 
Including a silver tone seated Buddha figure, two hands, a carved jade 
Buddha figurine, and a green Asian plate with butterfly decoration.

tallest, height, 11 1/2 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600

263 
DoRiS RoBeRtS SMALL CHineSe ALtAR tABLe 
an antique hardwood table with mortise and tenon joinery, round 
legs, and stretchers.

29 1/2 by 38 by 19 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$600-800

264 
DoRiS RoBeRtS GRoUP oF ASiAn iteMS 
including a watercolor landscape, a Chinese ancestral portrait, a carved and 
lacquered Foo dog seat, and a carved gilt dragon.

Foo dog, 14 by 11 by 12 inches; landscape, 23 1/2 by 33 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$600-800
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266 
DoRiS RoBeRtS neW YoRK FURniSHinGS 
including an antique wall mirror with a burlwood veneer frame, a leather and caned louis XV style armchair, and a parcel gilt scenic painted 
and ebonized coffee table.

Mirror, 35 by 24 inches; Chair, 36 1/2 by 24 by 18 inches; table, 18 by 36 by 36 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$1,000-2,000

265 
DoRiS RoBeRtS FoUR tABLe LAMPS 
a larger and smaller baluster form set in celadon green with an abstract pattern and a pair with a beige and cream lozenge pattern.

tallest, height, 29 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500
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267 
DoRiS RoBeRtS RenAiSSAnCe ReViVAL CHAiR 
a renaissance revival carved walnut portrait medallion chair. together with 
a pair of modern table lamps in a similar color.

Chair, 41 by 28 by 21 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500

268 
DoRiS RoBeRtS MARBLe tABLe AnD CHAiRS 
a marble-top writing table and two Biedermeier chairs with scrolled backs.

table, 48 by 26 by 30 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600
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269 
DoRiS RoBeRtS  
BieDeRMeieR tABLe AnD CHAiRS 
a Biedermeier tilt-top table and four chairs.

table, 34 by 34 by 29 3/4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$500-700

270 
DoRiS RoBeRtS CARVeD DReSSeR 
A five-drawer dresser with carved foliate decorations.

34 by 28 1/2 by 17 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400

271 
DoRiS RoBeRtS BURMAntoFtS JARDinieRe 
an antique faience jardiniere and matching base made by 
Burmantofts of England. together with a large ceramic jug 
marked “Campos Filhos alvaraes, portugal.”

largest, 54 1/4 by 15 1/2 by 22 1/2 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600
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272 
DoRiS RoBeRtS 19tH CentURY GAMinG tABLe 
A 19th century flip-top felted gaming table.

36 1/4 by 35 3/4 by 28 1/2 inches (opened)

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400

273 
DoRiS RoBeRtS RUGS AnD StooLS 
A large Asian rug, a medium flat weave rug, a needlepoint uphol-
stered footstool, and a rustic bentwood footstool.

largest, 60 1/2 by 114 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400
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274 
DoRiS RoBeRtS AntiQUe PAW-Foot DeSK 
an antique oak three-drawer desk with paw feet and goat 
head pulls.

44 by 28 by 30 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600

275 
DoRiS RoBeRtS  
QUeen Anne StYLe CHAiR 
a Queen anne style chair. together with a brass 
25-light candelabra and a hexagonal-top side table.

Chair, 46 1/2 by 29 by 24 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500
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276 
DoRiS RoBeRtS JoSePH GLASCo Set DeSiGnS 
two framed original artwork pieces, one inscribed on the verso “idea for a set by Joseph Glasco for the House of Breath,” the other inscribed 
“idea for a set by Joseph Glasco for the diamond rattler.” Both pen and ink and watercolor on paper mounted to board. Both unsigned.

larger, 22 by 33 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$1,000-2,000

278 
DoRiS RoBeRtS JoSePH GLASCo nUDe iLLUStRAtion 
a 22 1/4 by 13 1/2-inch ink on paper illustration of a reclining female nude 
executed in 1949 by Joseph Glasco (american, 1925-1996), titled “reclining 
Woman.” signed and dated lower right, with original Catherine Viviano Gallery, 
New york, tag on verso. Glasco and author William Goyen, doris roberts’ second 
husband, had formerly been lovers.

29 1/2 by 20 3/4 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600

277 
DoRiS RoBeRtS JoSePH GLASCo nUDe iLLUStRAtion 
an 18 3/4 by 24-inch ink on paper illustration of a male nude executed 
in 1949 by Joseph Glasco (american, 1925-1996), titled “Man Walking.” 
signed and dated lower right, with original Catherine Viviano Gallery, 
New york, tag on verso. Glasco and author William Goyen, doris rob-
erts’ second husband, had formerly been lovers.

22 1/2 by 27 3/4 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600
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279 
DoRiS RoBeRtS WiLLiAM GoYen tYPeWRiteR AnD LiteRARY iteMS 
William Goyen’s iBM electric typewriter and a group of four framed broadsides relating to William Goyen’s literary career: an acrylic on canvas still 
life by Michael Falco featuring numerous plays and novels from the careers of both Goyen and doris roberts; a limited edition of “lazarus laughed” 
(New york: Boni & liveright, 1927) signed by Eugene O’Neill and numbered 333 of 775; and two framed sets of keys, to the cities of Fort Worth, 
texas, and to Houston.

largest, 22 1/2 by 28 3/4 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500
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280 
DoRiS RoBeRtS WiLLiAM GoYen LiBRARY iteMS 
a selection of items from the personal library of William Goyen, doris roberts’ second husband: a small ink and crayon on paper geometric painting 
by sonja sekula, titled “petit poeme dramitic [sic] pour Ma Mere,” signed and dated “59” to the lower right; a ruby ambrotype, most likely of an 
american Civil War Zouave, housed in a union case, depicting possibly an albanian or Greek couple, designed by Henning & Eymann and produced 
by Holmes, Booth & Haydens; volume iii of the illustrated quarterly The Yellow Book (london: John lane, 1894) signed by Goyen, with several illus-
trated plates by Aubrey Beardsley; an oval brass plaque engraved with Goyen’s name; and a 14k gold flip ring bearing a bull on one side (Goyen’s 
astrological sign) and a detailed house on the opposite side, the same house depicted on the cover of certain editions of Goyen’s debut novel The 
House of Breath (New york: random House, 1950), engraved along the inside of the band “all My life.”

largest, 6 1/2 by 8 1/4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600

281 
DoRiS RoBeRtS CHRiStoPHeR iSHeRWooD SiGneD BooKS 
an edition of The Berlin Stories by Christopher isherwood (New york: New 
directions) signed to the title page by William Goyen and also inscribed “For 
Bill, Christopher isherwood” as well as previously inscribed “to abe Falick, 
with my best wishes, Christopher isherwood.” together with an edition of 
October by isherwood and don Bachardy (los angeles: twelvetrees press, 
1981) inscribed to the title page “For Bill and doris, from a couple of Octobres, 
Chris and don.”

9 1/4 by 12 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400
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283 
DoRiS RoBeRtS WiLLiAM GoYen D.H. LAWRenCe BooKS 
A first edition of Lawrence and Brett: A Friendship (Philadelphia: J.B. Lip-
pincott, 1933) signed on the title page by the author, dorothy Brett, to ruth 
swaine, “to ruth, in token of friendship, from Brett” and later signed on the 
front endpaper to author William Goyen, doris roberts’ second husband, with 
a lengthy inscription: “talk about carrying coals to Newcastle! But you might 
happen not to have a copy around and it would be so popular with guests, 
especially the hanky-panks! someday [illegible] you’ll explain to Brett that H.p. 
was your guest, not ours. i’ve always cringed, recalling our descent upon her – 
or rather ascent – that afternoon. let’s hope she’s forgoten us entirely. Jim did 
his best, but still i’m afraid if she recalls us at all it is as a trio – a horrible trio!” 
the front endpaper also bears a library stamp from swaine’s guest ranch that 
reads “Ex libris, la Cumbre, rancho de taos, New Mexico.” together with a 
later edition of Women in love by d.H. lawrence (New york, Modern library) 
inscribed to the front endpaper “Not a voice crying in the wilderness, this 
book, not for Joe Glasco, this book, i did not give it to him, i wish i had! sum-
mer 53, Frieda lawrence”; a tattered paperback edition of aaron’s rod by d.H 
lawrence (london, Guild Books, 1947) signed by Goyen and labelled “Frieda’s 
Copy”; and a first edition of Not I, But the Wind… by Frieda Lawrence (Santa 
Fe, New Mexico, rydel press, 1934) signed by Goyen and inscribed by Frieda 
to the front endpaper “Frieda Lawrence, finally, after sitting on the piano for 
months, this book goes to Walter – Bill, Xmas 46.”    

largest, 6 3/4 by 9 3/4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500

282 
DoRiS RoBeRtS WiLLiAM GoYen LeAtHeRBoUnD BooKS 
three books by author William Goyen, doris roberts’ second husband, 
each bound in 3/4 red calf with gilt-stamped decorations: The Fair Sister 
(New york: doubleday & Co., 1963) signed by Goyen; In a Farther Coun-
try (New york: random House, 1955) signed by Goyen; and The Faces of 
Blood Kindred (New york: random House, 1960) signed by Goyen and 
with a handwritten note by roberts: “darling, there’s lots more leather – 
Happy Birthday. Love you all my life – all my love, D.” Together with a first 
edition of Wonderful Plant by Goyen (Winston-salem: palaemon press, 
1980) inscribed to the front endpaper, “For my beloved wife doris, who has 
loved this little story from its beginning and who has stood by me from the 
beginning. i love you, Bill - los angeles, October 7, 1980.” also includes a 
needlepoint bookmark with Goyen’s name and an acrylic award engraved 
“11-10-81, William Goyen, usC.”

largest, 6 1/2 by 10 1/8 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400
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284 
DoRiS RoBeRtS FLoRAL BRooCHeS 
A group of five floral brooches owned by Doris 
Roberts. The large white flower is marked “Gri-
poix.” the House of Gripoix made costume 
jewelry for many of the French couture houses. 
The small white flower is marked “Liz Paiacios 
s.F.” roberts was known for her bold, expressive 
jewelry and often wore her personal pieces in 
her television and film roles. Online link to image 
available upon request.

largest, 4 1/2 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600

285 
DoRiS RoBeRtS eARRinGS 
a collection of 10 pairs of clip-on earrings 
owned by doris roberts. the gold tone 
bursts are marked “Oscar de la renta.” 
the triangular earrings are marked “Ciner.” 
The gold tone floral-shaped earrings with 
simulated coral centers are marked “Napier 
pat. pend.” roberts was known for her 
bold, expressive jewelry and often wore 
her personal pieces in her television and 
film roles.

largest, 2 3/4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris 
roberts

$300-500

286 
DoRiS RoBeRtS FACeteD GLASS BRooCHeS 
a collection of six faceted glass brooches owned by doris 
roberts. the white sunburst is marked “Miriam Haskell.” 
The topaz colored flower with simulated amber is marked 
“Cara.” roberts was known for her bold, expressive 
jewelry and often wore her personal pieces in her televi-
sion and film roles. Online link to image available upon 
request.

largest, 4 1/2 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-600
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287 
DoRiS RoBeRtS inSeCt BRooCHeS 

a collection of six insect brooches owned by 
doris roberts. the bumble bee is marked “Ken-
neth lane.” the white spider is branded Giorgio 

Armani. The dragonfly is marked “Trifari.” The 
two insects with iridescent faceted glass bodies 
are marked with a swarovski swan. roberts was 

known for her bold, expressive jewelry and often 
wore her personal pieces in her television and 

film roles.

largest, 4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500

288 
DoRiS RoBeRtS GoLD tone eARRinGS 

a collection of 10 pairs of clip-on earrings owned 
by doris roberts. the black and gold tone twists 

are marked “Chr. dior.” the dangling faceted 
glass pair are marked “Haskell.” the dangling 

fans are marked “Heidi daus.” the earrings with 
white and pale yellow iridescent glass are marked 

“swarovski.” the gold tone leaves are marked 
“trifari.” roberts was known for her bold, expres-
sive jewelry and often wore her personal pieces in 
her television and film roles. Online link to images 

available upon request.

longest, 4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500

289 
DoRiS RoBeRtS FLoRAL BRooCHeS 

A collection of six floral brooches owned by Doris 
roberts. the black enamel trimmed lily brooch is 

marked “Kenneth lane.” the small white camellia 
is marked with an N in a circle. the turquoise 

colored brooch is marked “Cara.” roberts was 
known for her bold, expressive jewelry and often 

wore her personal pieces in her television and 
film roles. Online link to image available upon 

request.

largest, 5 3/4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400
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290 
DoRiS RoBeRtS FACeteD GLASS BRooCHeS 
A collection of five white faceted glass brooches owned by Doris Roberts. 
the art deco style brooch is marked “Kirks Folly.” the cordiform brooch is 
marked “Barrera.” roberts was known for her bold, expressive jewelry and 
often wore her personal pieces in her television and film roles. Online link 
to images available upon request.

largest, 3 1/2 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500

291 
DoRiS RoBeRtS SHeLL AnD WooD JeWeLRY 
a pair of shell and wood necklaces, four pairs of clip-on earrings, and a 
pair of pierced earrings owned by doris roberts. the four pairs of clip-on 
earrings are marked “Monies.” roberts was known for her bold, expressive 
jewelry and often wore her personal pieces in her television and film roles. 
Online link to image available upon request.

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500

292 
DoRiS RoBeRtS AniMAL BRooCHeS 
A collection of five animal brooches owned by Doris Roberts. 
the dragon is marked “925 China” and “FM.” the small lizard 
is marked “sterling.” the snake is marked “B&W.” together 
with a snake necklace marked “B&W.” roberts was known 
for her bold, expressive jewelry and often wore her personal 
pieces in her television and film roles. Accompanied by a 
black and white image. Online link to images available upon 
request.

longest, 7 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600
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293 
DoRiS RoBeRtS RHineStone eARRinGS 
A collection of five pairs of rhinestone clip-on earrings owned by Doris Rob-
erts. The floating hoop earrings are marked “Kenneth Lane.” The two pairs 
of starburst earrings are marked “B & W.” roberts was known for her bold, 
expressive jewelry and often wore her personal pieces in her television and 
film roles. Online link to image available upon request.

longest, 4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500

294 
DoRiS RoBeRtS JeWeLRY 
a collection of faceted glass jewelry owned by doris roberts. the 
group includes a red and black necklace marked “B&W”; a leather 
necklace with rhinestones labeled “antik Batik”; a bracelet marked 
“B&W”; an unmarked bracelet; a pair of pierced foliate earrings 
marked “Monet”; and a pair of clip-on dangling earrings marked 
“Jarin.” together with a pair of shoe clips. roberts was known for her 
bold, expressive jewelry and often wore her personal pieces in her 
television and film roles. Online link to images available upon request.

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400

295 
DoRiS RoBeRtS  

SiLVeR tone JeWeLRY, inCLUDinG SteRLinG 
a group of silver tone jewelry owned by doris roberts. 

the group includes a graduated bead necklace marked 
“sterling Mexico...925”; three pairs of pierced earrings, one 
marked “sterling” and one marked “925”; and a ring. rob-

erts was known for her bold, expressive jewelry and often 
wore her personal pieces in her television and film roles.

Necklace, 32 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600
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296 
DoRiS RoBeRtS FACeteD GLASS neCKLACeS 
a collection of four faceted glass necklaces owned by doris 
roberts. the multi-strand rose colored necklace has a clasp 
marked “585.” roberts was known for her bold, expressive 
jewelry and often wore her personal pieces in her television 
and film roles.

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500

297 
DoRiS RoBeRtS FoLiAte BRooCHeS 
A group of five foliate brooches owned by Doris Roberts. 
the small gold tone maple leaf is marked “14K.” the 
enamel leaf in autumn shades is marked “Monet.” roberts 
was known for her bold, expressive jewelry and often wore 
her personal pieces in her television and film roles.

largest, 3 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600

298 
DoRiS RoBeRtS FACeteD GLASS BRooCHeS 
a collection of six faceted glass brooches owned by doris 
roberts. the rose colored brooch with an oval center stone 
is marked “Made in austria” to the verso. the lips with 
simulated pearl teeth are marked “dali Joies Fgsv-2001.” 
roberts was known for her bold, expressive jewelry and 
often wore her personal pieces in her television and film 
roles.

largest, 3 1/2 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600
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299 
DoRiS RoBeRtS CHUnKY BeADeD neCKLACeS 

A collection of five chunky beaded necklaces owned by 
doris roberts. roberts was known for her bold, expressive 

jewelry and often wore her personal pieces in her television 
and film roles.

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600

300 
DoRiS RoBeRtS CHUnKY BeADeD neCKLACeS 

a collection of four chunky beaded necklaces owned by 
doris roberts. roberts was known for her bold, expressive 

jewelry and often wore her personal pieces in her television 
and film roles. Online link to image available upon request.

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500

301 
DoRiS RoBeRtS SiLVeR JeWeLRY 

a group of silver jewelry: a sterling silver wide 
woven cuff, two sterling silver rings in sizes 7 and 

9, a sterling silver flower brooch, and a white-
metal heart brooch.

sizes vary

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$150-300
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302 
DoRiS RoBeRtS JADe JeWeLRY 
a group of jade jewelry: a 14K yellow 
gold foliate ring set with round diamonds, 
cultured pearls, and a central cabochon 
jadeite, 17.2 grams, size 7; a 14K yellow 
gold ring set with a central oval neph-
rite, size 9; two carved nephrite bangles; 
two silver necklaces suspending carved 
jadeite pendants; two carved nephrite 
pendants on cords; one silver cuff topped 
with a cabochon jadeite; and a pair of 
silver screw-back earrings set with jadeite. 
together with a green glass bangle.

longest, 15 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris 
roberts

$200-400

303 
DoRiS RoBeRtS  
FACeteD GLASS eARRinGS 
a collection of six pairs of faceted glass 
clip-on earrings owned by doris roberts. 
the violet and ruby red dangling foliate 
earrings are marked “KJl.” roberts was 
known for her bold, expressive jewelry and 
often wore her personal pieces in her tele-
vision and film roles. Online link to image 
available upon request.

longest, 3 1/2 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris 
roberts

$300-500
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304 
DoRiS RoBeRtS GoLD AnD GeMStone RinGS 

a 14K yellow gold ring set with 20 round emeralds and 
nine round diamonds, size 7 1/2; a 14K yellow gold ring set 

with three round emeralds and 12 round diamonds, size 6 
1/2; an art deco 14K yellow gold ring set with 10 single-cut 
diamonds and one tablet cut carnelian, size 7; an art deco 

14K yellow gold ring set with one round ruby and two round 
diamonds, size 8 1/2; and a 14K yellow gold ring set with a 

single-cut diamond gauged at 0.02 ct., stamped “Haki 14K,” 
size 7 1/2. 17.3 grams gross.

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$500-700

305 
DoRiS RoBeRtS GoLD AnD GeMStone RinGS 

a group of three gold and gemstone rings: a bi-colored 
18k gold basket weave ring, size 8 1/2; an 18K yellow gold 
ring with a turquoise eye, size 7 3/4; and a 14K yellow gold 

Egyptian style ring set with a lapis lazuli, size 8 3/4. 31 grams 
gross.

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$600-800

306 
DoRiS RoBeRtS CoStUMe RinGS 

A group of six costume rings: two 10K gold filled, sizes 8 
and 9 1/2; one 14K gold filled, size 9 1/2; and three sil-

ver-toned set with simulated gemstones, sizes 8 to 8 1/2. 

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts 

$100-200
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307 
DoRiS RoBeRtS CULtUReD PeARL neCKLACe 
a single strand of cultured pearls measuring approximately 
6-7mm, with a 14K white gold clasp set with an oval-cut sap-
phire gauged at approximately 0.50 ct. and surrounded by 
20 full-cut round diamonds totaling approximately 0.20 ct., 
graded H-i color and Vs clarity.

length, 54 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600

309 
DoRiS RoBeRtS 18K GoLD iteMS 
an 18K yellow and white gold link bracelet 
signed “sauro” and an 18K yellow gold vin-
tage cocktail stirrer. 32.0 grams gross.

Bracelet, 8 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris rob-
erts

$600-800

308 
DoRiS RoBeRtS  
tiFFAnY & Co. iteMS 
a sterling silver cuff bracelet signed “tiffany & 
Co.” and additionally stamped “1982”; a sterling 
silver heart keychain engraved “dr” with two 
keys attached; a tiffany & Co. glass dome auto-
matic timepiece with roman chapters suspended 
on a sterling silver necklace, stamped on verso 
“17 Jewels swiss l.u. Chopard & Cie Geneve”; 
and a zip pouch in tiffany Blue with accompany-
ing dust bag and box.

sizes vary

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600
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310 
DoRiS RoBeRtS enGRAVeD tiFFAnY & Co. GoLD RinG 
a 14K yellow gold ring by tiffany & Co., with an engraving within that reads “darling doris all My 
life Bill Nov 10 1963.” doris roberts married William Goyen in 1963. size 7 1/2. 5.4 grams gross.

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500

311 
DoRiS RoBeRtS RUBY AnD SiLVeR BRooCH AnD eARRinGS 
a silver circular brooch set with 41 oval-cut rubies totaling approximately more than 110 cts. and a pair of 
silver ear pendants set with 20 rubies and full-cut round diamonds graded i-J color and i clarity. Online link to 
image available upon request.

Brooch, 3 1/2 by 3 1/4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600
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312 
DoRiS RoBeRtS tAHitiAn PeARL AnD DiAMonD eARRinGS 
a pair of tahitian cultured pearl and diamond earrings, designed in 18K white gold. 
the two black tahitian cultured pearls measures 16mm, further set with 54 full-cut 
round diamonds totaling approximately 0.50 ct. and graded H-i color and Vs clarity.

length, 1 1/2 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$3,000-5,000

313 
DoRiS RoBeRtS tiFFAnY & Co. BRooCH 
a diamond and ruby brooch, designed in 18K yellow gold, signed “tiffany & Co.” the brooch is set 
with 12 round rubies and two baguette, five marquise and eight full-cut round diamonds totaling 
approximately 2.10 ct. and graded G-H color and Vs clarity. 44.4 grams.

1 3/4 by 2 3/4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$1,500-2,000
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314 
DoRiS RoBeRtS DiAMonD AnD SAPPHiRe eARRinGS 
a pair of diamond and sapphire abstract earrings, designed in 14K white gold. the earrings are 
set with four oval-cut sapphires totaling approximately 6.00 cts. and further set with two pear-
shaped diamonds totaling approximately 1.50 cts. and graded H-i color and i clarity. there are 
additionally 154 full-cut round diamonds totaling approximately 4.60 cts. and graded H-i color 
and Vs clarity. 22.7 grams. Online link to image available upon request.

length, 1 3/4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$1,000-2,000

315 
DoRiS RoBeRtS DiAMonD AnD WHite GoLD eARRinGS 
a pair of diamond spray earrings designed in 18K white gold, set with 378 full-cut diamonds totaling 
approximately 8.00 cts. and graded H-i color and Vs-si clarity. 25.3 grams. Online link to image available 
upon request.

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

length, 2 inches

$4,000-6,000
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316 
DoRiS RoBeRtS neiL SiMon SCRiPtS AnD SiGneD BooK 
A first thus edition of The Beggar’s Opera by John Gay (london: de la More press, 
1905) bound in 3/4 green morocco and inscribed to the front endpaper, “to doris, 
with affection, Neil simon – dec. 1969.” doris roberts starred in simons’ original 
production of The Last of the Red Hot Lovers in 1969. included are roberts’ orig-
inal script for The Last of the Red Hot Lovers with her name on the title page, two 
framed photographs of roberts and co-star James Coco on the set of the play, 
and an original Neil simon script for The Gingerbread House, later changed to The 
Gingerbread Lady.

largest, 7 by 8 3/4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400

317 
DoRiS RoBeRtS teRRenCe McnALLY AnD tenneSSee WiLLiAMS SCRiPtS 
an original script for terrence McNally’s Bad Habits with numerous annotations and handwritten notations. 
together with a framed photograph of doris roberts in her role as dolly scupp, for which she won an Outer 
Critics Circle award, and an edition of the published play (New york: Nelson doubleday, 1974) signed by 
McNally to the front endpaper, “For doris, who made these plays her own and, in so doing, made this play-
wright very, very happy. i love you - and that’s forever. terrence - 3.1.77.” also includes an original script for 
the tennessee Williams play Creve Coeur and an original 1977 script for an unproduced play by shelby Buford 
Jr. titled “Concerning White Women and Male Members of the Cherokee Nation.”

largest, 9 by 11 1/2 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400
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319 
DoRiS RoBeRtS 1970s ACtinG ARCHiVe 
a collection of items relating to doris roberts’ acting career in the 1970s. From 
Alice (Warner Bros., 1976-1985): an original script for the episode “alice’s 
turkey of a thanksgiving” with pencil annotations. From Angie (Miller-Milkis, 
1979-1980): an original script for the episode “angie and Joyce Go to Jail” 
(roberts’ directing debut) with numerous pencil annotations and approximately 
six original publicity photographs. From Rabbit Test (laugh or die, 1978): a 
framed lobby card, a framed publicity image, a crystal paperweight engraved 
with the film title and an image of a smoking rabbit, and a framed photograph 
of roberts off set with co-star Billy Crystal. From Anne Frank (20th Century Fox, 
1980): an original script with roberts’ name gilt stamped to the cover (includes 
shooting schedule and additional ephemera), two framed publicity images, and 
a press kit. together with a framed collage of photographs from various pro-
ductions in which roberts starred.

largest, 26 1/2 by 20 1/2 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400

318 
DoRiS RoBeRtS 1980s ACtinG ARCHiVe 
a collection of items relating to doris roberts’ acting career in the 1980s. From 
St. Elsewhere (MtM, 1982-1988): an original script for the episode “Cora and 
Arnie” for which Roberts won her first Emmy with pencil annotations and her 
name handwritten on the cover, approximately 10 original photographs taken 
on the set and during roberts’ Emmy win, and the framed Emmy nomination 
certificate. From Remington Steele (MtM, 1982-1987): three original scripts, 
all with ink annotations, for the episodes “the steele that Wouldn’t die,” 
“steele away with Me,” and “Beg, Borrow or steele”; three publicity images 
and press sheets; and a framed Emmy nomination certificate for the episode 
“the Maltese steele.” From Perfect Strangers (lorimar, 1986-1993): a framed 
Emmy nomination certificate for the episode “Maid to Order.” Together with 
a silver-plate cigar box with lid engraved “Bon Voyage, the love Boat, a.s.p. 
1980”; a silver-plate serving dish with lid engraved “the love Boat, 1982”; 
and a silver-plate fruit bowl engraved “Matt Houston, 1982.”

largest, 11 1/4 by 13 1/4 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400
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320 
DoRiS RoBeRtS DiReCtoR’S CHAiR SeAt BACKS AnD AWARDS 
three director’s chair seat backs, all bearing doris roberts’ name, including one 
for the film Grandma’s Boy (20th Century Fox, 2006). together with a Northern 
Virginia international Film Festival award for Best supporting actress presented 
to Roberts for her role in the short film Just Another Man’s Story (silver lining, 
2013) and a gold tone trophy cup mounted on a wood base with a brass plaque 
engraved “doris roberts, One of the Celebrity ‘Family Feud’ Champions,” 
together with two original photographs of roberts on the set of the same or sim-
ilar game show.

largest, 16 by 8 by 6 1/2 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400

321 
DoRiS RoBeRtS CeLeBRitY SiGneD iteMS 
a photograph of dom deluise inscribed “to doris, you are too special to be true! love, dom”; a 
photograph of Chuck Norris inscribed “doris, you are a fabulous gal. thanks for being my guest star 
on Walker! love, Chuck Norris”; a photograph of sid Caesar inscribed “to doris, with much love and 
fun, always, sid Caesar”; and a photograph of tony danza inscribed “doris, what can i say, except i 
love you very much! tony.” together with a collection of books signed to roberts by such authors as 
Quentin Crisp, Garry Marshall, and uta Hagen.

largest, 9 by 12 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400
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323 
DoRiS RoBeRtS LoUeLLA o. PARSonS AWARD 
a Golden apple louella O. parsons award and accompany-
ing certificate presented to Doris Roberts by the Hollywood 
Women’s press Club in 2003.

award, 7 1/2 by 4 3/4 by 4 3/4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400

322 
DoRiS RoBeRtS 1983 eMMY AWARDS DReSS 
a silk crepon dress embellished with silver tone bugle beads worn by doris roberts to the 1983 Emmy awards, where 
she won for Outstanding supporting actress in a drama series for her role as Cora on St. Elsewhere (20th Century, 1982-
1988). accompanied by a black and white image.

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500
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324 
DoRiS RoBeRtS EVERYBODY LOVES RAYMOND MeMentoS 
a group of mementos and keepsakes relating to the hit sitcom Everybody Loves Raymond (Warner Bros., 1996-2005) and marked with the name of the show: a 
polaroid brand spectra camera; a set of poker chips and playing cards; a star-shaped paperweight; a color photograph of the cast from the 1999-2000 season; a 
framed digital print of a caricature of the cast by sabatino; and a gold tone wristwatch, with an additional CBs watch.

largest, 19 1/8 by 16 3/4 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400

325 
DoRiS RoBeRtS EVERYBODY LOVES RAYMOND SiGneD iteMS 
A first edition of Everybody Loves Raymond: Our Family Album (New york: pocket Books, 2004) signed and 
inscribed to doris roberts by the cast, including Brad Garrett, patricia Heaton, ray romano, and peter Boyle; a 
framed photograph of the cast signed by Heaton, Garrett, Romano, Boyle, and Roberts; a first edition of When the 
Balls Drops by Brad Garrett (New york: Gallery Books, 2015) signed on the half-title page “to My doris, with much 
love & gratitude! Brad”; a framed color photograph of Garrett and roberts; a matted color photograph of the cast 
commemorating nine seasons together; a framed sheet of music for a humorous song created by tyne daly specif-
ically for roberts; and two Funniest supporting Female performer awards presented to roberts in 1999 and 2000 
during the 13th and 14th annual american Comedy awards.

largest, 14 by 11 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400
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326 
DoRiS RoBeRtS EVERYBODY LOVES RAYMOND BLoUSeS 
a trio of printed blouses worn by doris roberts in her Emmy award-winning role as Marie Barone on Everybody Loves Raymond (Warner Bros., 1996-2005). the 
blouse with roses on a blue ground was worn on several episodes, including season 8, episode 6 “peter on the Couch” in 2003. the turquoise and black cross-
hatched blouse was worn on season 7, episode 23 “the Bachelor party” in 2003. accompanied by copies of the documented episodes.

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500

327 
DoRiS RoBeRtS EVERYBODY LOVES RAYMOND tV AWARDS 
a tV land impact award presented to doris roberts in 2010 for her work on Everybody Loves Raymond (Warner Bros., 
1996-2005) and a tV Guide award presented to roberts in 2001 for Favorite Comedy series. together with a framed 
Viewers Choice Certificate for Favorite Supporting Actress in a Comedy Series.

largest, 11 1/2 by 6 1/2 by 5 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400
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328 
DoRiS RoBeRtS EVERYBODY LOVES RAYMOND BLoUSeS 
a trio of printed blouses worn by doris roberts in her Emmy award-winning role as Marie Barone on Everybody Loves 
Raymond (Warner Bros., 1996-2005). the blouse with colorful circles on a black ground was worn on season 2, episode 
11 “the letter” in 1997. the fuchsia blouse with circles and the rose print blouse was worn on season 9, episode 6 “Boys 
therapy” in 2004. accompanied by copies of the documented episodes.

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500

329 
DoRiS RoBeRtS EVERYBODY LOVES RAYMOND DiReCtoR’S CHAiR AnD PRint 
a director’s chair with doris roberts’ name, from the sitcom Everybody Loves Raymond (Warner Bros., 1996-
2005). together with a bronze medallion commemorating the Closing Bell ceremony at the New york stock 
Exchange on the day of the series finale and a large framed giclée on paper print depicting the cast, signed 
in pencil lower left by John Kascht and numbered 3/8.

largest, 37 1/4 by 31 1/4 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400
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330 
DoRiS RoBeRtS EVERYBODY LOVES RAYMOND BLoUSeS 
a trio of printed blouses worn by doris roberts in her Emmy award-winning role as Marie Barone on Every-
body Loves Raymond (Warner Bros., 1996-2005). the blouse with palm fronds and a graphic motif on a black 
ground was worn on season 9, episode 4 “P.T. & A.” in 2004. The blue floral blouse was worn on the final epi-
sode. The other blouse was worn on an unidentified episode with online link to image available. Accompanied 
by copies of the documented episodes.

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500

331 
DoRiS RoBeRtS EVERYBODY LOVES RAYMOND BLoUSeS 
a group of four printed blouses worn by doris roberts in her Emmy award-winning role as Marie Barone on Everybody Loves Raymond (Warner Bros., 1996-
2005). the blouse with roses on a fuchsia ground was worn on season 6, episode 5 “Marie’s sculpture” in 2001. the blouse with an asian lantern motif was worn 
on season 9, episode 11 “the Faux pas” in 2005. the red crepe blouse with foliate motif was worn in an unknown episode. Online link to images available upon 
request. accompanied by copies of the documented episodes.

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600
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332 
DoRiS RoBeRtS  
PRototYPe DoLL AnD GRAnDMA’S BoY BLoUSe 
a prototype doll of doris roberts as her Emmy award-winning char-
acter Marie Barone on Everybody Loves Raymond (Warner Bros., 
1996-2005). the doll is housed in a kitchen diorama encased in plexi-
glas. the case has a button that can be pushed to speak in roberts’ 
voice. together with a silk blouse in a similar print as worn by the doll 
and worn by Roberts in the film {Grandma’s Boy} (20th Cent., 2006).

diorama, 18 1/2 by 25 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500

333 
DoRiS RoBeRtS  
EVERYBODY LOVES RAYMOND FinALe PAJAMAS 
a pair of deep red satin pajamas worn by doris roberts in her 
Emmy award-winning role as Marie Barone on Everybody Loves 
Raymond (Warner Bros., 1996-2005). the pajamas were worn 
on the final episode. Together with an alternate pair of paja-
mas. Both pair have shoulder pads added. accompanied by a 
copy of the episode.

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500
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336 
DoRiS RoBeRtS  
EVERYBODY LOVES RAYMOND SAG ARCHiVe 
A collection of eight Screen Actors Guild Award nomination certificates, 
many framed, presented to doris roberts for her work on the hit television 
series Everybody Loves Raymond (Warner Bros., 1996-2005) from the years 
1998 to 2005.

largest, 11 by 14 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400

334 
DoRiS RoBeRtS 2001 eMMY AWARD JACKet 
a black silk jacket embellished with jet-like beading and sequins worn by 
doris roberts while accepting the Emmy award for Best supporting actress 
in a Comedy series for her role as Marie Barone in Everybody Loves Raymond 
(Warner Bros., 1996-2005). a Marina rinaldi label is present.

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500

335 
DoRiS RoBeRtS  
EVERYBODY LOVES RAYMOND eMMY ARCHiVe 
a collection of Emmy award documents, many framed, relating to the hit 
television series Everybody Loves Raymond (Warner Bros., 1996-2005): nine 
Emmy nomination certificates from the years 1998 to 2005; two original Ernst 
& young Emmy winner announcement cards bearing doris roberts’ name; an 
Emmy Awards Honor Certificate presented to Roberts for contributing to the 
success of the 51st annual ceremony; and a City of Los Angeles certificate from 
1991 congratulating roberts on her Emmy win, signed by Mayor tom Bradley.

largest, 11 1/2 by 17 1/2 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600
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337 
DoRiS RoBeRtS LiFetiMe ACHieVeMent AWARDS 
a tiffany & Co. crystal obelisk on a wood base with a brass plate marked “doris roberts: 
lifetime achievement in the arts - November 8, 2003” and a crystal falcon mounted on 
a black stone base with an engraved silver tone plate reading “doris roberts: recipient 
of the Buddy rogers achievement award – 2004.” together with a City of los angeles 
Certificate of Appreciation presented to Doris Roberts for her work on the after-school 
enrichment program “la’s Best” and a framed color photograph of roberts with Hillary 
Clinton.

11 1/2 by 15 1/2 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400

338 
DoRiS RoBeRtS MotHeRHooD AWARDS 
a national Mother’s day Committee Outstanding 
Mother award, presented to doris roberts on april 29, 
2004, and a Nambé brand crystal vase with the etched 
inscription “aBC’s Mother’s day luncheon Honoring 
doris roberts, May 9, 2007.” together with an imagine 
award presented to roberts in 2010 by inner-City arts.

12 1/2 by 3 by inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400
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339 
DoRiS RoBeRtS 1977 PASSPoRt 
a united states photo passport issued to doris roberts in 1977.

3 1/2 by 4 7/8 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400

340 
DoRiS RoBeRtS 1982 PASSPoRt 
a united states photo passport issued to doris roberts in 1982.

3 1/2 by 4 7/8 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400

341 
DoRiS RoBeRtS 1996 PASSPoRt 
a united states photo passport issued to doris roberts in 1996.

3 1/2 by 4 7/8 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400
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342 
DoRiS RoBeRtS MonoGRAMMeD MUSiC BoX AnD LoCKet 
an italian wind-up music box geared to play the song “Memories,” with a brass 
plaque beneath the lid engraved “doris, Happy Birthday, the sweetens.” the 
sweetens were child actors from the sitcom Everybody Loves Raymond (Warner 
Bros., 1996-2005). together with a sterling silver seam ripper monogrammed with 
the letter “d,” a sterling locket engraved “doris,” and a small sterling framed 
calendar engraved “d.r. ‘the Natural look,’ 3-11-67, B.V.” roberts played the 
character Edna in the Broadway production of The Natural Look, which starred 
Gene Hackman.

largest, 9 1/2 by 5 1/2 by 2 3/4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$200-400

343 
DoRiS RoBeRtS AStRoLoGY CHARt 
a combination typed and handwritten astrological chart prepared for 
doris roberts. together with a gold tone star paperweight engraved 
with roberts’ name.

8 1/2 by 11 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$100-200

344 
DoRiS RoBeRtS PoRtRAit 
a large giclée on canvas portrait 
of doris roberts. together with 
a doris ave. street sign and an 
original watercolor painting of 
roberts’ house gifted to her by 
Jack Betts.

largest, 35 1/2 by 55 1/2 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of 
doris roberts

$300-500
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345 
DoRiS RoBeRtS JeWeLRY 
a group of costume jewelry: a beetle brooch signed “iradj 
Moini,” in gold-toned metal, set with green, orange, blue and 
black simulated stones; a 14K white gold ring set with a cab-
ochon turquoise, size 7; a gold-toned coil bracelet with green 
gemstone beads; a pair of costume gold-toned bow and bell 
clip-on earrings; an unmounted simulated star ruby; and an 
unmounted star black sapphire. Online link to image available 
upon request.

Brooch, 3 1/2 by 2 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$300-500

346 
DoRiS RoBeRtS WALK oF FAMe StAR PLAQUe 
a framed replica plaque of doris roberts’ Hollywood Walk of Fame star. 
Together with a City of Los Angeles congratulatory certificate and a photograph 
of roberts at the unveiling ceremony.

largest, 13 1/2 by 22 1/2 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Estate of doris roberts

$400-600
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347 
SHiRLeY JoneS FoUR CeLeBRitY GRoUP PHotoGRAPHS
including an annotated commemorative 50 years of Hollywood Walk of Fame photograph dated 
1960-2010, a reproduction group photograph of stars Come Out for the 40th anniversary of aBC 
1953-1993, an annotated group photograph for the 70th annual academy awards, and a group photo-
graph for the 75th annual academy awards.

largest piece, 35 by 52 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$400-600

349 
SHiRLeY JoneS oRLenA JoHnSon PoRtRAit
a portrait of shirley Jones, oil on canvas, signed “Orlena 84” lower right.

35 1/2 by 29 1/2 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$400-600

348 
SHiRLeY JoneS PoRtRAit PHotoGRAPH
a large photographic portrait of shirley Jones, mounted on board 
and framed.

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$400-600
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350
SHiRLeY JoneS SiGneD  
PARtRiDGe FAMiLY SHiRt
a blue and white poly/cotton blend 
shirt picturing the partridge Family bus, 
signed by shirley Jones in blue marker 
pen. adult size large.

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$100-200

353
SHiRLeY JoneS SiLVeR-PLAte AWARDS
a group of engraved awards spanning from the 1950s to the 1980s from civic organizations 
or from television appearances on television shows. One of the bowls is sterling and weighs 
16.74 troy oz.

largest item, 13 by 20 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$300-500

351 
SHiRLeY JoneS AWARD AnD LIFE CoVeR
a decorative glass award from the Great american songbook Hall of Fame, 
together with a 1956 liFE magazine cover.

Cover, 16 1/2 by 13 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$100-200

352 
SHiRLeY JoneS SPiRit oF LiFe AWARD
a City of Hope spirit of life award presented to shirley 
Jones in 1984. Housed in a plexiglas frame.

22 1/2 by 12 by 8 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$300-500
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356 
SHiRLeY JoneS BRonZe FiRePLACe iteMS
including a pair of louis XV style putti andirons, a bronze log 
bucket and match safe, and four fireplace tools.

andirons, 15 by 17 by 6 inches; log bucket, 10 by 28 by 12 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$400-600

355 
SHiRLeY JoneS LoVeRS SCULPtURe on BASe
a bronze austin productions sculpture of lovers, together with a 
black pedestal base.

sculpture, height, 20 inches; pedestal, 36 by 12 by 12 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$200-300

354 
SHiRLeY JoneS niKi toeBeS WooDen SCULPtURe
a Niki toebes carved wooden female nude sculpture titled “the Visit,” 
signed on the back right and dated “ ‘78.”

Height, 30 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$400-600
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358 
SHiRLeY JoneS DeCoRAtiVe iteMS
a decorative antique mirror, together with a French 
lozenge-shaped barometer, a swartz Whisky advertis-
ing mirror, and five assorted wooden candlesticks.

Mirror, largest, 47 1/2 by 26 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$400-600

357
SHiRLeY JoneS FRAnKLin Mint StAGeCoACH
a Franklin Mint Wells Fargo model stagecoach in a plexiglas box.

9 1/2 by 13 by 7 1/2 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$800-1,200
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359 
SHiRLeY JoneS AniMAL BRonZeS
two austin productions bronze sculptures of animals: two 
rams butting heads and two horses frolicking.

rams, 17 1/2 by 22 by 8 inches; Horses, 16 by 26 by 8 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$200-400

360
SHiRLeY JoneS LADieS’ WRitinG DeSK
a louis XV style ladies’ writing desk with a white gilt-tooled 
leather top and three drawers.

31 by 41 by 23 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$400-600

361 
SHiRLeY JoneS SeAtinG FURnitURe
a button-tufted velvet corduroy bench with colonnaded frame, 
together with an oak throne-like hall chair.

Bench, 19 by 65 by 17 1/2 inches; Chair, 58 by 26 by 16 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$600-800
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362
SHiRLeY JoneS oAK DininG Set
a late 19th/early 20th century oak dining set in the Jaco-
bean style, including a dining table with two leaves, two 
armchairs and six side chairs, and a sideboard.

table, 30 by 84 by 39 inches; leaves, 10 inches, each; arm 
chairs, 47 1/2 by 22 by 16 inches; side chairs, 40 by 18 by 
16 1/2 inches; sideboard, 35 1/2 by 59 by 20 1/2 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$400-600
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363 
SHiRLeY JoneS GotHiC StYLe CReDenZA
an antique oak credenza with elaborately carved Gothic style decoration. according to the family, this piece came from 
Westminster abbey.

39 by 88 by 19 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$2,000-4,000



364 
SHiRLeY JoneS tWo oCCASionAL tABLeS
The first an Empire style demilune console table with a veined grey marble top, figured veneer, and bronze mounts; the second a 
louis XV style commode with a rouge marble top, parquetry veneer, and bronze mounts. Both late 19th/early 20th century.

demilune, 34 1/2 by 29 by 14 inches; Commode, 29 1/2 by 26 by 15 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$800-1,200

365
SHiRLeY JoneS DReXeL HeRitAGe BeD
a king-size drexel Heritage bed frame in the Grand 
tour iii style.

82 by 81 by 87 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$400-600
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368 
SHiRLeY JoneS BeAD 

MoSAiC ARtWoRK
a mosaic bead image of a 
woman smelling a flower, 

framed under glass. signed 
illegibly lower right.

17 by 12 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the 
Collection of shirley Jones

$300-500

366
SHiRLeY JoneS StiLL LiFe WitH VeRMoUtH BottLe
an acrylic on gesso panel interior still life painting, signed illegibly 
lower right.

33 by 29 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$200-400

367
SHiRLeY JoneS MiRiAM PeRLStein WAteRCoLoRS
a group of 22 watercolor drawings by 20th century artist Miriam perlstein, framed 
together under glass.

35 by 36 1/2 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$300-500
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369 
SHiRLeY JoneS oUtDooR BRonZe SCULPtURe
a patinated bronze outdoor sculpture of two boys on a ladder.

93 by 23 by 30 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$600-800

370
SHiRLeY JoneS tWo oUtDooR SCULPtUReS
two molded stone outdoor sculptures, one featuring a maiden with a 
ewer and the other a putti.

taller, height, 40 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$100-200

371 
SHiRLeY JoneS PeSCARA BRonZe 
oUtDooR SCULPtURe
a patinated bronze outdoor sculpture fea-
turing two children sitting on a bench.

45 by 48 by 20 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shir-
ley Jones

$600-800
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372 
SHiRLeY JoneS BiLL MACK WALL SCULPtURe
a bonded sand wall sculpture of a reclining nude, signed lower left.

36 by 72 inches, framed

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$1,200-1,800

373
SHiRLeY JoneS LARGe DeCoRAtiVe WALL MiRRoR
a large antique mirror with a carved rustic frame featuring foliage, fruit, and birds. according to the family, this piece once belonged to 
William randolph Hearst.

48 by 94 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$400-600
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375 
SHiRLeY JoneS CoCKtAiL RinGS
a collection of six costume cocktail rings 
owned by shirley Jones. accompanied by a 
silver tone band marked “925.”

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley 
Jones

$300-500

374
SHiRLeY JoneS tiFFAnY AnD Co. ACCeSSoRieS
a tiffany and Co. miniature clock with roman chapters, with 
an alarm function, serial number 1072063; and a sterling silver 
money clip.

sizes vary

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$300-500

376
SHiRLeY JoneS CoStUMe RinGS AnD BRooCH
an art deco costume gold tone brooch set with malachite; a 
gold-filled ring, size 6; and a white metal costume band set with 
simulated stones, size 8.

Brooch, 1 1/2 by 1 1/4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$100-200
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377
SHiRLeY JoneS BeADeD GoWn
a beaded gown from the wardrobe of shirley Jones. the gown has a 
nude chiffon bodice embellished with silver tone and pearlized beads 
with beaded fringes to the sleeves and an ivory silk skirt with lines of 
pearlized bugle beads. No labels present.

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$400-600

378 
SHiRLeY JoneS BeADeD enSeMBLe
a two-piece ruby red silk beaded ensemble from the wardrobe of shirley 
Jones. the ensemble includes a bodice embellished with beads and 
faceted glass in a foliate motif and a slender-fitting long skirt with a slit. 
No labels present.

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$400-600
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379 
SHiRLeY JoneS SiLVeR tone BeADeD 
SeQUin GoWn
a silver tone sequin gown with bead embellishment 
from the wardrobe of shirley Jones. a Victoria ally 
label is present.

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$400-600

380 
SHiRLeY JoneS iVoRY GoWn
a slender ivory silk gown with a beaded foliate 
embellishment and raised waistline from the 
wardrobe of shirley Jones. a Victoria alley 
label is present.

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley 
Jones

$400-600

381
SHiRLeY JoneS LACe GoWn
a custom-made black lace gown from the wardrobe 
of shirley Jones. the gown has a jet-like sequin 
embellishment to the bodice, a raised waistline, and 
a draped panel over the skirt. No labels present.

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$400-600
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383 
SHiRLeY JoneS CHUnKY neCKLACeS
a collection of three chunky necklaces that include natural 
elements owned by shirley Jones. the group includes 
a double-strand sea urchin choker; a necklace of carved 
stone animals; and a necklace of bone and beads.

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$400-600

382 
SHiRLeY JoneS SiLVeR tone CHoKeRS
a pair of silver tone chokers owned by shirley Jones. One 
is marked “925” and “italy.”

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$200-400

384 no Lot
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385 
SHiRLeY JoneS YAACoV HeLLeR SiLVeR JeWeLRY
A group of five sterling silver jewelry pieces signed by artist 
and designer yaacov Heller: limited edition rose choker, edition 
17/7500; rose bracelet; rose ring; frog brooch; and lion head 
brooch.

Necklace, approximately 7 inches across

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$300-500

386
SHiRLeY JoneS  
GoLD AnD GeMStone JeWeLRY
a group of gold and gemstone jewelry: a 14K 
yellow gold female figure pendant topped with 
a diamond gauged at 0.02 ct.; a 14K yellow gold 
chain suspending a 14K yellow gold sea-horse 
pendant; a 14K white gold bar pin topped with a 
small square sapphire; a 14K yellow gold ring set 
with a small marquise sapphire, size 5 1/2; and a 
14K yellow gold “Greek Keys” band, size 4 1/2

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley 
Jones

$400-600
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387
SHiRLeY JoneS AniMAL BRooCHeS
a collection of four animal brooches owned by shirley Jones. the bird is marked 
“sterling JJ.” the pair of cats are marked “Mexico.”

largest, 3 3/4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$300-500

388 
SHiRLeY JoneS SiLVeR RinGS

a collection of silver rings owned by 
shirley Jones. three rings are marked 
“925”; one is marked “sterling”; and 

one is marked “950.”

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of 
shirley Jones

$300-500
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389
SHiRLeY JoneS  
eMBeLLiSHeD JACKetS AnD toP
a collection of four embellished evening jackets and 
red sequin top from the wardrobe of shirley Jones. 
the top has a label that reads “Valerie stevens pure 
silk,” size 12.

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$400-600

390 
SHiRLeY JoneS ReD SeQUin GoWn
a custom-made ruby red sequin gown from the 
wardrobe of shirley Jones.

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley 
Jones

$400-600
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391
SHiRLeY JoneS FUR CoAt
a full-length nutria fur coat owned by shirley Jones. 
the coat has a label that reads “this exclusive fur was 
custom made for shirley Jones by universal pictures 
inc.”

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$600-800

392 
SHiRLeY JoneS BeADeD CHoKeR neCKLACeS
A collection of five beaded and faceted glass choker necklaces owned by Shirley Jones.

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$300-500
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393
SHiRLeY JoneS neCKLACeS
a collection of six necklaces owned by shirley Jones. the 
group includes a heart pendant marked “lalique” on a chain 
marked “14K”; a beaded cross pendant on a silver tone 
chain marked “W.G.B.”; and a chain with a floral pendant 
marked “Jay strongwater”; an abstract pendant on a gold 
tone necklace marked “tat 2”; a magnifying glass embel-
lished with faceted glass on a chain; and a faceted glass 
pendant on a silver chain. accompanied by three small pen-
dants.
prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$300-500

394 
SHiRLeY JoneS CoStUMe JeWeLRY
a collection of three beaded necklaces and four 
beaded bracelets owned by shirley Jones. accom-
panied by three pendants.

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$300-500

395 
SHiRLeY JoneS CoStUMe JeWeLRY
a collection of costume jewelry owned by 
shirley Jones. the group includes a gold tone 
necklace with a floral cameo marked “Off the 
Chain Jewels”; a gold tone choker with discs 
with cut-out fish marked “Dona Mexico”; and a 
gold tone link chain marked “twisted”; a gold 
tone necklace of simulated gold tone coins; a 
multi strand necklace with deep green beads; a 
hat brooch; and a pair of clip on earrings.
 
$300-500
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396 
SHiRLeY JoneS BRooCHeS
a collection of six brooches owned by shirley Jones. the art deco style brooch 
is marked “JJ sterling.” the angel is marked “Cookie lee.”

largest, 2 3/4 inches

prOVENaNCE From the Collection of shirley Jones

$400-600

397 
SHiRLeY JoneS  

SiMULAteD PeARL JeWeLRY
a collection of simulated pearl jew-

elry owned by shirley Jones. the 
group includes a necklace with a 

starburst pendant marked “Off the 
Chain Jewels”; a multi-strand choker; 
two bracelets; and an angel brooch.

prOVENaNCE From the Collection 
of shirley Jones

$200-400
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399 
BARBRA StReiSAnD THE MIRROR 
HAS TWO FACES GoWn
a cotton candy pink taffeta bridesmaid’s 
gown custom made for Barbra streisand as 
rose Morgan in The Mirror Has Two Faces 
(Barwood, 1996). Originally from the collection 
of Barbra streisand. the gown has a Carelli Costumes New york label typed 
“Ms. Streisand.” The gown has a fitted bodice and large pink bow to the back. 
Together with a pink fabric choker. Accompanied by a copy of the film.

$600-800

398
RoZ MEET THE FOCKERS BLoUSe AnD neCKLACe
a deep red indian cotton peasant top and shell necklace for the char-
acter roz in Meet the Fockers (universal, 2004), originally from the 
collection of Barbra streisand. accompanied by a pair of socks, a Meet 
the Fockers wardrobe tag, and a copy of the film.

$400-600
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400 
BARBRA StReiSAnD DonnA KARAn ConCeRt GoWn
a custom designed navy blue dress worn during Barbra streisand’s 1994 
concert tour. the dress has a crepe long-sleeve bodice with turtleneck 
and a skirt with layer of sheer woven navy fabric and a built-in bodysuit 
with snap closure. label reads “donna Karan Original sample Not For 
sale style# 6973 pattern# Blue.”

prOVENaNCE lot 378 “Her Name is Barbra: property from the Career 
of Barbra Streisand to Benefit The Streisand Foundation,” Julien’s, Los 
angeles, June 5, 2004

$700-900

401
BARBRA StReiSAnD tAtteRS oF LonDon GoWn
a lavender taffeta gown with white silk chiffon overlay originally from the 
collection of Barbra streisand. the gown is embellished with re-embroi-
dered lace and ribbons. a tatter’s of london label is present.

prOVENaNCE partial lot 894, “Memories...the personal property of Barbra 
streisand,” Christie’s East, sale number 8315, december 2, 1999

$1,000-2,000

402
BARBRA StReiSAnD  
HoLLY HARP toP
an ivory jersey draped Holly Harp top 
originally from the collection of Barbra 
streisand. the top has a décolletage 
cowl neckline and padded shoulders. 
a lace Holly Harp label is present. the 
blouse was originally sold to benefit The 
streisand Foundation.

$2,000-4,000
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405 
BARBRA StReiSAnD tURBAn StYLe HAt
a Barbra streisand white velvet turban style hat trimmed with ostrich feathers. the hat was 
donated by Streisand and raffled at a 1966 event to benefit the Bedside Network of The 
Veterans Hospital radio and television Guild, an organization that brought professional 
entertainers to Veterans administration Hospitals. the hat has two labels: one reads “Bon-
wit teller,” the other “Mr. Milton.” the hat is accompanied by a signed card written on a 
Barbra streisand personalized note paper that reads “Best! Barbra streisand”; the box’s 
delivery card with return address of Ellbar productions, the company that produced Color 
Me Barbra in 1966; and the invitation to the event. the hat has remained in the family of 
the raffle winner since 1966.

$600-800

403 
BARBRA StReiSAnD Jon PeteRS SiGneD ReAFFiRMAtion
A reaffirmation dated June 20, 1977, and signed by Barbra Streisand and 
Jon peters. Encased in a frame with an image of the pair.

23 3/4 by 12 3/4 inches, framed

$1,000-2,000

404 
BARBRA StReiSAnD A STAR IS BORN StRAW HAt
a charcoal colored hat worn by Barbra streisand in A Star is Born (Warner Bros., 
1976). the hat has a band of various feathers. accompanied by a copy of the 
film.

prOVENaNCE lot 272, “Her Name is Barbra: property from the Career of Bar-
bra Streisand to Benefit The Streisand Foundation,” Julien’s, Los Angeles, June 
5, 2004

$300-500
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407 
BARBRA StReiSAnD ON A CLEAR 
DAY YOU CAN SEE FOREVER 
SPenCeR JACKet
a regency period spencer jacket worn by 
Barbra streisand as Melinda tentrees in On a 
Clear Day You Can See Forever (paramount, 
1970). the beige velvet jacket is embellished 
with silk applique and cord work. Costume 
design by Cecil Beaton. a Berman’s Costume label inscribed “Barbra streisand” 
is present. Accompanied by a copy of the film.

prOVENaNCE lot 257, “Her Name is Barbra: property from the Career of Bar-
bra Streisand to Benefit The Streisand Foundation,” Julien’s, Los Angeles, June 
5, 2004

$800-1,200

406 
BARBRA StReiSAnD NUTS DReSS
A custom-made floral and paisley print wool dress worn by Barbra Streisand 
in her Golden Globe nominated role as Claudia draper in Nuts (Warner Bros., 
1987). the dress has a mock turtleneck and padded shoulders. accompanied 
by a copy of the film.

prOVENaNCE lot 257, “Her Name is Barbra: property from the Career of 
Barbra Streisand to Benefit The Streisand Foundation,” Julien’s, Los Angeles, 
June 5, 2004

$700-900
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408
BARBRA STREISAND BELLE OF 
14TH STREET COSTUME
A silk crepon costume worn by Barbra 
Streisand in Belle of 14th Street (CBS, 
1967). The costume has colorful layers 
of crepon over a pale yellow silk lining. 
Accompanied by a copy of the film.

PROVENANCE Lot 163, “Her Name Is 
Barbra: Property from The Career of 
Barbra Streisand to Benefit The Strei-
sand Foundation,” Julien’s, Los Angeles, 
June 5, 2004

$800-1,200

409 
BARBRA STREISAND BELLE OF 
14TH STREET BODICE
A brocade bodice worn by Barbra Strei-
sand as Ariel in the Shakespeare skit 
“Touch of the Tempest” in Belle of 14th 
Street (CBS, 1967). The boned bodice 
has puffed gold lamé sleeves and is 
embellished with beads in a foliate motif, 
fabric fringes and pleated floating panels. 
Accompanied by a copy of the film.

PROVENANCE Lot 164, “Her Name Is 
Barbra: Property from The Career of 
Barbra Streisand to Benefit The Streisand 
Foundation,” Julien’s, Los Angeles, June 
5, 2004

$800-1,200
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410 
BARBRA StReiSAnD 

BELLE OF 14TH STREET 
GoWn

a rose satin Victorian inspired 
gown worn by Barbra streisand 

as Madame Nuremberg Nightin-
gale in Belle of 14th Street (CBs, 

1967). the gown has a boned 
bodice and long skirt with ruffle 

hem trimmed with a band of 
sequins and fringes of jet-like 

beads. a Brooks-Van Horn cos-
tume label is inscribed Barbara 
[sic] s. accompanied by a dVd 

copy of the production.

prOVENaNCE lot 18, “the 
Collection of Barbra streisand,” 
Julien’s auctions, Beverly Hills, 

October 17, 2009

$1,000-2,000

411
BARBRA StReiSAnD THE MAIN EVENT FUR CoAt
a pink and brown dyed ermine fur coat worn by Barbra 
streisand in The Main Event (Warner Bros., 1979). the coat, 
previously cataloged as mink, has an elastic waistband, rose 
satin lining, and a Fendi at Bergdorf Goodman label. accompa-
nied by a certificate of authenticity from The Barbra Streisand 
Foundation and a copy of the film.

prOVENaNCE lot 80, “Her Name is Barbra: property from the 
Career of Barbra Streisand to Benefit The Streisand Founda-
tion,” Julien’s, los angeles, June 5, 2004

$2,000-4,000
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413 
BARBRA StReiSAnD FUNNY GIRL GoWn
a period gown in the style of the 19-teens worn by Barbra streisand in her academy award-winning role 
as Fanny Brice in Funny Girl (Columbia, 1968). the gown has a pale pink silk bodice and burgundy velvet 
skirt. Hand finishing work is present to the interior. An M. Berman Ltd. label inscribed “Miss B. Streisand” 
is present. Costume design by Irene Sharaff. Accompanied by a copy of the film.

PROVENANCE Lot 15, “Her Name Is Barbra: Property from The Career of Barbra Streisand to Benefit The 
streisand Foundation,” Julien’s, los angeles, June 5, 2004

$2,000-4,000

412 
BARBRA StReiSAnD  
FUNNY GIRL tRAVeLinG JACKet
an olive wool traveling coat with inset taffeta 
trim worn by Barbra streisand in her academy 
award-winning role as Fanny Brice in Funny Girl 
(Columbia, 1968). post-production alterations are 
present. Costume design by irene sharaff. accompa-
nied by a copy of the film.

prOVENaNCE lot 16, “Her Name is Barbra: prop-
erty from The Career of Barbra Streisand to Benefit 
the streisand Foundation,” Julien’s, los angeles, 
June 5, 2004

$2,000-4,000
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414
BARBRA StReiSAnD GRAMMY WoRn enSeMBLe
a custom-made silver crepe ensemble embellished with scattered rhine-
stones worn by Barbra streisand when performing “you don’t Bring Me 
Flowers” with Neil diamond at the 1980 GraMMy awards. accompanied by 
a certificate of authenticity from The Streisand Foundation and a 2004 “Her 
Name is Barbra” Julien’s auction catalog.

prOVENaNCE lot 407, “Her Name is Barbra,” Julien’s auctions, los ange-
les, June 5, 2004

$6,000-8,000



J o H n  T r A V o l T A
Joan edwards was an assistant to John Travolta between 1978 to 1994, and appeared in Travolta’s film Perfect 

(columbia pictures, 1985). edwards was assisting Travolta during the early part of his career when he was filming 

Urban Cowboy (paramount, 1980), Look Who’s Talking (Tristar pictures, 1989), and other films. edwards passed 

away in April 2016 at the age of 87. Her home, located at 4810 Woodley Avenue in encino, california, as well 

as its contents, were sold on July 23 and 24, 2016. some of the items sold include gifts and belongings of Travolta 

from his early career. lots 415–431 were sold as part of the estate sale.

416 
JoHn tRAVoLtA SUeDe VeSt
a camel colored suede button-down vest, label 
reads “suedeclub.” No size present. accompa-
nied by a signed letter of authenticity from david 
James taylor, Joan Edwards’ longtime friend, 
stating that the item was purchased at Edwards’ 
estate sale in 2016.

$300-500

417 
JoHn tRAVoLtA DeniM JACKet
a levi strauss & Co. blue denim jacket believed 
to have been worn by John travolta circa 1970s, 
possibly while filming Welcome Back, Kotter (aBC, 
1975-1979). size 40. a pair of $20 bills were discov-
ered in the front pocket of the jacket. the jacket was 
given to travolta’s personal assistant, Joan Edwards. 
accompanied by a signed letter of authenticity from 
david James taylor, Edwards’ longtime friend, stat-
ing that the item was purchased at Edwards’ estate 
sale in 2016.

$400-600

415 
JoHn tRAVoLtA DeniM VeSt
A denim vest with fleece lining, label reads “Lee 
storm rider.” No size present. accompanied by 
a signed letter of authenticity from david James 
taylor, Joan Edwards’ longtime friend, stating 
that the item was purchased at Edwards’ estate 
sale in 2016.

$300-500
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418 
JoHn tRAVoLtA SUit JACKet
a dark bluish grey wool suit jacket believed to have been 
worn by John travolta circa 1980s. the jacket has an 
ungaro label, size 40. accompanied by a signed letter 
of authenticity from david James taylor, Joan Edwards’ 
longtime friend, stating that the item was purchased at 
Edwards’ estate sale in 2016.

$400-600

419 
CiGARette BoX AnD LiGHteRS
a vintage gold-toned cigarette box with two compartments within, by abdulla & Co. ltd., 
london; and a pair of gold-toned lighters by Zippo and Cornwall. accompanied by two 
signed letters of authenticity from david James taylor, Joan Edwards’ longtime friend, stat-
ing that the items were purchased at Edwards’ estate sale in 2016.

largest, 6 1/2 by 5 by 2 1/4 inches

$150-300

420 
SiLVeR-PLAteD toP HAt
a silver-plated top hat used as a champagne cooler. the hat is engraved “Kate 
1984” on the underside. accompanied by a signed letter of authenticity from david 
James taylor, Joan Edwards’ longtime friend, stating that the item was purchased at 
Edwards’ estate sale in 2016.

9 1/4 by 9 1/4 by 7 inches

$200-400
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421 
eLGin WAtCH AnD URBAN COWBOY Pin
a self-winding watch by Elgin, round face with baton 
and arabic chapters, stainless steel back, with a red-
dish-brown leather strap and gold-toned buckle; and a 
metal pin that reads “urban Cowboy.” accompanied by 
two signed letters of authenticity from david James tay-
lor, Joan Edwards’ longtime friend, stating that the items 
were purchased at Edwards’ estate sale in 2016.

length, 9 inches

$150-300



422 
JoHn tRAVoLtA URBAN COWBOY DeniM SHiRt
a denim button-down shirt same or similar to the one worn by John travolta in Urban 
Cowboy (paramount, 1980) when he almost falls off the construction site. the shirt has a 
Wrangler label that has “Jt” handwritten on it. No size present. accompanied by a copy 
of the film and a signed letter of authenticity from David James Taylor, Joan Edwards’ 
longtime friend, stating that the item was purchased at Edwards’ estate sale in 2016.

$800-1,200

423 
JoHn tRAVoLtA URBAN COWBOY WoRn WeSteRn SHiRt
a burgundy red satin western shirt with black piping worn by John travolta 
in James Bridges’ Urban Cowboy (paramount, 1980). label reads “anna 
Zepp Original.” No size present. Accompanied by a copy of the film.

prOVENaNCE From the Estates of Jack larson and James Bridges

$2,000-4,000
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424 
MARLBoRo BABY GRAnD PiAno
a Marlboro baby grand piano in dark brown, 
serial number 21079. accompanied by a matching 
bench and a signed letter of authenticity stating that 
Joan Edwards, John travolta’s assistant, had purchased 
the piano in Omaha, Nebraska.

57 by 57 1/2 by 35 inches

$600-800

425
oAK FALLFRont DeSK 
BooKSHeLF
an early 20th century amer-
ican oak cabinet with curio 
shelves flanking a sinuous 
beveled mirror panel and 
a fallfront desk over book-
shelves.

64 by 30 1/2 by 12 inches

$150-250
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426
JoHn tRAVoLtA BRonte WooDARD 
SiGneD BooK
A first printing of Meet Me at the Melba (New 
york: delacorte, 1977) inscribed to the half-title 
page “8/3/77 - For John travolta, with great 
& growing affection, Bronte.” Woodard is best 
known for writing the screenplay for the hit film 
Grease (paramount, 1978) that starred travolta 
in the lead role as danny Zuko. together with 
vintage sheet music for the Grease soundtrack 
song “you’re the One that i Want” as well as an 
edition of Heathcliff by novelist and screenwriter 
Jeffrey Caine (New york: alfred a. Knopf, 1978) 
inscribed to the front endpaper “dear John, 
i hope you enjoy this wonderful story. lots of 
love, Michele” and a first edition of James Cagney: In the Spotlight (New york: Galley 
press, 1980) inscribed to the front endpaper “July 1st 1983 - to John, love from Kate, 
your #1 fan.” accompanied by a signed letter of authenticity from david James taylor, 
Joan Edwards’ longtime friend, stating that the items were purchased at Edwards’ 
estate sale in 2016.

largest, 9 by 12 inches

$200-400

427 
JAMeS CAGneY SiGneD PRint
a James Cagney signed triple portrait print by Everett raymond 
Kinstler. the image shows Cagney in two of his most memorable 
roles and a profile portrait of Cagney. Signed by Cagney in blue 
ink, signed by the artist at lower left, marked a/p and dated 1980. 
accompanied by a signed letter of authenticity from david James 
taylor, Joan Edwards’ longtime friend, stating that the item was 
purchased at Edwards’ estate sale in 2016.

29 1/4 by 26 1/4 inches

$400-600

428 
GRoUP oF BRitiSH iteMS
including a Charles and diana commemorative wedding plate, a price Charles investiture cup and saucer, a vintage staffordshire toby mug, another small hand-
painted toby mug, a scenic Englishware sugar and creamer set, six assorted pieces of china depicting British scenes, a set of acrylic coasters in original box, a 
Jacksons of piccadilly metal tea canister, and two small union Jacks. 22 items total. accompanied by a signed letter of authenticity from david James taylor, 
Joan Edwards’ longtime friend, stating that the items were purchased at Edwards’ estate sale in 2016.

tallest, height, 8 inches

$200-300
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430
DininG RooM FURnitURe
a modern sheraton style mahogany dining table with double-pedestal base 
and two leaves, together with a small carved end table and six carved wood 
Jacobean style chairs, four with upholstered seats and backs and two with 
loose seat cushions. accompanied by a signed letter of authenticity from 
david James taylor, Joan Edwards’ longtime friend, stating that the items 
were purchased at Edwards’ estate sale in 2016.

table, 30 by 63 by 42 inches; End table, 26 1/2 by 18 by 18 inches; Chairs, 
42 1/2 by 18 by 16 inches

$400-600

429 
tWo FeRDinAnD KALLiK PAintinGS
The first is a framed scene of Parliament; the second is an unframed field of poppies. Accompanied by a signed letter of authenticity 
from david James taylor, Joan Edwards’ longtime friend, stating that the items were purchased at Edwards’ estate sale in 2016.

larger, 33 by 41 inches

$600-800
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431 
UniVeRSAL PLAYeR PiAno CoMPAnY PiAno
A brown Universal Player Piano Company upright piano, model P-2, with a rose stained glass design on each side of the front board flanking a cabinet opening 
for the automatic player. serial number 5887. accompanied by a green velvet piano bench, approximately 100 music rolls for the automatic player, and a signed 
letter of authenticity from david James taylor, Joan Edwards’ longtime friend, stating that the piano came from John travolta’s santa Barbara, California, ranch 
and was later gifted to Edwards.

57 1/2 by 25 1/2 by 48 inches

$2,000-4,000
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434 
SteVe McQUeen SiGneD WiLL AnD AMenDMent

a signed copy of steve McQueen’s last Will and testament. 
The original five-page document is dated September 5, 1979, 
and signed by McQueen on page four. He has additionally ini-

tialed the document three times. the will is accompanied by an 
18-page document titled “amended and restated declaration 

of trust McQueen’s Children’s trust.” this document, dated 
July 30, 1980, is signed twice by McQueen and is initialed 17 

times with several notations made within the document. in 1980, 
McQueen married Barbara Minty, which precipitated a change to 

his will.

14 1/2 by 9 inches, larger

$1,000-2,000

432 
SteVe McQUeen  

SoLAR PRoDUCtionS eMBoSSinG tooL
a round corporate seal embossing tool issued to steve 

McQueen’s solar productions inc. the round 1 1/2 inch diam-
eter seal reads “solar productions, inc. incorporated Nov. 6, 
1961 California.” the pocket style metal tool, made by allen 

Corp. supply Company, is housed in a black vinyl case that 
reads “solar productions, inc.”

length, 4 1/2 inches

$600-800

433
SteVe McQUeen  
SoLAR PRoDUCtionS  
CoRPoRAte MinUteS BooK
a corporate meeting minutes book for steve 
McQueen’s solar productions inc. the book is 
titled on the binding “solar productions. inc. 
Vol. 2.” this volume includes minute documents 
that begin in February 1969 and end in august 
1972. the minutes are signed by McQueen more 
than 50 times. the documents include a few 
handwritten notations in an unknown hand and 
photocopied documents laid in.

12 by 9 1/2 inches

$600-800
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435 
SteVe McQUeen RACinG JACKet
steve McQueen’s racing jacket, worn at ascot in 1969 and during his March 1970 race 
during the Winter sprint at phoenix international raceway. McQueen set a new lap 
record at the phoenix event in his porsche 908, coming in at 1:49:9 on the 2.7-mile 
circuit. the white nylon jacket has knit cuffs, blue stripe from cuff, across shoulders and 
“simpson” patch on upper left sleeve. “steve McQueen” is embroidered in blue at 
right breast. “solar plastics Engineering,” McQueen’s company, is printed across the 
back. McQueen is seen wearing this jacket on the cover of the book Steve McQueen: A 
Passion for Speed by Frederic Brun (Minneapolis: MBi publishing Company and Motor-
books, 2011), which accompanies this lot.

in 1970, McQueen was quoted as saying, “i am not sure if i am an actor who races or a 
racer who acts.” Between 1959 and 1970, McQueen raced in more than 20 events, and 
at the 1970 12 Hours of sebring race, he placed second behind Mario andretti. He also 
represented the united states at the prestigious international six day trials in East Ger-
many in 1964.

$40,000-60,000
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436 
SteVe McQUeen 1972 HonDA CB450
A Honda CB450 motorcycle gifted by Honda Motor Co. to Steve McQueen’s Solar Productions film company. Accompanied by a Honda invoice dated August 
21, 1972, and noting that the motorcycle is “promotional” with no money due. McQueen starred in a Japanese Honda commercial for the 1973 Cr250. 
McQueen was paid $1 million for appearing in that commercial. the bike, serial number 5027959, has a double overhead cam, black leather seat, and green 
metallic flake painted tank; odometer reads 194,175. The motorcycle currently has a California vanity license plate that reads “MCQUEEN.” This unique Honda 
is mentioned in the recently released book McQueen’s Motorcycles: Racing and Riding with the King of Cool by Matt stone (Minneapolis: Motorbooks, 2017). 
Excerpt: “the Honda CB450 dOHC ‘double overhead cam’ was a somewhat sophisticated machine for its day. Most of the big inch bikes still ran conventional 
overhead valve arrangements, even Honda’s ‘superbike’ the CB750 Four. although double overhead cam engine architecture is de rigueur in big inch street 
bikes today, a twin cam engine was semi exotic stuff at the time.”

$50,000-70,000



440
JAMeS GAnDoLFini SCene CHAnGe SCRiPtS
A pair of James Gandolfini script pages for The Sopranos (HBO, 1999-2007) 
season 2 finale “Funhouse” dated December 20, 1999. Accompanied by a 
The Sopranos Crew list dated december 1, 1998, and two call sheets for 
future episodes.

larger, 14 by 8 1/2 inches

$200-400

437 
JAMeS GAnDoLFini THE SOPRANOS PiLot SCRiPt
A James Gandolfini pilot script for The Sopranos (HBO, 1999-2007) dated 
august 25, 1997. accompanied by a crew list dated august 4, 1998, and 
Gandolfini’s copy of a December 20, 2000, shooting schedule.

11 by 8 1/2 inches

$400-600

438
JAMeS GAnDoLFini THE SOPRANOS SeASon 2 SCRiPtS
A pair of James Gandolfini’s scripts from the second season of The Sopranos 
(HBO, 1999-2007): an episode 18 script titled “Big Girls don’t Cry” dated august 
9, 1999, and an episode 24 script titled “House arrest” dated November 18, 
1999. accompanied by a Oneline schedule dated september 21, 1999.

11 by 8 1/2 inches

$400-600

439 
JAMeS GAnDoLFini  
THE SOPRANOS SeASon 1 FinALe SCRiPt
A James Gandolfini script for the season 1 finale of The Sopranos (HBO, 
1999-2007) titled “i dream of Jeannie Cusamano,” dated October 25, 
1998. accompanied by a 1999 Crew list; a party list dated december 
13, 2000; and a page of a 2001 schedule dated January 12, 2001.

11 by 8 1/2 inches

$400-600
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443 
JAMeS GAnDoLFini  

nAt nASt SHiRt
a short-sleeve button-down shirt 

believed to be worn by James 
Gandolfini as Tony Soprano in 
the series The Sopranos (HBO, 

1999-2007). the light blue silk shirt 
with white and gold embroidered 

squares was made by Nat Nast. 
size extra extra large.

$600-800

441 
JAMeS GAnDoLFini THE SOPRANOS SeASon 3 SCRiPtS
A pair of James Gandolfini’s scripts from the third season of The Sopra-
nos (HBO, 1999-2007): an episode 33 script titled “second Opinion” 
and dated October 23, 2000, and an episode 38 script titled “amour 
Fou” dated January 24, 2001. accompanied by a revised shooting 
schedule dated april 28, 2005.

11 by 8 1/2 inches

$400-600

442
JAMeS GAnDoLFini THE SOPRANOS WoRn PoLo SHiRt
A long-sleeve knit polo shirt worn by James Gandolfini as Tony Soprano in the series The 
Sopranos (HBO, 1999-2007). the shirt was worn in season 3, episode 12 “amour Fou” 
that aired on May 13, 2001, and possibly also worn in the season 2 finale “Funhouse” 
that aired on april 9, 2000. the black shirt was made by axis. accompanied by an original 
costume production tag and a copy of the episode. size extra extra large.

$800-1,000
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444 
JAMeS GAnDoLFini THE SOPRANOS WoRn SHiRt
A short-sleeve button-down shirt worn by James Gandolfini as Tony Soprano in the series 
The Sopranos (HBO, 1999-2007). the shirt was worn in season 6, episode 8 “Johnny 
Cakes” that aired on april 30, 2006. the black shirt with white stitching was made by the 
Havanera Company. accompanied by an original costume production tag and a copy of 
the episode. size extra extra extra large tall.

$1,000-1,200

445 
JAMeS GAnDoLFini THE SOPRANOS WoRn SHiRt 
A short-sleeve button-down shirt worn by James Gandolfini as Tony Soprano in 
the series The Sopranos (HBO, 1999-2007). the shirt was worn in season 5, epi-
sode 6 “sentimental Education” that aired on april 11, 2004. the pale yellow 
shirt was made by Mix studio. accompanied by an original costume production 
tag and a copy of the episode. size extra extra large.

$1,000-1,200
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446 
JAMeS GAnDoLFini THE SOPRANOS WoRn nAt nASt SHiRt
A short-sleeve button-down silk shirt worn by James Gandolfini as Tony Soprano in the series The Sopranos (HBO, 1999-2007). the shirt was worn in 
season 5, episode 10 “Cold Cuts” that aired on May 9, 2004. the Nat Nast shirt is taupe and olive with embroidered diamond shapes. accompanied by 
an original costume production tag and a copy of the episode. size extra extra large.

$1,600-2,000

447 
JAMeS GAnDoLFini THE SOPRANOS 
WoRn nAt nASt SHiRt
a short-sleeve button-down shirt worn by James Gan-
dolfini as Tony Soprano in the series The Sopranos 
(HBO, 1999-2007). the shirt was worn in season 6, 
episode 5 “Mr. & Mrs. John sacrimoni request” that 
aired on april 9, 2006. the Nat Nast shirt is made 
of black and beige silk. accompanied by an original 
costume production tag and a copy of the episode. 
size “2XB.”

$1,200-1,600
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448
SEINFELD SiGneD FinALe 
SCRiPt AnD YeARBooK
a cast-signed Seinfeld (NBC, 
1990-1998) finale script. The script 
is labeled as a “table draft” and 
dated March 31, 1998. it is signed 
on the cover by Jerry seinfeld, Julia 
louis-dreyfus, Michael richards, 
and Jason alexander. the script 
was originally sold as part of the 
seinfeld sale on sothebys.com. 
accompanied by a Seinfeld end-of-
series yearbook.
larger, 11 1/4 by 8 3/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

449 
DAYtiMe eMMY AWARD 
FoR oUtStAnDinG 
oRiGinAL SonG, 1994
a daytime Emmy award stat-
uette for Outstanding Original 
song presented to richard 
stone as the composer of the 
Animaniacs (Fox, 1993-1998) 
“animaniacs (Main title theme)” 
for the 1993-1994 season.

Height, 15 1/2 inches

$2,500-5,000
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450 
RiVeR PHoeniX PHotoSHoot WoRn JACKet
a river phoenix photoshoot worn plaid suit jacket by Matinique. the 
lightweight jacket is a single-breasted single-button with two exterior 
welt pockets and one interior pocket. the jacket comes from the stylist 
for the photoshoot, Gus Castaneda, who states in the accompanying 
letter of authenticity that he wasn’t going to use the suit for the shoot 
because he thought it might be “too busy” for phoenix. according to 
Castaneda, phoenix described the suit as awesome and they used it in 
the final shots of the day. The jacket is additionally accompanied by two 
photographs of phoenix in the suit and a page taken from the teen mag-
azine in which the photograph was published. No size present.

$2,000-3,000

451
eMMY AWARD FoR ROOTS – PART II 
a 1976-1977 Emmy award presented to Colin Mouat by the National 
academy of television arts and sciences for Outstanding achievement in 
Film and sound Editing for a series for his work on the mini-series Roots – 
Part II (aBC, 1977).

Height, 16 inches

$3,000-5,000
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452
HeAtH LeDGeR BROKEBACK 
MOUNTAIN WoRn SHiRt AnD An 
oRiGinAL PRoDUCtion PoLARoiD
a cream western shirt with blue vine print 
worn by Heath ledger in his role as Ennis del 
Mar in Brokeback Mountain (Focus Features, 2005). the shirt has a panhandle slim label, 
size Xl. accompanied by a polaroid photo of ledger wearing the shirt on set, with hand-
written notations such as “Ennis sc 20 pt 1” on the front and “panhandle slim cream shirt 
collar western blue floral print” on verso, and a copy of the film.

PROVENANCE From the film’s costume set supervisor

$6,000-8,000

453 
HeAtH LeDGeR BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN WoRn SHiRt  
AnD An oRiGinAL PRoDUCtion PoLARoiD
a western shirt with yellow, blue, and tan checks worn by Heath ledger in his role as Ennis 
del Mar in Brokeback Mountain (Focus Features, 2005). the shirt has a Wrangler label, 
size l. accompanied by a polaroid photo of ledger wearing the shirt on set with hand-
written notations that include “Ennis” and “sc. 65a” on the front and “Wrangler blue/tan 
check Western snap shirt” on the back and a copy of the film.

PROVENANCE From the film’s costume set supervisor

$6,000-8,000
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454 
JAKe GYLLenHAAL  
BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN SHiRt
a camel brown button-down shirt made for Jack 
Gyllenhaal in Brokeback Mountain (Focus Features, 
2005). the shirt has an anto Beverly Hills label and 
additional “JG” and “March 2004” labels.

PROVENANCE From the film’s costume set supervisor

$4,000-6,000

455
HeAtH LeDGeR BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN WoRn SHiRt AnD An 
oRiGinAL PRoDUCtion PoLARoiD
A cream western shirt with brown floral print worn by Heath Ledger in his role as Ennis 
del Mar in Brokeback Mountain (Focus Features, 2005). the shirt has a Gold Collec-
tion by roper label, size l. accompanied by a polaroid photo of ledger wearing the 
shirt on set, with handwritten notations such as “Ennis sc 143” on the front and “Gold 
Roper white and brown flower Western snap shirt” on verso, and a copy of the film.

PROVENANCE From the film’s costume set supervisor

$6,000-8,000
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456 
JAKe GYLLenHAAL BROKEBACK 
MOUNTAIN WoRn SHiRt AnD tWo 
oRiGinAL PRoDUCtion PoLARoiDS
a denim Wrangler button-down shirt worn 
by Jake Gyllenhaal in his role as Jack twist in 
Brokeback Mountain (Focus Features, 2005). 
the shirt has two tears in the back that have 
been stitched up. accompanied by two pola-
roid photographs of Gyllenhaal on set, both 
with handwritten costume and scene notations 
and marked “Jack”; a handwritten production 
tag for “sc. 13 #2 Jack” with costume notes 
such as “Blue Wrangler Western shirt”; and a 
copy of the film.

PROVENANCE From the film’s costume set 
supervisor

$10,000-20,000
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457 
HeAtH LeDGeR BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN WoRn SHiRt AnD An oRiGinAL PRoDUCtion PoLARoiD
a western shirt with yellow and blue checks worn by Heath ledger in his role as Ennis del Mar in Brokeback Mountain (Focus Features, 2005). the shirt has 
“blood” stains as it was worn in a passionate fight scene between Ledger and his co-star, Jake Gyllenhaal. A Rockmount Ranch Wear label is present. Accom-
panied by a polaroid photo of ledger wearing the shirt on set with handwritten costume notations such as “Ennis” and “sc 13: Ext Base Camp #1 Montage”; a 
handwritten production tag with “Sc 13. #1 Ennis” and “Rockmount Western shirt white & blue yellow checks”; and a copy of the film.

PROVENANCE From the film’s costume set supervisor

$10,000-20,000
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458 
niCoLe KiDMAn  
VANITY FAIR CoVeR WoRn enSeMBLe AnD MAGAZine
an evening ensemble worn by Nicole Kidman on the april 2001 cover of 
Vanity Fair. the Maggie Norris ensemble consists of a champagne colored 
satin corset and matching full-length skirt. the corset features multiple 
boning channels, laces down the back, and has spoon busk closure 
trimmed with ribbon bows at the bodice. the skirt is silk lined with a short 
train and zipper closure at back. labels in each read “Maggie Norris Cou-
ture.” accompanied by a copy of the magazine. No size present.

$4,000-6,000
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459
POINT BREAK SCReen USeD YAMAHA 
MotoCRoSS MotoRCYCLe
a Point Break (lionsgate, 2015) screen used 
yamaha yZ450F motocross motorcycle. the 
2015 motorcycle features a 449.7cc liquid-cooled 
4-stroke engine. serial number 33d002M99F029a. 
Equipped with an hour meter reading 30.1 hours. 
applied with various decals. accompanied by a 
copy of the film.

$6,000-8,000
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460
DAnieL CRAiG  
JAMeS BonD DinneR SUit CoStUMe
a dinner suit worn by daniel Craig in the James Bond 
film Spectre (Columbia, 2015). the two-piece suit, con-
sisting of a white dinner jacket and black trousers, was 
designed by tom Ford. an embroidered label sewn 
into the interior pocket reads “tom Ford/ daniel Craig/ 
Bond 24.” “24” refers to the fact that Spectre is the 24th 
film in the Bond franchise. The white silk blend dinner 
jacket is single breasted and has two-button closure. 
the jacket has an additional factory label that includes 
Craig’s name, “Bond 24” and “James Bond.” size on 
label: 48 regular. the black wool blend trousers have a 
satin tuxedo stripe down the outside of each leg. size on 
label: 48 regular. the suit is accompanied by a tom Ford 
formal white cotton button-down dress shirt with French 
cuffs. a tom Ford label in the shirt reads “daniel Craig 
– James Bond.” also present are a wardrobe tag, black 
bow tie, white suspenders, black cummerbund and prop 
red carnation. Accompanied by a copy of the film.

prOVENaNCE lot 8, “James Bond spectre: the auc-
tion,” Christie’s, london, sale number 13116, February 
18, 2016

$50,000-60,000
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LOT 491 
DENNIS HOPPER  
PAGSTA “CHOPPA” MINI MOTORCYCLE
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461 
HARRY PotteR oRiGinAL SiGneD WAnD BoX
A wand box used in the film Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone (Warner Bros., 2001) signed on 
the underside by Daniel Radcliffe, Warwick Davis and Devon Murray. A label affixed to the top of 
the box reads “This is to certify that the Wand Box is a genuine Ollivander’s article.” The box was 
originally consigned by Davis to a 2006 charity auction for his daughter’s school. Accompanied by a 
transmittal letter from the school and a copy of the film.

14 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

462
HARRiSon FoRD  
inDiAnA JoneS oRiGinAL FiLM StiLL BoARD
A black and white film still of Harrison Ford in his role as Indi-
ana Jones mounted to Bainbridge illustration board. Glassine is 
affixed to the board over the photograph and marked with red 
crop marks. The board is marked “ART RA-4” and affixed with 
a label that reads “Actor/ Harrison Ford.” Ford played Indiana 
Jones in all four films in the franchise and is reportedly reprising 
his role for a fifth film due to be released in 2019.

8 by 10 inches, image; 20 by 15 inches, overall

$1,500-2,500

463
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK VintAGe FiLM StiLL BoARD
A black and white film still from Raiders of the Lost Ark (Lucasfilm, 1981) showing 
Harrison Ford in his role as Indiana Jones with co-star Karen Allen. The image is 
mounted to Bainbridge illustration board with glassine affixed to the board over 
the photograph marked with red crop marks. The board is marked “ART RA-3” 
and affixed with a label that reads “Original Screenplay.”

8 by 10 inches, image; 15 by 20 inches, overall

$1,500-2,500
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464 
PLAnet oF tHe APeS LiFe-SiZe APe
A foam gorilla warrior from the film Planet of the Apes (20th Century Fox, 2001). 
The painted ape is in a seated position and used as a stand-in on horseback for 
the Tim Burton directed film.  The gorilla was originally obtained from a Fox Studio 
executive.
 
$1,000-2,000

465
RAMBO III PRototYPe KniFe
A prop combat knife used by Sylvester Stallone in the film Rambo: First Blood Part II (TriStar, 1985).  The blade of the prop 
knife is painted black and metallic silver, ending in a Bowie-style clip point. In the film, the handle was hollow and contained 
a survival kit. This version of the knife does not have that feature. Housed in a black leather case with a knife sharpener in an 
exterior pocket. Accompanied by a copy of the film and a letter of provenance from Ron South, the film’s assistant editor.

Length, 18 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 89060, “Stallone – The Auction,” Heritage, Los Angeles, December 18-20, 2015

$4,000-6,000
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466
RAMBO III PRoP KniFe
A prop combat knife from the film Rambo III (TriStar, 1988) from the personal collection of Sylvester Stallone. The steel blade knife, designed by knifesmith Gil 
Hibben, is unique because it was designed as a fantasy knife, not a military knife. Features include a blood slot in the blade, serrated top edge, blade ends in a 
Bowie-style clipped point, crossguard pommel marked “Andres,” and wood handle; housed in a leather sheath. Contained in a soft-sided black case that reads 
“Rambo III/ Hibbenknives.” Accompanied by a copy of the film.

Length, 17 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 89264, “Stallone – The Auction,” Heritage, Los Angeles, December 18-20, 2015

$12,000-14,000
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467 
RAMBO II PRoP KniFe
A prop combat knife used by Sylvester Stallone in the film Rambo: First Blood Part II (TriStar, 1985). The blade of the prop knife is painted black and metallic 
silver, ending in a Bowie-style clip point; the handle is wrapped in nylon cord (???). In the film, the handle was hollow and contained a survival kit. This version of 
the knife does not have that feature. Housed in a black leather case with a knife sharpener in an exterior pocket. Accompanied by a copy of the film and a letter 
of provenance from Ron South, the film’s assistant editor.

Length, 15 inches

$15,000-20,000
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468 
EMPIRE STRIKES BACK noRWeGiAn one-SHeet
A Norwegian Empire Strikes Back/Imperiet Slår Tilbake (Lucas-
film, 1980) one-sheet poster. Scenes from the ice planet of Hoth 
were filmed in Finse, Norway, on the Hardengerjøkulen Glacier. 
Poster is stamped on verso “Bes vennligst returnert/ Kom-
munenes Filmcentral.”

40 1/2 by 27 inches

$400-600

469 
STAR TREK JeWeLRY
A group of faux gemstone Star Trek 
(NBC, 1966-1969) jewelry: a suite 
of earrings and a pin, together with 
another set of earrings. Three items.

PROVENANCE Lot 1549, “Star Trek,” 
Julien’s Auctions, Planet Hollywood 
Resort and Casino, Las Vegas, Nevada, 
June 27, 2010, and From the Estate of 
Gene and Majel Roddenberry

$600-800
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470 
STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION CAPtAin 
JeAn-LUC PiCARD StARFLeet CoMMAnD tUniC
A Starfleet command tunic from Star Trek: The Next Gener-
ation (Paramount, 1987-1994). This burgundy and black shirt 
was worn by Jean-Luc Picard (Patrick Stewart), captain of the 
USS Enterprise. The wardrobe piece has a handwritten label 
with “Ptrick 2” in ink. It is believed that this example was made 
for and worn in the third season of the series. Accompanied by 
a copy of the episode.

$8,000-10,000
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471
STAR TREK: THE ORIGINAL SERIES  
“enGineeRinG” StARFLeet DUtY tUniC
A Starfleet duty tunic from the original Star Trek series (Desilu, 1966-
1969). This red colored shirt is consistent with the style of tunic worn 
by Engineering, Operations, and Security division personnel. The tunic 
is made from red velour fabric with a black collar and has an original 
Engineering division Starfleet insignia patch sewn on the left chest area. 
A zipper runs from the collar down to the left side of the costume. No 
labels are present apart from “No 3” written in white ink inside the zip-
per.

Though it cannot be certain, elements of this particular duty tunic sug-
gest that it was likely worn in Star Trek by Chief Engineer Montgomery 
“Scotty” Scott (James Doohan), who held the rank of lieutenant com-
mander in the original series. Though the golden rank braids are no 
longer present on the end of each sleeve, there are signs that a single 
row and dash pattern of lieutenant commander braids were previously 
sewn into the garment. The braids were often removed prior to dry clean-
ing, which could explain their absence from the wardrobe piece today. 

Scotty was the only prominent character with the rank of lieutenant com-
mander in the series that wore the red duty tunics, though a character 
can be seen wearing the same style tunic with the same rank in the back-
ground of a scene in the episode “Court Martial.” There is also a scene in 
the episode “Who Mourns For Adonais?” in which Scotty is attacked with 
lightning, and in that sequence he is played by a stunt man. But given the 
budget of the show, those particular tunics may have been worn by both 
the background character and the stunt man as well as by Doohan, but it 
is almost impossible to determine. 

Many red tunics were made for the show to be worn by the numerous 
characters representing security, engineering, as well as stunt men who 
doubled for Doohan. The production would likely move principal actor 
worn wardrobe pieces out of circulation for the principal and down to 
background characters and for stunt work since condition and appear-
ance was not as important for those uses as it was for the principal 
actors. Therefore, it cannot truly be certain how this particular tunic was 
employed throughout the series. Because of the type of fabric used, it 
is believed that this tunic was made for the first or second season. There 
is a tear at the back of the costume, and it exhibits some overall wear. 
Accompanied by a copy of the episode.

$15,000-20,000
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472
JACKie GLeASon VintAGe PHotoGRAPHS
A group of four vintage black and white snapshots of Jackie Gleason 
believed to be previously unpublished. In two of the images, Gleason is 
sitting in a 1941 Lincoln Continental; in another, he is posed covered in 
mail. In the last image, Gleason is wearing a sombrero and taking newspa-
pers from a newspaper boy.

4 by 5 inches, each

$600-800

473
JACKie GLeASon GRoUP oF tHRee DRAWinGS
A group of three drawings by Jackie Gleason given to his girlfriend, Honey Mer-
rill, each with a hand drawn figure noted as “The Phantom,” a figure in a mask, 
tall hat and full-length costume. The first is a blue ink drawing on Jackie Glea-
son stationery that reads “I love you/ The Phantom.” The second is a pencil on 
paper drawing of the Phantom with a golf club that reads “I love you very much. 
While, I am away at times, you’re never out of my heart” and “The Phantom P.S. 
Watch for me on the third hole.” The third is a black ink on paper drawing. The 
Phantom figure has a heart on his chest, and the inscription reads “I cut my heart 
out for you The Phantom.” Merrill and Gleason had a 13-year affair while Glea-
son waited for his first wife to grant him a divorce. Merrill appeared on the cover 
of Gleason’s album The Torch with the Blue Flame, released in 1958.

8 1/2 by 11 inches, largest

$600-800

474
JACKie GLeASon PASSPoRt
A Jackie Gleason 1954 United 
States passport. The typed name on 
the passport reads “Herbert John 
Gleason Known As Jackie Gleason” 
and is signed by Gleason the same 
way on page 3 and on his black and 
white photograph on page four. 
Gleason’s date of birth is given as 
Feb. 26, 1916, and his occupation as 
“Entertainer.” The passport is dated 
May 25, 1954, with a renewal stamp 
dated March 2, 1956. The passport 
has been stamped for Switzerland, 
Italy, France, and United Kingdom, 
among others.

6 1/4 by 3 3/4 inches

$1,000-2,000
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476 
Loni AnDeRSon DiAMonD 

AnD enAMeL Lion BRooCH
An 18K yellow gold brooch, 

designed with 10 pave-set single-cut 
round diamonds on the face, green 

chrysophrase eyes and a black enam-
eled nose, 1 x 3/4”, 8.8 grams. Burt 
Reynolds purchased this as part of a 

daily surprise for Loni Anderson.

PROVENANCE From the Collection 
of Loni Anderson

$800-1,200

475
JAMeS CAGneY SeLF-PoRtRAit DRAWinG
A James Cagney drawn self-portrait. The pencil on lined paper drawing is annotated at 
lower left in an unknown hand “By Jim Cagney.” The drawing is accompanied by a photo-
graph of Cagney in the midst of drafting this image. The photograph is stamped on verso 
as an official photograph of the United States Navy, with the date given as “5-21-60” and 
the subject stated as “Mr. James Cagney visiting NAS [Naval Air Station] Pensacola, Flor-
ida.” The consignor’s great-grandfather was a photographer for the Navy. The drawing and 
photograph were discovered in a frame behind another image of Cagney.

8 by 4 inches

$800-1,200
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477
RUe McCLAnAHAn WoRn neCKLACe
A single-strand braided chain necklace suspending a Mexican silver 
figural sun pendant, worn by Rue McClanahan on the October 2009 
cover of VIP magazine. Accompanied by a copy of the magazine 
and a color publicity photograph.

Length, 29 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE From the Estate of Rue McClanahan

$150-300

478 
RUe McCLAnAHAn neCKLACeS AnD BRooCHeS

A group of four necklaces and pins: a gold-toned choker 
with clasp closure; a single-strand necklace with an elephant 

engraved perfume bottle pendant; a colorful costume enam-
eled and simulated gemstone bird brooch on base metal, with 

simulated diamond accents; and an animal form pin painted 
white and gold, with mounted stones and beads, signed on the 

back “C. Voyont ‘86.”

Longest, 13 3/4 inches

PROVENANCE From the Estate of Rue McClanahan

$200-400

479 
tRUMAn CAPote SiGneD CReDit CARD
A Master Charge Interbank card issued to Truman 
Capote by Marine Midland Bank, signed on the 
back in blue felt pen by Capote. The card expired in 
October 1981. Master Charge: The Interbank card is 
now known as MasterCard.

2 1/4 by 3 1/4 inches

$800-1,200
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480
PHYLLiS DiLLeR WoRn CLoAK
A deep green velvet knee-length cloak with short sleeves and a decorative ribbon on the 
front, worn by Phyllis Diller. The cloak has a puritan collar, snap-on closures beneath the rib-
bon, and a Fabiani Rome label. Accompanied by a black and white publicity photograph and 
a color photograph, both of Diller wearing the cloak.

PROVENANCE From the Estate of Phyllis Diller

$600-800

481 
CARoL BURnett THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW BoB MACKie GoWn
A golden satin gown designed by Bob Mackie and worn by Carol Burnett in season 
7, episode 6 of The Carol Burnett Show (CBS, 1967-1978). The gown has a strapless 
boned bodice and a slender skirt with a side-split ruffle trim that forms an asymmetri-
cal hemline. The gown is embellished with milky white sequin foliate applique that has 
been altered post production. An Elizabeth Courtney labeled inscribed “No: W-EG-
389/ Size: 6 D. CB” is present. Accompanied by a copy of the video.

$800-1,200
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482 
JoAn CoLLinS DYNASTY enSeMBLe
A custom-made mauve jersey jumpsuit and silk crepon jacket worn 
by Joan Collins on season three of Dynasty (Aaron Spelling, 1981-
1989). Originally from the Nolan Miller Collection. Together with a 
silk-lined ruched belt. Accompanied by a copy of the episode and a 
letter of authenticity signed by Nolan Miller.

$800-1,200

483
ReGionAL eMMY AWARD tRoPHY
A Regional Emmy Award statuette blank. The Regional Emmys are awarded to rec-
ognize excellence in regional markets, meaning that the television program reaches 
fewer than 50 percent of United States households. There are 20 regional markets 
across the country. The gold tone award features the winged woman holding an 
atom on a rectangular base.

Height, 11 1/2 inches

$1,500-3,000
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484 
AL HiRSCHFeLD JoHn WAYne PRint
An Al Hirschfeld signed print of John Wayne. The caricature 
of Wayne in western wear is signed by Hirschfeld in pencil at 
lower right and hand numbered 40/200 at lower left. Housed 
in a frame, not examined outside of frame.

20 by 18 inches, framed

$1,000- 2,000

485
JoHn WAYne ACADeMY oF Motion PiCtURe 
ARtS AnD SCienCeS eXCeLLenCe AWARD
An Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences award of 
excellence presented to John Wayne. The award is printed 
on cream colored paper with gold embossed Oscar statuette. 
Printed text states “Having demonstrated excellence in the 
art, science or industry of the motion picture, John Wayne 
has been accepted as a member of the Academy of Motion 
Picture Arts and Sciences.” It is signed by Walter Mirisch, 
president of the academy from 1973 to 1977.

9 by 12 inches

$800-1,200
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486 
I DREAM OF JEANNIE oRiGinAL Genie BottLe
The original prop genie bottle used on the set of I Dream of Jeannie (NBC, 1965-1970) and as the 
template for future I Dream of Jeannie bottles. The bottle was from the collection of Gene Nelson, 
who worked on the development of the program and directed eight episodes of the first season. 
here are many people who take credit for finding the Jim Beam decanter that went on to become 
Jeannie’s bottle, but credence is given to Nelson’s story that this was his discovery. According to 
Nelson’s former wife, Nelson was at lunch with someone involved with the project and he saw the 
Jim Beam bourbon decanter in a liquor store window. He had been looking to find something to 
use for Jeannie’s bottle that didn’t look like Aladdin’s lamp. He brought the Jim Beam decanter 
to the prop department, and it became the bottle for the series. Nelson told his family that this 
was the bottle used on set and for early promotional images. He explained some prop bottles 
were used for the smoke effect when Jeannie exited her bottle. These bottles occasionally broke 
from the heat. The smoke bottles were numbered on the bottom to keep track of how many times 
the bottle had been used in order to avoid the bottle breaking during a scene. This bottle is not 
numbered on the bottom because it was not used in any special effects. The stopper is also unem-
bellished. This may be in keeping with the storyline that Captain Nelson, played by Larry Hagman, 
left the stopper on the beach where he found Jeannie, played by Barbara Eden. Nelson left the 
show after repeated conflicts with Hagman. Accompanied by a letter of authenticity from Barbara 
Eden stating that this was the first bottle used on the set of the show.

Height, 14 inches

$40,000-60,000
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487 
GAME OF DEATH titLe SeQUenCe CHUCK-A-LUCK GAMe
A Chuck-A-Luck bird cage used in the opening titles of Game of Death (Golden Harvest, 1978). The film starred Bruce Lee and was not completed before his 
death in 1973. The footage shot in 1972 was released in 1978. The pivoting silver tone metal cage holds three orange dice (presumed to have discolored with 
age) and is affixed to a wood base with a plaque that reads “Bruce Lee’s ‘Game of Death’ Main Title ‘Chuck-A-Luck Cage.’ ” The cage comes from John Chris-
topher Strong III, the film’s title designer. In the accompanying letter of authenticity, Strong states that he was asked to design the main and end title sequences 
as a tribute to his friend Bruce Lee. Accompanied by a copy of the film.

Height, 17 1/2 inches

$5,000-7,000
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490
MARLon BRAnDo LAnVin JACKet
A navy blue wool single-breasted jacket owned by Marlon Brando. The jacket 
has gold tone buttons and a designer label.

PROVENANCE From the Archives of Miko Brando

$2,000-4,000

488
CLEOPATRA SPHinX PRoP
A small sphinx prop from the film Cleopatra (20th Century, 1963). The statuette, painted gold, wears the 
Nemes headdress of the pharaohs. Highly detailed carvings to the sides and front. Accompanied by a the-
atrical movie program book for the film with a July 6, 1963, movie ticket affixed to upper corner.

Base, 26 by 8 inches; height, 13 inches

$1,000-2,000

489
JAMeS DeAn VintAGe oRiGinAL PHotoGRAPH
A vintage original black and white photograph of James Dean, 
believed to be unpublished. The photograph shows Dean sitting in 
his 1955 Porsche 356 Super Speedster, circa May 1955.

3 1/2 by 3 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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491 
DenniS HoPPeR PAGStA “CHoPPA” Mini MotoRCYCLe
A Dennis Hopper owned 2003 Pagsta “Chappa” mini motorcycle featuring a 49.5 cc, 
air-cooled, single cylinder engine. Equipped with Pagsta leather saddlebags.  The 
bike, VIN number 5LYRR11514C005278, is painted black with red and yellow flames.  
The odometer reads 1.8 miles. The motorcycle is shown here in Hopper’s Venice, 
California, home.
 
$8,000-10,000
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492 
GoLDen HoLLYWooD eRA PAPeR ePHeMeRA
A collection of signed or secretarially signed letters and ephemera from Golden Hollywood Era actors and actresses, including a collection of fan art pencil on 
paper sketches sent to the subject celebrity and affixed to scrapbook paper signed by Jimmy Stewart, Shirley Temple, Jeanette MacDonald, Richard Greene, 
Ginger Rogers, Bette Davis, Joan Crawford, Tyrone Power, Alice Faye, Don Ameche, Deanna Durbin, and Arleen Whelan. Additionally accompanied by a typed 
and signed letter from Stewart to a fan shortly after the premiere of It’s a Wonderful Life (RKO, 1946); a black and white photograph of Stewart in military uniform 
inscribed “Best Wishes Jim Stewart” with original transmittal envelope dated April 24, 1947; a studio publicity photograph of Stewart inscribed “To Mary Trevor 
Best Wishes Jimmy Stewart”; a typed, signed letter on James Stewart stationery dated May 23, 1939, to Mary accompanied by a small black and white photo-
graph of Stewart and the envelope postmark, all affixed to scrapbook paper; and a cut sheet signed “Sincerely Jeanette MacDonald.”

Largest, 8 by 11 inches

$800-1,200

494 
eRRoL FLYnn SiGneD LetteRS
A group of letters and documents relating to Errol Flynn’s partnership with actor 
and producer William Marshall, some signed by Flynn. The first is a four-page 
typed letter on Hotel El Rancho, Gallup, New Mexico, stationery, dated June 27, 
1950, to Marshall from Flynn, signed by Flynn, highlighting their disagreements. 
The second is a typed, signed note from Flynn to Marshall (Bill) on Hotel Prince 
de Galles, Paris, stationery, dated October 18, 1950, stating that Chuck Gross 
is to act with full authority from him in all matters pertaining to the editing of 
Bloodline or Adventures of Captain Fabian (Les Films Corona, 1951). The third is 
a two-page typed memorandum dated June 28, 1950, highlighting Flynn’s con-
cerns and requests regarding Gross, Irene Ghica, start of the actual production, 
and advance for expenses. The fourth is a four-page response from Marshall to 
Flynn, dated June 26, 1950, in an effort to save the partnership.

Largest, 11 by 8 1/2 inches

$400-600

493 
W.C. FieLDS SiGneD LetteR
A typed letter to Ethel Rice thanking her for the English newspapers, 
signed in blue pen “Bill Fields” by W.C. Fields. The letter is dated July 
15, 1946. Together with the original transmittal envelope and a vintage 
photograph of Fields.

10 by 8 inches

$400-600
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497  
noRMAn RoCKWeLL  
ReFeRenCe PHotoGRAPH neGAtiVeS
A set of two reference photograph negatives for Norman 
Rockwell’s painting “Janitress Plucking Piano Keys” that 
was produced in different versions circa 1945-1963.
 
Negative dimensions, 5 by 4 inches, each
 
$200-400

496 
noRMAn RoCKWeLL ReFeRenCe PHotoGRAPH neGAtiVeS
A series of negatives for reference photographs used by Norman Rockwell for 
scenes from his series of lithographs of Poor Richard’s Almanack showing the 
Tavern. Together with photographic prints of selected images and technical 
processing notes.

Negative dimensions, 5 by 4 inches, each

$500-700

495 
noRMAn RoCKWeLL JACK BennY ReFeRenCe PHotoGRAPH neGAtiVeS
A group of photograph negatives showing Jack Benny, undated. Together with a photographic 
print of one of the images.

Largest negative, 5 by 4 inches

$500-700
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498 
noRMAn RoCKWeLL ReFeRenCe PHotoGRAPH neGAtiVeS
A series of negatives for reference photographs used by Norman Rockwell for scenes from his series of lithographs of Poor Richard’s 
Almanack showing Ben Franklin at Desk. Numbered: 7, 105, 106, 125, 126, 127. Together with photographic prints of selected images 
and technical processing notes.

Largest negative, 5 by 4 inches

$500-700

499 
noRMAn RoCKWeLL ReFeRenCe PHotoGRAPH neGAtiVeS
A series of negatives for reference photographs used by Norman Rockwell for scenes from his series of lithographs of Poor Richard’s Almanack 
showing Colonial Philadelphia. Numbered: 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 183. Together with photographic prints of selected 
images and technical processing notes.

Largest negatives, 5 by 4 inches

$500-700
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500 
ALBeRt einStein  
oRiGinAL HoMe MoVieS
An original 16mm film featuring 
Albert Einstein. The 7-inch reel 
contains approximately 400 feet 
of double-perforated amateur 
footage consisting of several 
splices of different film stocks 
shot at different times, including 
black and white Kodak film with 
1934 date codes; black and white 
Agfa film (no date codes); and 
color Kodachrome film with 1939 
date codes. Highlights of the film 
include footage of Einstein on his 
sailboat, Tinef; interior shots of 
Einstein’s first home at 2 Library 
Place in Princeton, New Jersey; 
Einstein with Russian sculptor Sergey Konenkov and an unfinished portrait bust of Einstein that Konenkov was commissioned 
by Princeton University to create (also includes footage of Konenkov’s wife, Catherine, with whom Einstein was believed to 
have had an affair); a visit to the shores of Blue Mountain Lake in the Adirondacks; and Einstein riding in a convertible car as 
well as additional vacation scenes with friends and family. The footage was shot by Peter A. Bucky, son of Dr. Gustav Bucky, 
a German scientist and close friend of Einstein’s. Also includes an approximately four-minute-long spliceless 8mm dupe 
film of the same interior home footage described above as well as additional footage taken just outside of Einstein’s home. 
Accompanied by a digital DVD version of each film.

Largest, diameter, 7 inches

$600-800

501
MR. MAGoo CeLLULoiDS
A group of 39 hand painting on celluloids, some applied to mas-
ter backgrounds, depicting Mr. Magoo in various scenarios. Circa 
1961, some annotated. This lot is only partially photographed.

Largest, 14 by 10 1/2 inches

$600-800
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502
KING KONG FRenCH tWo-PAneL PoSteR oRiGinAL ARtWoRK
An original painting depicting the artwork for the French King Kong (RKO, 1933) two-panel poster. The watercolor on paper artwork, by Albin (Ph.) de Buncey, is 
marked in pencil with a numbered grid. The finished poster measured 63 by 94 inches. The artwork is accompanied by two gorilla studies by de Buncey. The first 
is a pencil on paper sketch signed by the artist at lower right. The second is a pencil and watercolor study, unsigned with a numerical notation in the upper left 
corner.

Poster artwork, 13 1/2 by 19 3/4 inches

$10,000-20,000
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503
THE GREAT ZIEGFELD SEQUIN HEADDRESS
An elaborate Adrian sequin headdress made for The Great Ziegfeld (MGM, 
1936). The headdress is fitted to the skull and forms a point that exceeds 
the wearer’s head by three feet. The piece is embellished with silver 
sequins, pearlized ivory beads, and rhinestones in varying sizes and shapes 
that form a zigzag pattern. Accompanied by a black and white screen still of 
the headdress.

$4,000-6,000
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504 
CLARenCe BULL ACADeMY AWARD MeDAL
A brass medal awarded to iconic Hollywood photographer Clarence Bull in 1942 by the Academy 
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences during the annual Hollywood Studios Still Photography Show. 
The medal is engraved on the verso “Clarence Bull, Class 7, 1942.” Bull was head of the MGM stills 
department during the golden age of Hollywood and produced classic portraits of such stars as Greta 
Garbo, Hedy Lamarr, and Grace Kelly.

Diameter, 1 3/4 inches

$10,000-15,000
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505 
MARion DAVieS VintAGe MAnAtt PHotoGRAPH
A vintage black and white photograph of Marion Davies originally 
from Davies’ estate. The photograph has a deckled edge and is 
blind embossed “James Manatt/ Hollywood” at lower left.

13 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE From a private family collection

$600-800

506 
MARion DAVieS VintAGe MAnAtt PHotoGRAPH
A vintage black and white portrait photograph of Marion Davies 
originally from Davies’ estate. The photograph has a deckled 
edge and is blind embossed “James Manatt/ Hollywood” at 
lower right. Additionally marked in pencil on verso “No 12” in an 
unknown hand.

13 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE From a private family collection

$600-800

507
MARion DAViS VintAGe FRYeR PHotoGRAPH
A vintage black and white portrait photograph of Marion 
Davies originally from Davies’ estate. The photograph shows 
Davies in an embellished white veil. Blind embossed “Elmer 
Fryer/ Hollywood” at lower right.

13 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE From a private family collection

$600-800
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508
MARion DAVieS VintAGe MAnAtt PHotoGRAPH
A vintage black and white full-length photograph of Marion Davies 
originally from Davies’ estate. The photograph has a deckled edge 
and is blind embossed “James Manatt/ Hollywood” at lower right.

13 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE From a private family collection

$600-800

509
MARion DAVieS VintAGe FRYeR PHotoGRAPH
A vintage black and white portrait photograph in profile of 
Marion Davies originally from Davies’ estate. The photograph 
has a deckled edge and is blind embossed “Elmer Fryer/ Holly-
wood” at lower right.

13 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE From a private family collection

$600-800

510 
MARion DAVieS VintAGe MAnAtt PHotoGRAPH

A vintage black and white portrait photograph of Marion Davies 
originally from Davies’ estate. The photograph has a deckled 
edge and is blind embossed “James Manatt/ Hollywood” at 

lower right.

13 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE From a private family collection

$600-800
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512 
GRetA GARBo  
ROMANCE PUBLiCitY PHotoGRAPH BY HURReLL
A black and white photograph of Greta Garbo taken by photog-
rapher George Hurrell. The publicity photograph was taken for 
Garbo’s film Romance (MGM, 1930). Numbered 209/250 and 
signed by Hurrell at lower right.

26 by 22 inches, matted

$600-800

511
GRetA GARBo HAnDWRitten LetteR to GiLBeRt RoLAnD
A four-page handwritten letter in pencil on a single sheet of paper from Greta Garbo to Gilbert Roland, whom she addresses as “my 
soldier friend!” In the letter, Garbo talks about him moving to Beverly Hills close to her, or living in the Athletic Club with her. She real-
izes more than halfway through that she “doesn’t like living in hotels very much so likely I will not like clubs.” She continues, “you see I 
am again making troubles, I am confused and in chaos (slightly).” She ends the letter with the hope that if and when she goes to New 
York he will come and see her. Accompanied by the original transmittal envelope addressed to “Lieut Gilbert Roland ORTC” in North 
Carolina, marked “Special Delivery.” The envelope is postmarked August 18, 1943.

7 3/4 by 5 3/4 inches

PROVENANCE Partial Lot 228, “Film and Television Memorabilia,” Christie’s East, New York, December 18, 1995

$1,000-2,000
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513 
1935 CoLUMBiA PiCtUReS IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT 
CeLeBRAtoRY ACADeMY AWARD StAtUette
A souvenir statuette given to the stars of Columbia Pictures on the 
occasion of the 1935 Academy Awards ceremony. The Columbia 
Pictures film It Happened One Night (1934) was the first film to 
“sweep” the Academy Awards, winning for Best Picture, Best Direc-
tor, Best Actor, Best Actress and Best Writing, Adaptation. It was 
also the first time Columbia Pictures won an Academy Award. The 
film was directed by Frank Capra and starred Claudette Colbert and 
Clark Gable, both of whom were reluctant to appear in the film. 
Gable and Colbert each won his and her first, and only, Best Actor/
Actress Academy Award for the film. Colbert did not plan to attend 
the award ceremony and had to be rushed from a train station to 
pick up her award. At the time, Columbia Pictures was considered a 
“Poverty Row” studio. This film and its awards help elevate Columbia 
into being a respected studio. The statuette has two plaques: the first 
reads “15th Anniversary/ Columbia Pictures/ 1920-1935”; the second 
reads “Academy of/ Motion Picture Arts and Sciences/ First Award/ 
Columbia Pictures/ For the Best Picture of the Year.”

Height, 5 3/4 inches

$10,000-12,000
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514 
HUGH HeFneR SiGneD PAJAMA toP
A purple satin pajama top faintly signed on the chest pocket by Hugh 
Hefner. The long-sleeve button-down sleeping shirt was made by Rick 
Pallack. No size present.

$1,000-1,500

515
PLAYBOY CoLLeCtion oF  
SiGneD MAGAZineS
A collection of approximately 65 issues 
of Playboy magazine, each signed (or 
secretarially signed) by various models 
and celebrities, including Jessica Alba, 
Pamela Anderson, Rosanna Arquette, 
Diora Baird, Drew Barrymore, Kim 
Basinger, Kelly Bensimon, Sandra Ber-
nhard, Christie Brinkley, Brooke Burke, 
Naomi Campbell, Belinda Carlisle, Tia 
Carrere, Cindy Crawford, Sybil Danning, 
Patti Davis, Carmen Electra, Erika Eleniak, 
Anna Faris, Geri Halliwell, Joey Heather-
ton, Tricia Helfer, Terry Moore Hughes, 
Rachel Hunter, La Toya Jackson, Julie 
Kavner, Jenny McCarthy, Cindy Margolis, 
Kara Monaco, Paulina Porizkova, Jaime 
Pressly, Burt Reynolds, Denise Richards, 
Lisa Rinna, Mimi Rogers, Stacy Sanches, 
Brooke Shields, Anna Nicole Smith, Sha-
ron Stone, Kathleen Turner, and Vanity.

$6,000-8,000
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516 
MARiLYn MonRoe PReMieRe iSSUe oF PLAYBOY MAGAZine
A copy of the first issue of Playboy magazine that features Marilyn Monroe on the cover. Monroe also appears on 
the interior of the premiere issue in an article on pages 17 and 18 titled “What Makes Marilyn” and a color pin-up of 
Monroe taken by Tom Kelley during the 1949 Red Velvet session on page 19. Monroe is called “Sweetheart of the 
Month,” which evolved into Playmate of the Month. No date appears on the cover because Hugh Hefner has stated 
that he didn’t know if there would be a second issue. The magazine hit newsstands in December 1953 and sold for 
50 cents. This copy has been graded 7.0 by Certified Guaranty Company (CGC).

11 by 8 1/2 inches

$3,000-5,000
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517
MARiLYn MonRoe LiMiteD eDition PLAYBOY CoVeR PoSteR
A limited edition print of the first Playboy magazine cover, featuring Marilyn Mon-
roe. Initialed by Hugh Hefner at lower right and numbered 572/950 at lower left. 
Housed in a gold tone frame.

41 1/2 by 34 inches, framed

$800-1,200
518 
MARiLYn MonRoe Pin-UP PoSteR
A vintage life-size Marilyn Monroe pin-up poster. The restored 
poster is affixed to paper, which is affixed to board. Monroe is 
shown in a red and white striped bikini. Text along the bottom of 
the poster reads “Marilyn Monroe – Write: Life-Size, Dept. X, Red-
stone, New Hampshire.”

63 1/2 by 27 1/2 inches, overall

$800-1,200
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519
MARiLYn MonRoe toM KeLLeY ReD VeLVet PoSteR
A Marilyn Monroe “A New Wrinkle” poster produced and inscribed by Tom 
Kelley. At lower left the poster is preprinted “Marilyn Monroe ‘The Calendar’ “ 
and is inscribed “To Reed Marilyn would have loved you. Tom Kelley.”

28 by 22 inches, framed

$800-1,200

520
MARiLYn MonRoe VintAGe 
GAMe niGHt Set
A Marilyn Monroe novelty game night 
set. The Brown & Bigelow set contains 
two decks of playing cards, one showing 
Monroe in the “A New Wrinkle” pose 
and one of Monroe in the “Golden 
Dreams” pose from her 1949 Red Velvet 
photo session with Tom Kelley, and a set 
of four tin coasters showing Monroe in 
the “Golden Dreams” pose and “Marilyn 
Monroe” printed on each. Contained in a 
black flocked presentation box, stamped 
with an image of Monroe and branded 
text that reads “Always First/ with the 
Best Figures/ T D F CO.” at lower right.

6 by 12 inches

$600-800
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523 
MARiLYn MonRoe  
BLACK AnD WHite PHotoGRAPHS
A group of nine black and white photographs of Marilyn Monroe taken by 
photographer Joseph Jasgur. Jasgur photographed Monroe in 1946 when 
she was still known as Norma Jeane Dougherty and was a model with the 
Blue Book Model Agency.

Largest, 11 by 14 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 806, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection of David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” 
Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$800-1,200

522 
MARiLYn MonRoe 
VintAGe AnDRe de DieneS PHotoGRAPH
A photograph of Marilyn Monroe taken by Andre de Dienes in 
1953. Silver gelatin print, printed circa 1955. Signed at lower right, 
photographer’s stamp on verso.

24 by 20 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 852, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the 
Collection of David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee 
Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, 
November 17-19, 2016

$1,000-2,000
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521 
MARiLYn MonRoe  
VintAGe AnDRe de DieneS PHotoGRAPH
A photograph of Marilyn Monroe taken by Andre de Dienes in 
1953. Silver gelatin print, printed circa 1955. Signed at lower 
right, photographer’s stamp on verso.

24 by 20 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 853, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the 
Collection of David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee 
Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, Califor-
nia, November 17-19, 2016

$1,000-2,000



525
MARiLYn MonRoe GeoRGe BARRiS PHotoGRAPH
A chromogenic photo printed of Marilyn Monroe in the Hollywood Hills 
in 1962, printed in 1987. Signed in black ink lower image with artist’s 
copyright stamp on verso.

14 by 11 inches

$600-800

524
MARiLYn MonRoe GeoRGe BARRiS VintAGe PHotoGRAPH
A vintage type C-color photograph taken of Marilyn Monroe in the Hollywood 
Hills in 1962

13 1/2 by 10 5/8 inches

$1,000-1,500
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526
MARiLYn MonRoe  
GeoRGe BARRiS PHotoGRAPH
A chromogenic photo printed of Marilyn 
Monroe in the Hollywood Hills in 1962, 
printed in 1987. Signed in black ink lower 
image with artist’s copyright stamp on 
verso.

14 by 11 inches

$600-800



527
MARiLYn MonRoe  
DoUGLAS KiRKLAnD PHotoGRAPH
A digital inkjet print of Marilyn Monroe taken 
in 1961 during the “Nude in White Silk Sheet” 
photoshoot. Titled & dated lower left margin. 
Signed & numbered lower right margin ‘11/72’. 
Not inspected outside of frame

12 1/2 by 16 1/2 inches, sight 

$800-1,200

529
MARiLYn MonRoe  
DoUGLAS KiRKLAnD PHotoGRAPH
A digital inkjet print of Marilyn Monroe taken 
in 1961 during the “Nude in White Silk Sheet” 
photoshoot. Titled & dated lower left margin. 
Signed & numbered lower right margin ‘11/72’. 
Not inspected outside of frame

12 1/2 by 16 1/2 inches, sight 

$800-1,200

528
MARiLYn MonRoe  
DoUGLAS KiRKLAnD PHotoGRAPH
A digital inkjet print of Marilyn Monroe taken 
in 1961 during the “Nude in White Silk Sheet” 
photoshoot. Titled & dated lower left margin. 
Signed & numbered lower right margin ‘11/72’. 
Not inspected outside of frame

12 1/2 by 16 1/2 inches, sight 

$800-1,200
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532
MARiLYn MonRoe  
eVe ARnoLD VintAGe PHotoGRAPH
A vintage print of Marilyn Monroe taken in 1960 
on the set of The Misfits (United Artists, 1961). 
Artist’s stamp on verso.

12 by 8 inches

$600-800

531
MARiLYn MonRoe  
LARRY BARBieR VintAGe PHotoGRAPH
A vintage large format print of Marilyn Monroe taken in 1956. 
Titled & dated lower left. Signed lower right.

23 by 18 ¼ inches, sight

$1,000-2,000

530
MARiLYn MonRoe  
BRUCe DAViDSon VintAGe PHotoGRAPH
A vintage silver print of Marilyn Monroe taken in 1960 in the hallway 
of the Beverly Hills Hotel. Artist’s stamp on verso.

11 3/4 by 7 3/4 inches

$600-800
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533
MARiLYn MonRoe LAWRenCe SCHiLLeR VintAGe PHotoGRAPH
A vintage silver print taken in 1962 by Lawrence Schiller of Marilyn Monroe on the set 
of Marilyn’s last film Something’s Got to Give (Twentieth Century-Fox, 1962). Artist’s 
stamp on verso.

12 7/8 by 10 1/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

534
MARiLYn MonRoe WooDFieLD & SCHiLLeR 
PHotoGRAPH SeRieS
A series of 3 images taken in 1962 by W.R. Woodfield & L. 
Schiller of Marilyn Monroe on the set of during her famous 
scene nude in the pool Something’s Got to Give (twentieth 
Century-Fox, 1962). Signed and numbered in pencil ‘125/300’. 

45 ½ by 18 ½ inches

$1,500-2,500
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535
MARiLYn MonRoe BRUno BeRnARD 
VintAGe PHotoGRAPH
A vintage type c color print taken circa 1949 and by 
Bruno Bernard of Bernard of Hollywood. Signed Ber-
nard of Hollywood on matte. Artist’s stamp on verso.

19 1/2 by 16 inches

$2,000-4,000
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536
MARiLYn MonRoe  
BRUno BeRnARD VintAGe PHotoGRAPH
A vintage silver print taken circa 1949 and printed in the 1970’s and by 
Bruno Bernard of Bernard of Hollywood. Signed Bernard of Hollywood on 
verso. 

20 by 16 inches

$1,000-1,500

537
MARiLYn MonRoe  
eVe ARnoLD VintAGe PHotoGRAPH
A vintage color print on board of Marilyn Monroe taken in 1960 on 
the set of The Misfits (United Artists, 1961). 

20 by 15 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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539
MARiLYn MonRoe BRUCe DAViDSon VintAGe PHotoGRAPH
A vintage silver print of Marilyn Monroe & Yves Montand taken in 1960. Artist’s 
stamp on verso.

7 7/8 by 11 5/8 inches

$1,000-1,500

538
MARiLYn MonRoe 
BRUCe DAViDSon VintAGe PHotoGRAPH
A vintage silver print of Marilyn Monroe & Yves Montand taken 
in 1960. Artist’s stamp on verso.

11 3/4 by 8 inches

$1,000-1,500
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540
MARiLYn MonRoe  
LAWRenCe SCHiLLeR VintAGe PHotoGRAPH
A vintage silver print taken in 1962 by Lawrence Schiller of Marilyn Monroe, Dean 
Martin, and Wally Cox on the set of Marilyn’s last film Something’s Got to Give 
(Twentieth Century-Fox, 1962). Artist’s stamp on verso.

10 1/2 by 13 1/2 inches

$600-800



542
MARiLYn MonRoe 1941 
SCHooL PHotoGRAPH
A vintage original Marilyn Monroe 
school photograph from Ralph 
Waldo Emerson Junior High School. 
Titled “Class of Summer, 1941.” 
Monroe can be seen in the black and 
white photograph in the seventh row 
from the bottom, 15th person from 
the right. At the time Norma Jeane Baker was 15 years old.

29 by 13 inches, framed

$1,000-2,000

541
MARiLYn MonRoe CHiLDHooD PHotoGRAPHS
Two vintage black and white photographs featuring a young Marilyn 
Monroe, one showing Monroe with Lester Bolender. Monroe’s first foster 
home placement was with the Bolenders, and she and Lester became 
known as the twins. Each photograph has notes on verso in the hand of 
Grace Goddard reading “Marilyn Monroe age 4yrs.” One of the images 
had previous writing, reading “Lester Bolender and Norma Jeane Baker,” 
which has been erased and written over.

4 1/2 by 2 7/8 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 89, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection of 
David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” 
Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$800-1,200
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543
MARiLYn MonRoe HiGH SCHooL YeARBooK
A 1942 Chieftain yearbook that includes Marilyn Monroe. Monroe’s picture is on 
page 48 under the name Norma Baker. A mark in ink appears next to her name. 
Monroe attended University High School in Los Angeles as a tenth grader until Feb-
ruary, when she dropped out to marry Jim Dougherty. This yearbook belonged to 
fellow student Tommy Peters. Inscriptions to Peters appear in the yearbook.

12 by 9 inches

$800-1,200



544
MARILYN MONROE PERSONALLY OWNED 1941 SCHOOL PHOTOGRAPH WITH SIGNATURES FROM CLASSMATES
A 1941 Ralph Waldo Emerson Junior High School class photograph. The original vintage panoramic photograph is inscribed by a number of 
students on verso. Some inscriptions read “To Norma.” The front of the photograph is marked “Belongs to Norma Jeane Baker.” Monroe can 
be seen in the photograph in the seventh row from the bottom and the 15th person from the right. Housed in a frame with a reproduction of 
the photograph at top and the reverse of the photograph at bottom. The frame is double-sided with a glazed window in the back to show the 
front of the photograph.

24 3/4 by 32 3/4 inches, framed

PROVENANCE Lot 791, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection of David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà 
vu,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$20,000-30,000
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545 
MARiLYn MonRoe JUnioR HiGH SCHooL DiPLoMA
A diploma issued to Norma Jean Baker from Ralph Waldo Emerson Junior High in Los Angeles on June 27, 1941. The 
future Marilyn Monroe turned 15 in June 1941. The following June, Monroe married her first husband, Jim Dougherty.

6 by 8 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 324, “Books Auction,” Sotheby Parke Bernet, Sale number 94, October 21, 1973; and Lot 789, 
“Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection of David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, and 
Déjà vu,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$20,000-40,000
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549
MARiLYn MonRoe JoHn FLoReA PHotoGRAPH
A black and white photograph of Marilyn Monroe lying on a fur rug, taken 
by John Florea. Photographer’s stamp on verso dated “1950” and signed 
“Johnny Florea,” with a secondary press stamp that gives the artist’s 
name as “John Florea” and the date as “1953.” Additional sticker affixed 
to verso with Japanese representation contact information. This photo-
graph was obtained by the consignor from the estate of John Florea.

11 by 14 inches

$600-800

546 
MARiLYn MonRoe oRiGinAL JoHn FLoReA PHotoGRAPH
An original color photograph of Marilyn Monroe taken by John Florea. 
Photographer’s stamp on verso, signed “John Florea” and dated “1950.” 
Notation in an unknown hand reads “M.M in ‘All About Eve.’ ” This photo-
graph was obtained by the consignor from the estate of John Florea.

14 by 11 inches

$600-800

547
MARiLYn MonRoe oRiGinAL JoHn FLoReA PHotoGRAPH
An original color photograph of Marilyn Monroe taken by John Florea circa 
1953. Photographer’s stamp on verso and signed in pencil “John Florea.” 
This photograph was obtained by the consignor from the estate of John Flo-
rea.

14 by 11 inches

$600-800

548 
MARiLYn MonRoe JoHn FLoReA PHotoGRAPH
An original color photograph of Marilyn Monroe at home, taken by John Flo-
rea. The photograph is signed on verso “John Florea” and dated “1954.” This 
photograph was obtained by the consignor from the estate of John Florea.

11 by 14 inches

$600-800
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550 
MARiLYn MonRoe ReLAteD PRoGRAMS
A souvenir program from the Marilyn Monroe 1953 film How To Marry a Mil-
lionaire (20th Century, 1953), together with a program from the American 
Newspaper Publishers Association convention held at the Waldorf Astoria on 
April 26, 1955. The program features the menu for the evening as well as the 
entertainers slated to appear, including Monroe.

12 by 8 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 641, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection of 
David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” 
Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$800-1,200

551
MARiLYn MonRoe AnD otHeRS MAGAZineS
A group of 27 celebrity magazines, most from the 1950s and 1960s. Four 
of the magazines have Marilyn Monroe on the cover, two posthumously. 
Also present are two Marilyn Monroe fan club publications, one addressed 
to Frieda Hull. These magazines were originally the property of Frieda Hull, 
member of the Monroe Six.

Most, 11 by 8 1/2 inches

$400-600

552 
VintAGe CeLeBRitY PHotoGRAPHS
A group of nine black and white vintage photo-
graphs of actors and actresses. The images include 
Jayne Mansfield and Mickey Hargitay, Jean Harlow, 
Bing Crosby, the Barrymore family, and June Allyson, 
among others. Most appear to be vintage reproduc-
tion images. These photographs were originally the 
property of Frieda Hull, member of the Monroe Six.

Largest, 7 by 5 inches

$200-400
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556 
MARILYN MONROE VINTAGE  
AND REPRODUCTION PHOTOGRAPHS
A group of one black and white vintage photograph of Marilyn Monroe taken 
by Richard Avedon in 1957, with five reproduction color and black and white 
images of Monroe. These photographs were originally the property of Frieda 
Hull, member of the Monroe Six.

Largest, 10 by 8 inches

$100-200

555
MARILYN MONROE CANDID PHOTOGRAPH
A group of five black and white vintage copies of one photograph of Marilyn 
Monroe taken on March 30, 1955, during her appearance at the Ringling Bros. 
Circus at Madison Square Garden, which was a benefit produced by Mike 
Todd for the Arthritis and Rheumatism Foundation. These photographs were 
originally the property of Frieda Hull, member of the Monroe Six.

Largest, 10 by 8 inches

$200-400

553 
MARILYN MONROE SMALL FORMAT VINTAGE PHOTOGRAPHS
A group of 10 small format vintage black and white images of Marilyn Monroe. 
Most appear to be vintage reproductions. These photographs were originally 
the property of Frieda Hull, member of the Monroe Six.

Largest, 4 by 3 inches

$200-400
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554 
MARILYN MONROE ORIGINAL CANDID PHOTOGRAPHS
A group of four original color and black and white photographs of 
Marilyn Monroe taken on May 13, 1953, when she was at a birthday 
party for Walter Winchell at Ciro’s restaurant in Los Angeles. Two 
photographs show Monroe with Jane Russell, and two show her with 
Betty Grable. Reverse of one black and white image is stamped “Photo 
by Darlene Hammond/ 1416 Belfast Drive/ Hollywood 46, Calif./ CR. 
10747.” This lot contains two color and two black and white images.

Largest, 3 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 631, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection 
of David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà 
vu,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$300-500



557 
MARiLYn MonRoe JoHn FLoReA ContACt SHeet
A 15-frame contact sheet containing 10 images of Marilyn Monroe. 
The images were taken on the set of There’s No Business Like Show 
Business (20th Century, 1954) by John Florea. Monroe is wearing her 
costume from the film while performing “Heat Wave.” Notations in 
red wax pencil and in ink on verso regarding printing of the images 
in an unknown hand. See lot 558 for the corresponding negatives.

8 by 10 inches

$400-600

558 
MARiLYn MonRoe 

JoHn FLoReA neGAtiVeS
A collection of 15 black and white 

negatives taken on the set of There’s 
No Business Like Show Business (20th 
Century, 1954) by John Florea. Ten of 

the images are of Marilyn Monroe in 
her costume from the film while per-

forming “Heat Wave.” See lot 557 for 
the corresponding contact sheet.

Largest, 9 by 1 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

559 
MARiLYn MonRoe VintAGe PHotoGRAPH ARCHiVe 
FoR THERE’S NO BUSINESS LIKE SHOW BUSINESS
A vintage archive of approximately 50 photographs related to 
There’s No Business Like Show Business (20th Century, 1954), includ-
ing approximately 45 movie stills and five publicity photographs.

PROVENANCE Lot 646, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collec-
tion of David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, 
and Déjà vu,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, November 
17-19, 2016

$100-200
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560
MARILYN MONROE  
NIAGARA VINTAGE PHOTOGRAPH ARCHIVE
A vintage archive of approximately 20 photographs related to Niagara 
(20th Century, 1953), including movie stills and publicity photographs.

Most, 10 by 8 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 628, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection of 
David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” 
Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$600-800

561 
MARILYN MONROE ORIGINAL JOHN FLOREA PHOTOGRAPH
A black and white original photograph of Marilyn Monroe lying on a fur rug, 
taken by John Florea. Photographer’s stamp on verso dated “1952” and 
signed “Johnny Florea.” This photograph was obtained by the consignor from 
the estate of John Florea.

14 by 11 inches

$600-800
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562 
MARILYN MONROE  

JOHN FLOREA PHOTOGRAPHS
A pair of color photographs of Marilyn Mon-
roe taken by John Florea. One image shows 

Monroe in her role as Lorelei from the film 
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (20th Century, 

1953). The other shows Monroe surrounded 
by sailors on the USS Benham in 1951. The 

photographs were obtained by the consignor 
from the estate of John Florea.

14 by 11 inches

$600-800
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563
JAne RUSSeLL GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES BUStieR
A turquoise bustier worn by Jane Russell in Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (20th Century, 1953). The sleeveless bustier has a V-neck and is constructed with nine sep-
arate boning channels, hook and eye closure at back. No size present. Costume design for the film by William “Billy” Travilla. Accompanied by a copy of the film.

$4,000-6,000
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564 
MARiLYn MonRoe inSCRiBeD PHotoGRAPH
A Marilyn Monroe inscribed black and white publicity photo-
graph. Inscription reads in full, “To Dear Little Effie, I love you 
Marilyn.” The photograph is believed to have been taken by 
Frank Powolny circa 1953.

14 by 11 inches

$4,000-6,000

565 
MARiLYn MonRoe SiGneD CHeCK
Marilyn Monroe Productions Inc. check dated June 
13, 1960, to Beverly Stationers in the amount of 
$35.69, signed in blue ink “Marilyn Monroe.”

3 by 8 3/8 inches

$2,000-3,000
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568 
MARiLYn MonRoe teLeGRAM
A Western Union telegram dated November 5, 1960 from Mrs. Arthur Miller to 
a Mr. Decker at her New York City apartment building located at 444 East 57th 
Street.  Monroe informs Decker, presumably the building’s doorman, that she 
is “Arriving nine tonight please arrange have both house all keys / My arrival/ 
Mrs. Arthur Miller.”

5 1/2 by 8 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

566 
MARiLYn MonRoe PeRSonAL StAtioneRY
A group of approximately 220 ivory envelopes in their original Strathmore box 
listing the paper as “Strathmore Bond 25% Cotton Fiber Ivory Laid.” The enve-
lopes are blind embossed “Marilyn Monroe” in block lettering.

$2,000-3,000

567
MARiLYn MonRoe MiLLeR StAtioneRY
Thirty-four sheets of lined notebook paper with stamped block lettering read-
ing “MMM” for Marilyn Monroe Miller in the left margin.

12 1/2 by 8 inches

$1,800-2,200
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569 
MARiLYn MonRoe CHeSt X-RAY
A Marilyn Monroe chest X-ray. Information ghost printed in the upper right of 
the X-ray reads “Cedars of Lebanon Hospital/Drs. E. Freedman and S. Finck/ 
Name Di Maggio, Mrs. Marilyn/ No. 50612 Date 11-10-54/ Ref. By Dr. L. 
Krohn.” Dr. Leon Krohn was Monroe’s gynecologist. As a radiology resident at 
Cedars, a young doctor obtained this X-ray. When he taught students, he used 
this X-ray to ensure that they were paying attention.

17 by 14 inches

$5,000-7,000
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570 
MARiLYn MonRoe PeLViC X-RAY
A Marilyn Monroe pelvic X-ray dated 
November 9, 1954. Information ghost 
printed in the upper right of the X-ray reads 
“Cedars of Lebanon Hospital/Drs. E. Freed-
man and S. Finck/ Name Di Maggio, Mrs. 
Marilyn/ No. 50612 Date 11-9-54/ Ref. By 
Dr. L. Krohn.” Dr. Leon Krohn was Monroe’s 
gynecologist.

17 by 14 inches

$5,000-7,000
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571 
MARiLYn MonRoe oRiGinAL CAnDiD PHotoGRAPHS
A group of 11 original color and black and white photographs of Marilyn Monroe taken on August 6, 1955, when she was at the airport 
in New York City preparing to fly to Bement, Illinois. One of the photographs is an original press photograph from the United Press 
Association. This lot contains six black and white and five color photographs. Some images in this lot are likely never before seen.

Largest, 9 by 6 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 704, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection of David Gainsborough-Roberts,  
The Estate of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$1,000-1,200

573 
MARiLYn MonRoe 1950 FiLM ARCHiVe
A publicity still and wardrobe archive of Marilyn Monroe’s 1950 films, 
including two wardrobe plot book pages from A Ticket to Tomahawk 
(20th Century, 1950) for Monroe’s character, Clara, with publicity stills; 
an All About Eve (20th Century, 1950) publicity image archive contain-
ing small black and white images stamped on verso by the Advertising 
Code Administration of Hollywood; and two black and white publicity 
images from The Asphalt Jungle (MGM, 1950), one of Monroe.

Most, 10 by 8 inches

$300-500

572 
MARiLYn MonRoe oRiGinAL  
CAnDiD PHotoGRAPHS
A group of 10 original black and white photo-
graphs of Marilyn Monroe, circa 1955. Monroe 
is shown smiling and laughing and signing auto-
graphs for fans. Several images in this lot are 
likely never before seen.

Largest, 5 by 3 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 717, “Marilyn Monroe: 
Property from the Collection of David Gains-
borough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, 
and Déjà vu,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, 
California, November 17-19, 2016

$900-1,100
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575 
MARiLYn MonRoe VintAGe  
PHotoGRAPHS BY MiSCHA PeLZ
A pair of vintage black and white photographs 
of Marilyn Monroe taken by Mischa Pelz in 
1953. The first image is from what became 
known as “The Lawn Session.” Monroe is 
reclining on a lawn chair in a two-piece bathing 
suit. Stamped on verso “Miller Photos Inc./ 
Hollywood.” In the second image, Monroe is 
wearing a black turtleneck, skirt and open-toed 
black shoes while sitting on a patio chair.

10 by 8 inches, each

$400-600

576 
MARiLYn MonRoe HARoLD LLoYD PHotoGRAPH

A limited edition poster photograph print of Marilyn Monroe 
taken by Harold Lloyd in 1952. The color print is numbered 

25/250 at lower right. The full-length photograph of Monroe 
speaking to photographer Philippe Halsman was taken by silent 
screen star turned photographer Harold Lloyd during a Halsman 
photoshoot at Monroe’s Los Angeles apartment. Later in 1952, 

a photograph from Halsman’s session appeared on the cover of 
LIFE magazine. Printed on crystal archive paper from the original 

35mm Kodachrome negative in 2005. Blind stamped in the lower 
right corner by the Harold Lloyd Trust.

20 by 20 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 206, “Property from the Estate of Marilyn 
Monroe,” Julien’s, Los Angeles, June 4, 2005

$1,000-2,000
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574 
MARiLYn MonRoe VintAGe 

CAnDiD PHotoGRAPHS
A group of seven vintage black and 

white candid photographs circa 1955. 
Also present is one candid photograph 

of Joe DiMaggio. These photographs 
were originally the property of Frieda 

Hull, member of the Monroe Six.

5 by 7 inches

$400-600



577 
MARiLYn MonRoe neGAtiVeS
A set of three negatives that appear to be pho-
tographs of candid photographs showing Marilyn 
Monroe on the set of River of No Return (20th 
Century, 1954). These negatives were originally the 
property of Frieda Hull, member of the Monroe Six.

$100-200

579
MARiLYn MonRoe RIVER OF NO RETURN  
BeHinD-tHe-SCeneS PHotoGRAPH
A vintage Marilyn Monroe snapshot taken in Canada’s Jasper National Park 
in 1953. The photograph shows Monroe with an unknown crew member on 
the set of River of No Return (20th Century, 1954). Notation in pencil on verso 
reads “Jasper National Park/ Jan -1956.” 1956 may refer to the year the pho-
tograph was developed.

3 1/2 by 4 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 168, “Property from the Estate of Marilyn Monroe,” 
Julien’s, Los Angeles, June 4, 2005

$1,000-2,000

578 
RIVER OF NO RETURN PHoto ARCHiVe
A collection of production and publicity items relating to River of No Return 
(20th Century, 1954). The lot includes two pages of typed studio wardrobe 
costume sheets for Marilyn Monroe’s costumes covering changes 1, 2 and 
3 with information on accessories and under clothing; a large copy negative 
from a publicity photograph of Monroe with co-star Rory Calhoun and three 
prints of the photograph; a black and white original publicity photograph of 
Monroe in one of her saloon costumes; and black and white publicity stills 
from the film.

Largest, 11 by 8 1/2 inches

$600-800
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580 
MARiLYn MonRoe “i’M GonnA FiLe MY CLAiM” ReCoRD AWARD
An in-house record award presented to Simon House Music to commemorate the sale of more than 50,000 copies of the RCA 
Victor record release of “I’m Gonna File My Claim” as performed by Marilyn Monroe. Monroe performed the song in her film 
River of No Return (20th Century, 1954).

23 by 17 3/4 inches, framed

PROVENANCE Lot 856, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection of David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee 
Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$6,000-8,000
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581 
MARiLYn MonRoe CHeCK ReGiSteR PAGeS
A group of six pages torn from a spiral-bound check register 
listing check numbers 100 through 124, written between 
December 2, 1959, and January 6, 1960. The registers list 
a great number of payments to house maid Hazel Wash-
ington, Hattie Stephenson, Schwab’s Pharmacy, Chasen’s 
restaurant, Jurgensen’s Grocery, Doubleday Bookshop, 
Southdown Dog Kennel, Lena Pepitone, MCA Artists Ltd., 
Sutton Wines & Liquors, Canfield Corner Pharmacy, Con-
sumer Reports Subscription, Pearl Porter, Dorothy Blass, 
Moss Typewriter, Authors League of America, and Ralph 
Roberts, among many others.

8 1/4 by 6 3/4 inches

$800-1,200

582 
MARiLYn MonRoe CHeCKBooK AnD WALLet
A black leather snap-front wallet with blind stamped logo for the 
First National City Bank of New York. Together with a checkbook 
containing 17 blank checks from the Irving Trust Company with 
“Marilyn Monroe” printed on each check. Seven checks have 
been used, leaving payment stubs, only one with notation listing 
the date, “Jan 9 1960,” in the amount of $100.

3 by 5 inches

$4,000-6,000
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585
MARiLYn MonRoe ALiAtA StAteMent oF ACCoUnt
A typed statement dated December 1, 1959, listing outstanding charges for 
purchases made on October 24 and November 25, 1959, including a pair of 
purple suede shoes, silver kid shoes, and a pair of beige calf shoes totaling 
$151.74. The statement has a secretarial notation indicating that the charges 
were paid with check number 209 on December 8, 1959.

5 1/2 by 8 1/2 inches

$200-400

584
MARiLYn MonRoe JAX ReCeiPtS
A two-page itemized carbon copy receipt for $768.74 worth of clothing from 
the Jax boutique, dated July 2nd and listing the purchaser as Marilyn Monroe 
“444 E. 57th St.”

6 by 4 inches

$800-1,200

583
MARiLYn MonRoe JAX SKiRt
A Marilyn Monroe black and grey wool striped 
straight skirt by Jax. The skirt is lined in black silk with 
side zipper closure and kick pleat at back. No size 
present.

PROVENANCE Lot 31, “Property from the Estate of 
Marilyn Monroe,” Julien’s, Los Angeles, June 4, 2005

$800-1,200
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586
MARiLYn MonRoe BeLt
A Marilyn Monroe black fabric 
belt accompanied by lot tag 
from the 1999 Christie’s Estate 
of Marilyn Monroe auction.

Length, 40 inches

PROVENANCE Partial Lot 114, 
“The Personal Property of Mar-
ilyn Monroe,” Christie’s, New 
York, Sale number 9216, Octo-
ber 27 & 28, 1999

$1,400-1,600

587
DeSiGn SKetCH FoR  
MARiLYn MonRoe GoWn
An unsigned pencil on paper sketch of a 
form-fitting mermaid gown. The sketch perfectly 
matches the silhouette and seam construction of 
the gown worn by Marilyn Monroe to the June 
13, 1957, premiere of The Prince and the Show-
girl at Radio City Music Hall in New York City. 
The gown was made for Monroe by John Moore, 
who presented Monroe with options for the 
color of the dress, including burgundy and Kelly 
green, but Monroe chose beige silk satin.

14 by 11 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 374, “Marilyn Monroe: 
Property from the Collection of David Gainsbor-
ough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, and 
Déjà vu,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, Califor-
nia, November 17-19, 2016

$2,000-3,000
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588
MARiLYn MonRoe  
SAtin CoAt DReSS
A Marilyn Monroe ivory satin coat 
dress. The dress has mother of pearl 
buttons and a self-tie belt. A Rudi 
Gernreich design for Walter Bass 
label is present.

PROVENANCE Lot 382, “Marilyn 
Monroe: Property from the Collection 
of David Gainsborough-Roberts, The 
Estate of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà 
vu,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, 
California, November 17-19, 2016

$8,000-12,000
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589
MARiLYn MonRoe BLACK SWeAteR
A Marilyn Monroe black wool long-sleeve sweater with 
a small collar and three-button closure at neck. Label 
for Ronetti at interior collar. Size 14.

PROVENANCE Partial Lot 8, “Property from the Estate 
of Marilyn Monroe,” Julien’s, Los Angeles, June 4, 2005

$1,000-2,000

590 
MARiLYn MonRoe BRoWn SWeAteR
A Marilyn Monroe brown wool long-sleeve sweater with 
a small collar and three-button closure at neck. Label 
for Ronetti at interior collar. Size 16.

PROVENANCE Partial Lot 8, “Property from the Estate 
of Marilyn Monroe,” Julien’s, Los Angeles, June 4, 2005

$1,000-2,000
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591 
MARiLYn MonRoe BRASSieRe
A brassiere from the professional wardrobe of Marilyn Monroe. The Hollywood Vassarette brand Debutante bra 
has partially lined white mesh cups, a faded blue ribbon bow accent between the cups, adjustable grosgrain rib-
bon straps, and triple hook and eye closure at back. It is labeled as style number 1225 and size 36C. Attached are 
Christie’s tags indicating that this garment was originally intended to be part of the 1999 Estate of Marilyn Monroe 
auction.

PROVENANCE Partial Lot 77, “Property from the Estate of Marilyn Monroe,” Julien’s, Los Angeles, June 4, 2005

$8,000-10,000



593 
MARiLYn MonRoe eLiZABetH ARDen ReCeiPt
A receipt from the Elizabeth Arden Salon for “black case” 
and “sts liner” addressed to the account of “Miss Marilyn 
Monroe” at her 444 East 54th Street apartment in New York 
City. The receipt is dated October 3, 1959.

8 by 5 1/2 inches

$400-600

592 
MARiLYn MonRoe CHAneL PeRFUMe ReCeiPt
A receipt from Bloomingdale’s dated July 3rd for “Chanel 
per.” totaling $22.60. The receipt is signed Marilyn A Miller 
by Monroe’s secretary, May Reis.

6 3/4 by 4 inches

$1,800-2,200

594
MARiLYn MonRoe SAKS FiFtH AVenUe ReCeiPtS
Four receipts from Saks Fifth Avenue, dating between October 
1957 and January 1958, listing goods purchased as creams, face 
powder, bubble bath and gloves. The handwritten receipts list 
Mrs. Arthur Miller and Marilyn Monroe Miller at her 444 East 57th 
Street apartment in New York City. One receipt is signed by Mon-
roe’s secretary, May Reis.

6 5/8 by 4 3/8 inches

$1,000-1,500
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595
MARiLYn MonRoe SKinCARe ReGiMen
A single piece of letterhead from the Erno Laszlo Institute addressed 
to Mrs. Marilyn Monroe Miller and dated March 17, 1959.

8 1/2 by 11 inches

$400-600

596
MARiLYn MonRoe VAnitY CASe
A tan leather suitcase by Mark Cross, England with hinged front panel that opens 
to access vanity compartment containing two-tone blue vanity set including hand 
mirror, two empty glass bottles, glass powder container, glass jar containing hair-
pins, glass jar containing soap powder, hairbrush, garment brush, long glass tube 
bottle, and small leather box containing triangular tube of lipstick, nail file, and hair 
comb. Top of case has custom stamped “A.L.” Mark Cross is considered among the 
first American luxury brands that expanded its operations overseas with a store in 
London. It is perhaps most famous for the overnight bag it designed for Grace Kelly 
to use in Rear Window.

14 by 20 3/4 by 7 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 277, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection of David 
Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” Julien’s Auc-
tions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$1,500-2,500
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599
MARiLYn MonRoe CoMB
A Marilyn Monroe pink plastic teasing comb.

Length, 8 1/4 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 4JYH, Sotheby’s via Sothebys.com, New York, 2001

$600-800
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597 
MARiLYn MonRoe HAiR CoMB
A Marilyn Monroe hair comb of a translucent blonde plastic.

1 5/8 by 1 5/8 inches

PROVENANCE Partial Lot 115, “Fine Manuscripts Including a 
Collection of Marilyn Monroe Memorabilia sold to Benefit Hol-
lygrove Children’s Home,” Christie’s, Los Angeles, Sale number 
9814, September 12, 2001

$400-600

598
MARiLYn MonRoe HAiRPin
A Marilyn Monroe plastic hairpin in four pieces.

Approximate length, 3 inches

PROVENANCE Partial Lot 115, “Fine Manuscripts Includ-
ing a Collection of Marilyn Monroe Memorabilia sold 
to Benefit Hollygrove Children’s Home,” Christie’s, Los 
Angeles, Sale number 9814, September 12, 2001

$400-600

http://sothebys.com/


601 
MARiLYn MonRoe MinK HAt
A Marilyn Monroe brown mink hat. Label on interior 
black lining for Gunther Jaeckel New York. The inte-
rior hat band is black velvet with a black grosgrain 
ribbon. Accompanied by lot tags from the original 
sale of the hat at Christie’s.

PROVENANCE Partial Lot 171, “The Personal Prop-
erty of Marilyn Monroe,” Christie’s, New York, Sale 
number 9216, October 27 & 28, 1999

$2,000-4,000

600 
MARiLYn MonRoe oWneD HAt
A Marilyn Monroe owned straw hat with frayed brim. Felt applique reads “Isla Margarita” on the brim. 
Hat band is decorated with red applique felt flowers and green felt vegetation. No size present.

PROVENANCE Partial Lot 450, “The Personal Property of Marilyn Monroe,” Christie’s, New York, Sale 
number 9216, October 27 & 28, 1999

$3,000-5,000
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602
MARiLYn MonRoe eVeninG StoLe
A Marilyn Monroe silver fox evening stole, lined with black 
velvet, with a single velvet arm strap. Accompanied by lot 
tags from the original sale of the stole at Christie’s.

Length, approximately 55 inches

PROVENANCE Partial Lot 171, “The Personal Property of 
Marilyn Monroe,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 9216, 
October 27 & 28, 1999

$6,000-8,000
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604 
MARiLYn MonRoe AnD 
Joe DiMAGGio  
PHotoGRAPH CUt in HALF
An original vintage photograph of 
Marilyn Monroe and Joe DiMaggio 
taken while on their honeymoon in 
Japan. The photograph has been cut 
in half directly between the couple.

Each half, 4 1/4 by 3 1/8 inches

PROVENANCE From the Lost 
Archive of Marilyn Monroe

$1,000-2,000

605 
MARiLYn MonRoe oRiGinAL CAnDiD PHotoGRAPHS

A pair of Marilyn Monroe original color and black and white photo-
graphs, likely at the St. Regis Hotel in New York City on September 15, 

1954, the same day she filmed the now famous subway skirt-blowing 
subway scene from The Seven Year Itch (20th Century, 1955). Monroe 

wears the iconic white halter dress costume from the film, together with 
what is likely the mink coat gifted to her by husband Joe DiMaggio. 

She holds the film’s script in her left hand. This lot includes one color 
and one black and white photograph; the color photograph is likely 

never before seen.

Larger, 3 1/2 by 3 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 653, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection 
of David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà 
vu,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$400-600
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603 
MARiLYn MonRoe VintAGe 

CAnDiD PHotoGRAPHS
A group of seven vintage candid black 

and white photographs of Marilyn Monroe 
taken at a variety of events circa 1954. 
These photographs were originally the 
property of Frieda Hull, member of the 

Monroe six.

7 by 5 inches

$400-600



606 
MARiLYn MonRoe oRiGinAL CAnDiD PHotoGRAPH
An original color photograph of Marilyn Monroe and co-star Tom Ewell 
on the set of The Seven Year Itch (20th Century, 1955) filming the now 
famous skirt-blowing subway scene from the film, shot on September 
15, 1954. Fans and photographers can also be seen in this photo. This 
photograph is likely never before seen.

4 3/4 by 3 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 652, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection 
of David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà 
vu,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$400-600

607
MARiLYn MonRoe CoLoR SLiDeS
A group of 10 color slides, possibly never before seen, of Marilyn Monroe, some 
with co-star Tom Ewell, on the set of The Seven Year Itch (20th Century, 1955) 
from the September 15, 1954, filming of the now famous skirt-blowing subway 
scene. Fans and photographers can also be seen in these images.

PROVENANCE Lot 655, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection of David 
Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” Julien’s Auc-
tions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$800-1,200
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608 
THE SEVEN YEAR ITCH AnD SOME LIKE IT HOT PUBLiCitY StiLL ARCHiVe
Two groups of publicity photo stills from The Seven Year Itch (20th Century, 1955) and Some Like It Hot (UA, 1959). The archive for The Seven Year Itch 
includes small black and white photographs shot on set; black and white images that are a mixture of publicity stills released to theatres and stills for 
unknown use; and wardrobe continuity images for actresses Carolyn Jones and Marguerite Chapman. The Some Like It Hot archive includes black and white 
images stamped “Photo by Coburn” on verso; poster artwork images; and black and white publicity images distributed by the studio for reproduction in 
newspapers and magazines.

Most, 10 by 8 inches

$600-800



609 
SoMe LiKe it Hot ePHeMeRA
A group of three items relating to the 
Marilyn Monroe film Some Like It Hot 
(UA, 1959): a vintage black and white 
publicity image of Monroe beside an 
airplane with a snipe affixed to the 
lower right corner and stamped on 
verso with TWA photography stamp; a 
Lowe’s State Theatre film program; and 
a synopsis sent from Mort Nathanson 
of United Artists. These photographs 
were originally the property of Frieda 
Hull, member of the Monroe Six.

11 by 8 1/2 inches

$200-400

610
MARiLYn MonRoe UneDiteD AUDio 
ReCoRDinG oF “RUnninG WiLD” AnD 
“i WAnt to Be LoVeD BY YoU”
An unedited audio recording of Marilyn Monroe 
performing multiple takes of the song “Running 
Wild” and “I Want To Be Loved by You.” Both of 
these songs are performed in the film Some Like 
It Hot (UA, 1959). Recorded on a reel of 1/4-inch 
magnetic acetate tape housed in a Maestro reel 
box. The reel comes from the estate of Myrton 
Blackler, who owned and operated Studio 7612, 
a recording studio in Hollywood. In the late 1950s 
and early 1960s, Blackler was hired by MGM for 
recording sessions, including Monroe’s. On the 
approximately 30-minute recording, an unknown 
person can be heard giving Monroe direction in 
the background. The tape includes a CD copy of 
the recording.

Reel diameter, 7 inches

$4,000-6,000
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612 
MARiLYn MonRoe oRiGinAL 
CAnDiD PHotoGRAPHS
A pair of original photographs and one 
copied color photograph of Marilyn Monroe 
taken on January 21, 1961, after returning 
from Mexico, where she divorced her third 
husband, Arthur Miller. One image is likely 
never before seen.

Larger, 5 by 3 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 777, “Marilyn Mon-
roe: Property from the Collection of David 
Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee 
Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” Julien’s Auctions, 
Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 
2016

$200-400

613 
MARiLYn MonRoe 16MM FiLMS
The Legend of Marilyn Monroe (Wolper, 1966) nar-
rated by John Huston, approximately 2,000 feet of 
black and white 16mm Ferrania film stock with variable 
area optical soundtrack; Marilyn (20th Century, 1963) 
narrated by Rock Hudson, approximately 2,600 feet of 
faded color 16mm Eastman film stock with 1963 date 
codes and variable area optical soundtrack; Bus Stop 
(20th Century, 1956), approximately 4,000 feet of faded 
color Eastman film stock with variable density optical 
soundtrack; and approximately 100 feet of black and 
white Eastman stock with 1966 date codes and variable 
density optical soundtrack, containing several clips of 
Monroe in various film roles.

Largest, 16 by 16 by 2 1/4 inches

$300-500
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611 
MARiLYn MonRoe CoLoR SLiDeS
A group of 20 slides of Marilyn Monroe from the collec-
tion of Frieda Hull. Some are never before seen images, 
from August 6, 1955, as she was at the airport in New York 
City preparing to fly to Bement, Illinois. Together with an 
original “Automatic Slide Changer” storage box, owned 
by Hull.

PROVENANCE Lot 703, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from 
the Collection of David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate 
of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” Julien’s Auctions, Los 
Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$1,000-1,500



614
MARiLYn MonRoe BUS STOP 
PHotoGRAPHS AnD SiGnAtURe
A group of three small photo books 
containing 26 vintage black and white 
photographs taken on the set of Bus Stop 
(20th Century, 1956). Marilyn Monroe 
appears in eight of the photographs and 
has signed the back of one image. The 
photographs come from an extra who 
worked on the film during the scenes shot 
at the Arizona State Fairgrounds. These 
photographs are believed to be unpub-
lished.

Photographs, 3 1/2 by 3 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 877, “Marilyn Monroe: 
Property from the Collection of David 
Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee 
Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” Julien’s Auctions, 
Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 
2016

$3,000-5,000
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615 
MARiLYn MonRoe oWneD CeCiL BeAton PHotoGRAPH
A vintage copy of Marilyn Monroe’s favorite image of herself by Cecil Bea-
ton. As evidenced by receipts among Monroe’s documents, she ordered 
reprints of this photograph to sign for people. This is one of her vintage 
copies of the image, ordered during her lifetime.

8 by 10 inches

$2,500-3,500

616 
MARiLYn MonRoe SiGneD PHotoGRAPH
A vintage black and white matte photograph signed in green ink “Dear Inez, 
My love and deepest thanks, Marilyn.”

8 by 10 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 866, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection of 
David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” 
Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$10,000-15,000
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618 
MARiLYn MonRoe oWneD PRint

A Marilyn Monroe owned untitled print by artist, set 
designer and director Edward Gordon Craig from Hamlet. 

The woodblock print is signed with initials EGC in the 
lower right corner. The prints were made for the Cranach 

Press German edition of Hamlet printed in 1928.

Sight, 5 1/2 by 9 1/4 inches; 22 by 21 1/4 inches, overall

PROVENANCE Partial Lot 424, “The Personal Property of 
Marilyn Monroe,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 9216, 

October 27 & 28, 1999

$2,000-4,000

617 
MARiLYn MonRoe LitHoGRAPH 

AFteR toULoUSe-LAUtReC
A Marilyn Monroe owned lithograph printed 

with the words “Catalogue d’Affiches artistiques 
A.ARNOLD 7 rue Racine Paris.” Housed in a 

frame; not examined outside of frame.

Sight, 8 3/4 by 12 inches; 21 by 24 1/2 inches, 
overall

PROVENANCE Partial Lot 424, “The Personal 
Property of Marilyn Monroe,” Christie’s, New 

York, Sale number 9216, October 27 & 28, 1999

$2,000-4,000
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620 
MARiLYn MonRoe  
VintAGe BRoWn SiLK HAnDPAinteD FAn
A folding hand fan featuring an 18th century man and woman. With 
parcel gilt birds and floral decoration. (Glass lacking.)

18 by 27 1/2 by 3 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 559, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from 
the Collection of David Gainsborough-Roberts, The 
Estate of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” Julien’s Auc-
tions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$600-800

619 
MARiLYn MonRoe HAnDPAinteD 

WooDen DooR PAneL
With floral decoration and ivory crackle finish.

11 by 3 1/8 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 552, “Marilyn Monroe: 
Property from the Collection of David Gains-

borough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, 
and Déjà vu,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, 

California, November 17-19, 2016

$400-600

622 
MARiLYn MonRoe WiCKeR BASKet
A Marilyn Monroe oval wicker basket. Accompanied by Christie’s auction tag.

Approximately, 2 1/2 by 9 by 6 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE Partial Lot 115, “Fine Manuscripts Including a Collection of 
Marilyn Monroe Memorabilia sold to Benefit Hollygrove Children’s Home,” 
Christie’s, Los Angeles, Sale number 9814, September 12, 2001

$400-600

621 
MARiLYn MonRoe VintAGe GLo-MAR BRASS SHeLL DiSH
A scallop shell trinket dish, marked on the base.

4 3/4 by 4 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 598, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection of 
David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” 
Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$400-600
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625 
MARiLYn MonRoe AnD ARtHUR MiLLeR PRint
A black and white digital print of a Marilyn Monroe and Arthur 
Miller photograph taken by Jack Cardiff in 1956. The photograph 
is believed to have been taken during the filming of The Prince and 
the Showgirl (Warner Bros., 1957) in England. Signed by Cardiff at 
lower right and numbered 6/50 at lower left. Printed on 75-year 
archival giclée fine art paper.

36 by 28 1/2 inches

$2,000-4,000

623 
MARiLYn MonRoe tWo DeCoRAtiVe MetAL BenCHeS
Including a loveseat with a silk tapestry cover and a single seat with a floral needlepoint pillow cover.

Larger, 29 by 53 by 17 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 542, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection of David Gainsborough-Rob-
erts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, November 
17-19, 2016

$2,000-3,000
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624 
MARiLYn MonRoe  
PHotoGRAPHS
A small frame with Art Deco style 
matte containing a vintage oval 
portrait of a woman circa 1900 
based upon hairstyle. This image 
could possibly be of a young 
Ana Lower, whom Marilyn Mon-
roe referred to as Aunt Ana, an 
important mother figure in her 
life. Lower was born Edith Ana 
Atchinson in Los Angeles in 1880. 
Behind this image in the same 
frame were found two small black 
and white portraits of Monroe’s 
first husband, Jim Dougherty, in 
his Merchant Marine uniform.

Frame, 6 1/8 by 4 1/8 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 92, “Mari-
lyn Monroe: Property from the 
Collection of David Gainsbor-
ough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee 
Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” Julien’s 
Auctions, Los Angeles, California, 
November 17-19, 2016

$600-800



626 
MARiLYn MonRoe PRAYeR BooK FoR JeWiSH WoRSHiP
A Marilyn Monroe Union Prayer Book for Jewish Worship. The cover is stamped “Marilyn Monroe Miller” and 
inscribed to Monroe “For Marilyn – with all of my best wishes and deepest respect – fondly – Bob.” Christie’s 
bookplate is affixed to the interior of the front cover.

6 3/4 by 5 by 1 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 9A, “The Personal Property of Marilyn Monroe,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 9216, 
October 27 & 28, 1999

$20,000-30,000
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627
MARiLYn MonRoe LiVeRY SeRViCe ReCeiPt
A carbon receipt from Carey Cadillac Renting Company 
of California, Inc., dated “4/27/1962.” The receipt lists 
12 hours of time spent driving and waiting for Marilyn 
Monroe, including shopping in Beverly Hills.

8 1/2 by 6 1/4 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 794, “Hollywood Legends,” Julien’s, 
Las Vegas, June 26, 2010

$100-200

628
MARiLYn MonRoe CHAMPAGne AnD LiQUoR ReCeiPtS
Three carbon copy receipts dated March, April and May 1960 and sold to Marilyn Monroe listed 
at the Beverly Hills Hotel. The receipts list three bottles of Piper Heidsieck Brut Champagne, Cutty 
Sark, Dry Sack Sherry, Scotch and Smirnoff Vodka totaling $91.61.

7 7/8 by 5 3/8 inches

$1,000-1,500

629 
MARiLYn MonRoe SiGneD CHeCK
Check dated June 26, 1954, made out to cash in the amount of $4.87, signed in blue ink “Marilyn Monroe.” 
Endorsement stamp from the Liquor Locker on verso.

2 3/4 by 6 1/4 inches

$2,000-3,000
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630 
MARiLYn MonRoe CHeCK ReGiSteR
A black wire-bound checkbook for Marilyn Monroe’s personal account at Irving Trust Company in New York City, labeled “Marilyn Monroe (Personal)/ Irving 
Trust Co./ 4/6/61 - to - 7/14/61” with check numbers 1652 through 1765. Recipients of payments from Monroe’s personal account during this period include 
Vendome, Dr. James Kenney, Hermans Empire Moving & Storage, United Artists Corp., $50 to Patrick Maloney with note reading “(gratuity Sec. Hosp),” $50 to 
Max Sweda with note reading “(gratuity guard Hosp),” Theresa B. Senters, Hattie Stephenson, Ralph Roberts, The Scribner Book Store, Sutton Wines & Liquors, 
Bergdorf Goodman, Jax Manhattan, Screen Actors Guild, Dr. Marianne Kris, Dr. William Horowitz, Cedars of Lebanon Hosp., Beverly Hills Hotel, $1,150 to Ralph 
R. Greenson MD, among many others. Notebook also contains two loose pages containing other financial calculations and notes.

8 1/2 by 7 1/2 inches

$3,000-5,000



631
MARiLYn MonRoe SiGneD CHeCK
Check dated August 25, 1954, to Dr. B. Sternhill in the amount of $600, 
signed in blue ink “Marilyn Monroe.”

2 1/2 by 5 7/8 inches

$2,000-3,000

632 
MARiLYn MonRoe HYDRoZetS PReSCRiPtion
A prescription order for Marilyn Monroe and signed by Dr. Hyman Engelberg for 
Hydrozets throat lozenges. RX number 20361, dated July 17, 1962. The prescrip-
tion indicates that the lozenges were for a sore throat and were to be administered 
every 2-3 hours.

4 by 5 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000
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633 
MARiLYn MonRoe SCHWAB’S PHARMACY ReCeiPtS
Four carbon copies of receipts from Schwab’s Pharmacy for various 
health and beauty products, including bath oil, hair pins, and nail 
protein treatment, among other items. Three of the receipts list 
Marilyn Monroe as the purchaser at the Beverly Hills Hotel, Bunga-
low 16, and one receipt lists Monroe’s maid, Hazel Washington.

7 by 4 1/4 inches

$1,500-2,500



634
MARiLYn MonRoe LeRoY neiMAn (AMeRiCAn, 1921-2012)
“Happy Birthday Mr. President” artist’s proof serigraph on paper, signed in 
pencil lower right and numbered AP 70/80 at lower left.

Sight, 35 1/2 by 32 inches; 43 1/4 by 40 inches, framed

$2,000-3,000

635 
MARiLYn MonRoe BeRt SteRn LASt SittinG PHotoGRAPH
A limited edition color photograph of Marilyn Monroe taken by Bert Stern in 
1962 during the Last Sitting photo session. Signed by Stern at lower right and 
numbered 207/250 at lower left.

24 by 20 inches

$1,000-2,000
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637
MARILYN MONROE LET’S MAKE LOVE DIALOGUE
A single sheet of lined notebook paper with lines, in pencil, 
in Marilyn Monroe’s hand from her film Let’s Make Love (20th 
Century, 1960). The lines read, “Don’t say that Relax it’ll all 
go/ away listen there use to be/ an actor this is true he played/ 
Abraham Lincoln so many years/ that he grew his own beard/ 
and went around with a/ shawl.”

12 1/2 by 8 inches

$2,000-3,000

636
MARILYN MONROE NOTES ON HER MISFITS CHARACTER
A piece of plain paper with holes punched along left edge with notes in 
red ink in Paula Strasberg’s hand reading, “searching and yearning/ stand-
ing alone/ mood - I’m free - but freedom leaves emptiness./ Rosylin [sic] 
- flower opens bees buzz around/ R is quiet - the others buzz around.” This 
provides an insightful look at how Strasberg helped Monroe to build her 
character in The Misfits.

9 1/2 by 6 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 511, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection of 
David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” 
Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$1,000-2,000
638 

MARILYN MONROE  
TYPED LETTER TO LEE AND PAULA STRASBERG

A typed file copy letter dated June 1, 1962, beneath “5th Helena” addressed 
“Dear Lee and Paula:” and reading in part, “The most important thing in my 

life is my work, my work with you. The Actors Studio is my home. … I wonder if 
you realize what the work has meant to me. ... The studio is for the theatre and 
for life. Marlon and I are having talks and we hope to persuade you to come to 
California for awhile to do work with us. Thank you Lee for being my friend and 

my teacher. Thank you Paula, for being with me and really truly directing the 
good and right moments on film. ... When I think of home it is New York and 

the Actors Studio. That is where I can exist in the human race. Love, Marilyn.”

8 1/2 by 11 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 600, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection of 
David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Strasberg, and Déjà vu,” 

Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$400-600
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639 
MARiLYn MonRoe THE MISFITS WiG
A platinum blonde two-piece wig custom made for Marilyn Monroe as Roslyn Taber in her final completed film, The Misfits (United Artists, 1961). The wig is 
made of European human hair that was hand tied one strand of hair at a time into a lace mesh with silk bands in the interior to give the appearance of a scalp. 
Studio wigs at the time were custom made and fitted to measure by the star’s head and hairline. The second piece is an extension that would have been pinned 
onto the wig to give length and volume to the style. Agnes Flanagan and Sydney Guilaroff were the hairstylists on this film. Together with the original box with a 
side label that reads “Max Factor Studios/ Hair Creations/ Marilyn Monroe” and a label and inscription to the top that reads in part “United Artists Corporation/ 
The Misfits/ Mapes Hotel/ Reno, Nevada” and “Hold At Airport For Pick up.”

PROVENANCE Lot 350, “The Personal Property of Marilyn Monroe,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 9216, October 27 & 28, 1999

$20,000-40,000

Thank you to Jody Lawrence Miller, Department of Head Hair and Makeup at CBS, for styling the wig and bringing the piece back to its original state.
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640 
MARiLYn MonRoe CHeCKBooK SePteMBeR 25, 1961 – FeBRUARY 23, 1962
A vinyl-covered wire-bound checkbook for Marilyn Monroe’s personal account at Irving Trust Company in New York City, annotated 
“MM Personal” on the cover. The checkbook covers Monroe’s New York expenses from September 25, 1961, through February 
23, 1962, with check numbers 1802 through 1951, offering a fascinating look at Monroe’s expenses as she entered the final year of 
her life. Recipients of payments from her personal account during this period include Taft Garage - RR car storage, Bloomingdale’s, 
Hammacher Schlemmer, Hattie Stephenson, Arthur P. Jacobs, Lena Pepitone, RCA Services - for 1 year contract, Ralph Roberts, 
Elizabeth Arden Beverly Hills, Mrs. Jane Zigler - rent-Calif. Apt, Schwab’s Pharmacy, Maximilian Fur Company - fur storage, Anna’s 
Housewares, I. Magnin + Co., Beverly Hills Call Board - answering serv., A. Fitz + Sons, Berkley Sq. Cleaners, Saks Fifth Avenue Bev-
erly Hills, Ralph Greenson, Harold Tribune Fresh Air Fund, Internal Revenue Service, Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, Jax - Manhattan, 
Jurgensen’s Grocery, New York Telephone Company, Malone Studio Service, Erno Laszlo Institute, Beverly Hills Flowers, Abercrom-
bie + Fitch, Bedford Prescription Pharmacy, Hyman Engelberg, M.D., Pioneer Hardware, Screen Actors Guild, Philip R. Reuben, 
M.D., and Edward J. Simons, M.D. among others. Interestingly, a typed reconciliation of Monroe’s account, stapled to the inside 
of the checkbook, indicates that she was overdrawn by $991.41 on December 31, 1961. Several Marilyn Monroe signed checks are 
included with her signature having been ripped from the check so it couldn’t be cashed. However, in one case, the remnants of Mon-
roe’s signature are still present.

7 1/2 by 8 3/4 inches

PROVENANCE Lot 601, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Collection of David Gainsborough-Roberts, The Estate of Lee Stras-
berg, and Déjà vu,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, California, November 17-19, 2016

$7,000-9,000



641 
MARiLYn MonRoe FiLM 
FeStiVAL inVitAtion
A typed letter dated April 17, 
1961, and signed by the direc-
tor of the Berlin International 
Film Festival, in original trans-
mittal envelope addressed to 
Marilyn Monroe at the Beverly 
Hills Hotel and postmarked 
April 23, 1961. Together with 
a postcard advertising the fes-
tival. The letter invited Monroe 
to attend the festival as the 
guest of honor of the city of 
Berlin.

11 1/2 by 8 1/4 inches

$300-500
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643
MARiLYn MonRoe ReCeiVeD CoRReSPonDenCe
A pair of notes sent to Marilyn Monroe: a handwritten note believed to have 
been written by photographer Zinn Arthur to Milton Greene and Monroe, 
reading in full, “Milt Thanks for Tryin’. Marilyn - You’re a damn good actress 
and my hat goes off to you - Zinn (Sin)”; and a note from Gloria and Donald 
O’Connor inviting Monroe to Pat Boone’s premiere engagement at the 
Ambassador Hotel.

Largest, 11 by 8 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE Partial Lot 770, “Icons & Idols: Hollywood,” Julien’s, Los 
Angeles, December 5, 2014  From the Lost Archive of Marilyn Monroe

$400-600

642
MARiLYn MonRoe 1961 HoteL MeSSAGeS
A group of five hotel telephone message slips for Marilyn 
Monroe with two Beverly Hills Hotel door hangers marked 
“B-1” for bungalow number 1. All of the messages are 
dated May 1961. Included are messages from Frank 
Rosenberg, Norman Brokaw and George Chasin, among 
others.

3 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches

PROVENANCE Partial Lot 969, “Icons & Idols: Holly-
wood,” Julien’s, Los Angeles, December 5, 2014

$300-500

644 
MARiLYn MonRoe 

FUneRAL CARD
An original card from the funeral 

of Marilyn Monroe on Wednes-
day, August 8, 1962, at the 

Westwood Village Mortuary in 
Los Angeles. The front of the 

card bears an image of the Bok 
singing tower. the inside reads 
in part, “In Memory of/ Marilyn 
Monroe/ Born June 1st, 1926/ 

Passed Away/ August 5th, 1962,” 
with the details of her funeral 

service. Facing page is printed 
with Psalm 23.

5 1/2 by 3 1/4 inches, folded

PROVENANCE From the Estate 
of Allan “Whitey” Snyder

$800-1,200



We will miss our dear friend and 

client Michael E. Fitzpatrick  

Michael brought joy to everyone he came in contact with.

December 1953 – December 2016 
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REGISTRATION TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Julien’s Auctions guarantees the authenticity of attribution of 
property listed in the catalogue or online as stated in the Terms of 
Guarantee. Except for the Limited Warranty contained in the terms 
of guarantee all property is sold “As Is”. We make no warranties, 
nor does the consignor, as to the merchantability or fitness for a 
particular purpose, the correctness of the catalogue or other de-
scription of the physical condition, size, quality, rarity, importance, 
medium, provenance, exhibitions, literature or historical relevance 
of any property. No oral or written statements made in the cata-
logue, online listing, advertisement, bill of sale, and announcement 
or elsewhere made by employees (including affiliated and related 
companies) shall be considered a warranty. We and the Consignor 
make no representations and warranties, express or implied, as 
to whether the purchaser acquires any copyrights, including but 
not limited to, any reproduction rights of any property. We and the 
Consignor are not responsible for errors and omissions in the cata-
logue, online listings or any other supplemental material.

It is the responsibility of prospective bidders of live and online 
auctions to inspect the property and/or request a condition report 
before bidding to determine its condition, size, and to determine if 
it has been repaired or restored. Please email info@juliensauctions.
com for a condition report.

A buyer’s premium will be added to the successful bid price and 
is payable by the purchaser as part of the total purchase price. I 
acknowledge and agree that a 25% Buyer’s Premium will be added 
to the hammer price on each individual lot with a hammer price 
of $0 to $200,000, on which I am the successful bidder. I further 
acknowledge and agree that for each individual lot sold for a ham-
mer price above $200,000, on which I am the successful bidder, 
a Buyer’s Premium of 25% will be added to the hammer price up 
to $200,000 and an additional Buyer’s Premium of 20% will be 
added to any amount above $200,000. By way of example, on a 
lot with a hammer price of $225,000, a Buyer’s Premium of 25% 
will be added to the hammer price up to $200,000, for an amount 
of $50,000, and a Buyer’s Premium of 20% will be added to the re-
mainder of the hammer price of $25,000, for an amount of $5,000. 
Thus, the total Buyer’s Premium of $55,000 will be added to the 
hammer price of $225,000. In addition, there will be an additional 
3% buyer’s premium charged for any lots won online. There is a 
minimum buyer’s premium of $25 per lot. This is regardless of affil-
iation with any group or organization. I further acknowledge that I 
am responsible to pay Julien’s Auctions the aggregate of the ham-
mer price and the Buyer’s Premium, plus sales tax if applicable, for 
such lot(s). All invoices must be paid within 10 calendar days after 
the close of the auction, unless agreed to by Julien’s Auctions in 
writing prior to the auction.  I authorize Julien’s Auctions to charge 
my credit card provided at registration for all items purchased at 
this auction, and any future Julien’s Auctions I may participate in, 
if not paid in full within 10 calendar days after the close of the 
auction.  In the event Julien’s Auctions has agreed in writing prior 
to the auction to provide payment terms or an extended period of 
time for payment to you, you acknowledge and agree that you shall 
have no right, title, or interest in and to any property purchased 
by you until all amounts owed by you are paid in full.  If you fail 
to comply with the terms of the payment plan or extended pay-
ment period, upon your default, Julien’s Auctions shall have the 
unequivocal right, at its sole discretion, to sell some or all of the 
property on which you were the successful bidder, and to apply 
the proceeds toward the balance of any monies owed by you to 
Julien’s Auctions.  If the monies received through the sale of the 
items do not meet your outstanding obligations, Julien’s Auctions 
shall have the right to pursue any and all remedies available under 
the law against you pursuant to the provisions set forth herein.  If 
the monies received through the sale of the items exceed your out-
standing obligations, the excess, minus any fees or costs incurred 
by Julien’s Auctions in connection with and arising out of the sale 
of the properties, shall be refunded to you.

Payments: Checks should be made payable to Julien’s Auctions 
and mailed to Julien’s Auctions, 3327 La Cienega Place, Los Ange-
les, CA 90016. Julien’s Auctions invoices include buyer’s premium 
and any applicable sales tax. We accept wire transfer, cashier’s 
checks, personal checks, MasterCard, American Express, and 
Visa. Auction items picked up in California and all California and 
New York residents will be charged sales tax. Processing fees for 
credit card payments may apply. Invoices under $5,000 will be 
charged automatically to the credit card on file unless prior ar-
rangements are made.

By signing these terms and conditions you agree and understand 
that Julien’s Auctions will automatically charge the credit card pro-
vided on your bidder registration form the amount of Five Thousand 
Dollars (US $5,000) as a security deposit if you are the successful 
bidder on any lot/lots of property sold at auction in the amount of 
$5,000 or more. As an option, upon written notice to Julien’s Auc-
tion, the security deposit will either be credited to the final invoice 
or refunded to your credit card if your invoice is paid in full using 
one of our alternative payment methods stated in our bidder reg-
istration form. You agree not to challenge or contest the security 
deposit charged to your credit card and that such a charge is 
expressly authorized by you.

Shipping:  Shipping is not included in the price of your auction 
item(s).  Shipping for all items will be handled by Julien’s Auc-
tions in-house shipping department in Los Angeles, California.  
Shipment of items that require freight shipping services has been 
contracted to Artpack, Inc. Invoices must be paid in full prior to 
shipping.  Please direct all shipping inquiries to shipping@julien-
sauctions.com.  Please allow 2-12 weeks for the delivery of your 
property depending on the size of the auction, the receiver’s 
destination, or the mode of transportation. All auction property is 
shipped at the bidder’s expense. Courtesy to all Julien’s Auctions 
clients, 30 days free pick up, and storage is offered. After 30 days, 

we charge $8.00 per lot, per day, unless prior arrangements are 
made. Julien’s and Art Pack Inc. will not falsify or claim a lower 
value on Customs documents. Julien’s and Art Pack Inc. are not 
responsible if there is any delay in Customs. Julien’s and Art Pack 
Inc. are not responsible for returned shipments. The buyer is re-
sponsible for all fees including duties, taxes, VAT, Customs, and 
other unforeseen charges.

Bids will not be accepted from those persons under the age of 
eighteen (18) without written consent of said persons parent or 
legal guardian. Written consent must acknowledge the terms and 
conditions of sale. This written consent constitutes an agreement 
to be bound thereby on behalf of the bidder.

Bidder registration is required for all persons wishing to bid for 
Julien’s Auctions. Any person registering to bid by phone, absen-
tee, or in person will complete a Bidder Registration Form. Online 
bidders will submit a completed form through julienslive.com. First-
time bidders and previous non-winning bidders at Julien’s Auctions 
are required to fax or email a copy of his/her photo identification 
(driver’s license/passport/state ID card) and a copy of the credit 
card you registered with to 310-742-0155 or hillary@juliensauc-
tions.com prior to being approved for bidding.  Failure to do this 
may block your ability to bid.  

All items are offered subject to a reserve. The reserve is the confi-
dential minimum price acceptable to the Consignor. During a live 
auction the auctioneer may open any lot by bidding on behalf of the 
Consignor and may bid up to the amount of the reserve, by placing 
successive or consecutive bids for a lot or bids in response to other 
bidders. Online sales may do the same by employing the use of a 
starting bid which will commence bidding at or below the reserve 
price agreed to by the Consignor.

Julien’s reserves the right to withdraw any property before the com-
pletion of the sale and will have no liability for doing so.

We reserve the right to accept or decline any bid. Bids must be for 
an entire lot and each lot constitutes a separate sale. All bids are 
per lot unless otherwise announced at a live sale by the auctioneer. 
Live auction lots will be sold in their numbered sequence unless 
the Auctioneer directs otherwise. It is unlawful and illegal for Bid-
ders to collude, pool, or agree with another Bidder to pay less than 
the fair value for lot(s). Bidders participating in both live and online 
auctions acknowledge that the law provides for substantial penal-
ties in the form of treble damages and attorneys’ fees and costs for 
those who violate these provisions. For live auctions the auctioneer 
will have final discretion in the event that any dispute should arise 
between bidders. The auctioneer will determine the successful bid-
der, cancel the sale, or re-offer and resell the lot or lots in dispute. 
Julien’s will have final discretion to resolve any disputes arising 
after the sale and in online auctions. If any dispute arises, our sale 
record is conclusive. Julien’s will execute order or absentee bids, 
and accept telephone bids as a courtesy to clients who are unable 
to attend the live auctions. Therefore we take no responsibility for 
any errors or omissions in connection with this service.  If you are 
phone bidding with Julien’s please be aware that we may monitor 
and record these telephone calls.  By registering to phone bid with 
Julien’s, you agree to have your phone call recorded.

The catalog descriptions were written in English. The auction will 
also be conducted in English. Any translation, using Google Trans-
late or any other online translation program, should be used as a 
guide only.  The accuracy of online translation services cannot be 
guaranteed.  Use with caution and at your own risk.

Subject to fulfillment of all of the conditions set forth herein, on 
the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, title to the offered lot will pass 
to the highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer, and such 
bidder thereupon (a) assumes full risk and responsibility (including 
without limitation, liability for or damage to frames or glass covering 
prints, paintings, photos, or other works), and (b) will immediately 
pay the full purchase price or such part as we may require. All 
sales are final.  In addition to other remedies available to us by 
law, we reserve the right to impose from the date of sale a late 
charge of 1 ½% per month of the total purchase price if payment 
is not made in accordance with the conditions set forth herein. 

If you intend to pick up your lots, arrangements must be made 
on the day of the auction.  All property must be removed from 
our premises by the purchaser at his expense not later than 10 
business days following its sale and if it is not so removed, (i) a 
handling charge of 1% of the total purchase price per month from 
the tenth day after the sale until its removal will be payable to us by 
the purchaser, with a minimum of 5% of the total purchase price 
for any property not so removed within 60 days after the sale, and 
(ii) we may send the purchased property to a public warehouse for 
the account, at the risk and expense of the purchaser.

If any applicable conditions herein are not complied with the pur-
chaser will be in default and in addition to any and all other reme-
dies available to us and the Consignor by law, including, without 
limitation, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the total pur-
chase price, including all fees, charges and expenses more fully 
set forth herein, we, at our option, may (a) cancel the sale of that, 
or any other lots sold to the defaulting purchaser at the same or any 
other auction, retaining as liquidated damages all payments made 
by the purchaser, or (b) resell the purchased property, whether 
at public auction or by private sale, or (c) effect any combination 
thereof. In any case, the purchaser will be liable for any deficiency, 
any and all costs, handling charges, late charges, expenses of 
both sales, our commissions on both sales at our regular rates, 
legal fees and expenses, collection fees and incidental damages. 
We may, in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds of sale then 

due or thereafter becoming due to the purchaser from us or any 
affiliated company, or any payment made by the purchaser to us 
or any affiliated company, where or not intended to reduce the 
purchaser’s obligations with respect to the unpaid lot or lots, to the 
deficiency and any other amounts due to us or any affiliated com-
panies. In addition, a defaulting purchaser will be deemed to have 
granted and assigned to us and our affiliated companies, a con-
tinuing security interest of first priority in any property or money of 
our owing to such purchaser in our possession or in the possession 
of any of our affiliated companies, and we may retain and apply 
such property or money as collateral security for the obligations 
due to us or to any affiliated company of ours. Payment will not be 
deemed to have been made in full until we have collected good 
funds. In the event the purchaser fails to pay any or all of the total 
purchase price for any lot and Julien’s elects to pay the Consignor 
any portion of the sale proceeds, the purchaser acknowledges that 
Julien’s shall have all of the rights of the Consignor to pursue the 
purchaser for any amounts paid to the Consignor, whether at law, 
in equity, or under these Conditions of Sale.

Under no circumstance will Julien’s incur liability to a purchaser in 
excess of the purchase price actually paid.

The terms and conditions of sale herein described shall be en-
forced in accordance with, and governed by the laws of the State 
of California.

Any claim or controversy arising out of or relating to the Auction, 
the Bidder Registration Form or any breach thereof between the 
registered bidder and Julien’s shall be submitted to arbitration in 
Los Angeles County, California before an arbitrator from the Ju-
dicial Arbitration and Mediation Services, Inc. (“JAMS”) and con-
ducted under its Comprehensive Arbitration Rules, as the exclusive 
remedy for such claim or controversy. Both parties further agree 
that the arbitration shall be conducted before a single JAMS ar-
bitrator who is a retired California or federal judge or justice. By 
agreeing to arbitrate, the parties waive any right they have to a 
court or jury trial. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and 
binding. The parties further agree that, upon application of the 
prevailing party, any Judge of the Superior Court of the State of 
California, for the County of Los Angeles, may enter a judgment 
based on the final arbitration award issued by the JAMS arbitrator, 
and the parties expressly agree to submit to the jurisdiction of this 
Court for such a purpose. The prevailing party shall be entitled to 
recover the party’s attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in connection 
with the arbitration.

TERMS OF GuARANTEE
“Attribution” is defined by Julien’s as the creator, period, culture, 
source of origin, as the case may be as set forth in the Bold Type 
Heading of a lot in a live auction catalogue or the lot Title of an on-
line auction, as amended by any oral or written salesroom notices 
and announcements or online notices and announcements. We 
make no warranties to information not contained in an online lot 
heading or information not contained in the Bold Type Heading of 
any live auction catalogue subject to the exclusions listed below.

Julien’s warrants the “Attribution,” as defined above and subject to 
the exclusions listed below, of a lot for a period of one (1) year from 
the date of sale and only to the original purchaser on record at the 
auction. If it is determined to our satisfaction that the “Attribution” 
is incorrect, the sale will be rescinded if the lot is returned to the 
Julien’s Auctions warehouse facility in the same condition in which 
it was at the time of sale. In order to satisfy Julien’s that the “Attri-
bution” of a lot is indeed incorrect we reserve the right to require 
the purchaser to obtain, at the purchaser’s expense, the opinion 
of two experts in the field, mutually acceptable to Julien’s and the 
purchaser, before we agree to rescind the sale under the warranty. 
This warranty is not assignable and applies only to the original pur-
chaser on record with Julien’s. This warranty does not transfer to 
any subsequent owners of any purchased property (this includes 
without limitation, heirs, successors, beneficiaries or assigns).

Should a sale be rescinded and the purchase price paid (final 
successful bid price, plus the buyer’s premium), it is specifically 
understood that this will be considered the sole remedy. It is ex-
clusive and in lieu of any other remedy available as a matter of 
law, or in equity.

Exclusions will be made and this warranty does not apply to “At-
tribution” which on the date of sale was in accordance with the 
then generally accepted opinion of scholars and specialists, or 
the identification of periods or dates of execution which may be 
proven inaccurate by means of scientific processes not generally 
accepted for use until after publication of the catalogue or listing 
online, or which were unreasonably expensive or impractical to 
employ.

PROOF OF PROVENANCE
Julien’s Auctions is happy to provide a lot card and lot tag for items 
purchased in our live sales.  Lot tags and lot cards are not pro-
duced for online only auctions.  Your proof of provenance for any 
items purchased in a Julien’s sale is a copy of your paid invoice 
along with the printed or actual catalog page.  Julien’s does not 
provide letters of authenticity or certificates of authenticity unless 
otherwise stated in the catalog.
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LOT 604 
MARILYN MONROE AND JOE DIMAGGIO 
PHOTOGRAPH CuT IN HALF
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